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Foreword

This volume contains quotations from internationally peer-reviewed suicide research published during the semester May 2009–October 2009; it is the second of a series produced biannually by our Institute, with the aim of assisting the Commonwealth Department of Health and Ageing in being constantly updated on new evidences from the scientific community.

The initial section of the volume collects a number of publications that could have particular relevance for the Australian people in terms of potential applicability. These researches are accompanied by a short comment from us, and an explanation of the motives that justify why we have considered of interest the implementation of studies’ findings in the Australian context. An introductory part provides the rationale and the methodology followed in the identification of papers.

The central part of the volume represents a selection of research articles of particular significance; their abstracts are reported in extenso, underlining our invitation to read those papers in full text: they represent a remarkable advancement of suicide research knowledge.

The last section reports all items retrievable from major electronic databases. We have catalogued them on the basis of their prevailing reference to fatal and non-fatal suicidal behaviours, with various subheadings (e.g. epidemiology, risk factors, and so on). The deriving list guarantees a level of completeness superior to any individual system; it can constitute a useful tool for all those interested in a quick update of what is most recently published on the topic.

Our intent is to make suicide research more approachable to non-specialists, and in the meantime provide an opportunity for a vademecum of quotations credible also at the professional level. A compilation such as the one that we provide here is not easily obtainable from usual sources and can save a considerable amount of time to readers. We believe that our effort in this direction may be an appropriate interpretation of one of the technical support roles to the Government that the new status of National Centre of Excellence in Suicide Prevention — which has deeply honoured our commitment — entails for us.

The significant growth of our centre, the Australian Institute for Suicide Research and Prevention, and its influential function, both nationally and internationally, in the fight against suicide, could not happen without the constant support of Queensland Health and Griffith University. We hope that our passionate dedication to the cause of suicide prevention may compensate their continuing trust in our work.

Diego De Leo, DSc

Director, Australian Institute for Suicide Research and Prevention
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Introduction

Context

Suicide places a substantial burden on individuals, communities and society in terms of emotional, economic and health care costs. In Australia, about 2000 people die from suicide every year, a death rate well in excess of transport-related mortality. At the time of preparing this volume, the latest available statistics released by the Australian Bureau of Statistics\(^1\) indicated that, in 2007, 1,881 deaths by suicide were registered in Australia, representing an age-standardised rate of 8.9 per 100,000.

Further, a study on mortality in Australia for the years 1997–2001 found that suicide was the leading cause of avoidable mortality in the 25–44 year age group, for both males (29.5%) and females (16.7%), while in the age group 15–24 suicide accounted for almost a third of deaths due to avoidable mortality.\(^2\) In 2003, self-inflicted injuries were responsible for 27% of the total injury burden in Australia, leading to an estimated 49,379 years of life lost (YLL) due to premature mortality, with the greatest burdens observed in men aged 25–64.\(^3\)

Despite the estimated mortality, the prevalence of suicide and self-harming behaviour in particular remains difficult to gauge, due to the often secretive nature of these activities. Indeed, the ABS acknowledges the difficulties in obtaining reliable data for suicides in the past few years.\(^4, 5\) Without a clear understanding of the scope of suicidal behaviours and the range of interventions available, the opportunity to implement effective initiatives is reduced. Further, it is important that suicide prevention policies are developed on the foundation of evidence-based empirical research, especially as the quality and validly of the available information may be misleading or inaccurate. Additionally, the social and economic impact of suicide underlines the importance of appropriate research-based prevention strategies, addressing not only significant direct costs on health system and lost productivity, but also the emotional suffering for families and communities.

The Australian Institute for Suicide Research and Prevention (AISRAP) has, through the years, gained an international reputation as one of the leading research institutions in the field of suicide prevention. The most important recognition came via the designation as a World Health Organization (WHO) Collaborating Centre in mid-2005. More recently (Spring 2008), the Commonwealth Department of Health and Ageing (DoHA) appointed AISRAP as the National Centre of Excellence in Suicide Prevention. This latter recognition awards not only many years of high-quality research, but also of fruitful cooperation between the institute and several different governmental agencies. The new
role given to AISRAP will translate into an even deeper commitment to the cause of suicide prevention amongst community members of Australia.

As part of this initiative, AISRAP is committed to the creation of a databank of the recent scientific literature documenting the nature and extent of suicidal and self-harming behavior and recommended practices in preventing and responding to these behaviors. The key output for the project is a critical biannual review of the national and international literature outlining recent advances and promising developments in research in suicide prevention, particularly where this can help to inform national activities. This task is not aimed at providing a critique of new researches, but rather at drawing attention to investigations that may have particular relevance to the Australian context. In doing so, we are committed to a user-friendly language, in order to render research outcomes and their interpretation accessible also to a non-expert audience.

In summary, this particular review serves three primary purposes:

1. to inform future State and Commonwealth suicide prevention policies
2. to assist in the improvement of existing initiatives, and the development of new and innovative Australian projects for the prevention of suicidal and self-harming behaviors within the context of the Living is for Everyone (LIFE) Framework (2008)
3. to provide directions for Australian research priorities in suicidology.

The review is presented in three sections. The first contains a selection of the best articles published in the last 6 months internationally. For each article identified by us (the method of choosing articles is described below), the original abstract is accompanied by a brief comment explaining why we thought the study was providing an important contribution to research and why we considered its possible applicability to Australia. The second section presents the abstracts of the most relevant literature — following our criteria — collected between November 2008 and April 2009; while the final section presents a list of citations of all literature published over this time period.

**Methodology**

The literature search was conducted in four phases.

**Phase 1**

Phase 1 consisted of weekly searches of the academic literature performed from May 2009 to October 2009. To ensure thorough coverage of the available published research, the literature was sourced using several scientific electronic databases including: Pubmed, Proquest, Scopus, Safetylit and Web of Science, using the following key words: suicide, suicidal, self-harm, self-injury and parasuicide.

Results from the weekly searches were downloaded and combined into one database (deleting duplicates).

A determination of the sources to be selected and included was made according to the following criteria:

- Timeliness: the article was published (either electronically or in hard-copy) between May 2009 and October 2009.
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- Relevance: the article explicitly referred to fatal and/or non-fatal suicidal behaviour and related issues and/or interventions directly targeted at preventing/treating these behaviours.
- The article was written in English.
- The article was published in an international, peer-reviewed journal.

Articles regarding euthanasia, assisted suicide, suicide terrorist attacks, and/or book reviews, abstracts and conference presentations were excluded.

Also, articles that have been published in electronic versions (ahead of print) between November 2008 and April 2009 and therefore included in the previous volume (*Suicide Research: Selected Readings, Vol. 1*) were excluded to avoid duplication.

**Phase 2**

Following an initial reading of the abstracts (retrieved in Phase One), the list of articles was refined down to the most relevant literature.

In Phase 2, articles were excluded when they:
- were not particularly instructive or original
- were of a descriptive nature (e.g., a case-report)
- consisted of historical/philosophical content
- were a description of surgical reconstruction/treatment of self-inflicted injuries
- concerned biological and/or genetic interpretations of suicidal behaviour, the results of which could not be easily adoptable in the context of the LIFE Framework.

In order to minimize the potential for biased evaluations, two researchers working independently read through the full text of all articles selected to create a list of most relevant papers. This process was then duplicated by a third researcher for any articles on which consensus could not be reached.

The strength and quality of the research evidence was evaluated based on the *Critical Appraisal Skills Programme (CASP) Appraisal Tools* published by the Public Health Resource Unit, England (2006). These tools, publically available online, consist of checklists for critically appraising systematic reviews, randomized controlled trials (RCT), qualitative research, economic evaluation studies, cohort studies, diagnostic test studies and case control studies.

**Phase 3**

One of the aims of this review was to identify research which is both evidence-based and of potential relevance to the Australian context. Thus, the final stage of Phase 2 of the literature search focused on research conducted in countries with populations or health systems sufficiently comparable to Australia. It is important to note that failure of an article to be selected for inclusion in Phase 3 does not entail any negative judgment on its ‘objective’ quality.

Specific inclusion criteria for Phase 3 included:
- applicability to Australia
- the paper met all criteria for scientificity (i.e., the methodology was considered sound)
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- the paper represented a particularly compelling addition to the literature, which would be likely to stimulate suicide prevention initiatives and research
- inevitably, an important aspect was the importance of the journal in which the paper was published (because of the high standards that have to be met in order to obtain publication in that specific journal). For this review, priority was given to papers published in high impact factor journals.
- particular attention has been paid to widen the literature horizon to include sociological and anthropological research that may have particular relevance to the Australian context.

After a thorough reading of these articles (‘Recommended readings’ for the considered timeframe), a written comment was produced for each article detailing:
- methodological strengths and weaknesses (e.g., sample size, validity of measurement instruments, appropriateness of analysis performed)
- practical implications of the research results to the Australian context
- suggestions for integrating research findings within the domains of the LIFE framework suicide prevention activities.

![Figure 1 Flowchart of process.](image)
Phase 4
In the final phase of the search procedure all articles were divided into the following classifications:

- **Fatal suicidal behaviour** (epidemiology, risk and protective factors, prevention, postvention and bereavement)
- **Non-fatal suicidal/self-harming behaviours** (epidemiology, risk and protective factors, prevention, care and support)
- **Case reports** (include reports of fatal and non-fatal suicidal behaviours)
- **Miscellaneous** includes all research articles that could not be classified into any other category.

Allocation to these categories was not always straightforwarded, and where papers spanned more than one area, consensus of the research team determined which domain the article would be placed in.

Endnotes

Key Articles
Reducing suicidal ideation and depression in older primary care patients: 24-month outcomes of the PROSPECT study

GS Alexopoulos, CF Reynolds, ML Bruce, IR Katz, PJ Raue, BH Mulsant, DW Oslin, T Ten Have and the PROSPECT Group (USA)
American Journal of Psychiatry 166, 882–890, 2009

Objective: The Prevention of Suicide in Primary Care Elderly: Collaborative Trial (PROSPECT) evaluated the impact of a care management intervention on suicidal ideation and depression in older primary care patients. This is the first report of outcomes over a 2-year period.

Method: Study participants were patients 60 years of age or older (N = 599) with major or minor depression selected after screening 9,072 randomly identified patients of 20 primary care practices randomly assigned to provide either the PROSPECT intervention or usual care. The intervention consisted of services of 15 trained care managers, who offered algorithm-based recommendations to physicians and helped patients with treatment adherence over 24 months.

Results: Compared with patients receiving usual care, those receiving the intervention had a higher likelihood of receiving antidepressants and/or psychotherapy (84.9%–89% versus 49%–62%) and had a 2.2 times greater decline in suicidal ideation over 24 months. Treatment response occurred earlier on average in the intervention group and increased from months 18 to 24, while no appreciable increase in treatment response occurred in the usual care group during the same period. Among patients with major depression, a greater number achieved remission in the intervention group than in the usual-care group at 4 months (26.6% versus 15.2%), 8 months (36% versus 22.5%), and 24 months (45.4% versus 31.5%). Patients with minor depression had favourable outcomes regardless of treatment assignment.

Conclusions: Sustained collaborative care maintains high utilization of depression treatment, reduces suicidal ideation, and improves the outcomes of major depression over 2 years.
Comment

Main findings: This study demonstrated that sustained collaborative approaches to treating depression in older patients, including (a) management by primary care physicians, (b) additional long-term follow up, and, if needed (c) provision of interpersonal therapy, provides improved outcomes for patients with major depression two years after starting treatment, compared to patients receiving usual care. Specifically, these patients were more likely to adhere to either medication or psychotherapy treatment, and reported greater decline in passive suicidal ideation and lower severity of depressive symptoms. Almost half of patients who presented with major depression showed signs of remission at 24 months (compared to 42% of patients with major depressive disorder who received usual care, a difference not statistically significant).

The current research is the first to present results of a long-term intervention follow-up of depressed elderly patients in primary care settings. Methodological strengths of the study included the large sample size, a sensitive screening approach and a well controlled random sampling design, which allows generalisation of the findings to real-life practices. However, the reliability of the findings are somewhat limited by the large attrition rate and the absence of detailed information on treatments received in the ‘usual care’ group.

Implications: Affective disorders such as depression are a significant risk factor for suicide. Improvements in recognition and treatment of depressive disorders are one of the fundamental parts of suicide prevention strategies worldwide, and primary care providers represent a vital strategic setting point from which suicidality in the elderly should be targeted. While rates of antidepressant prescriptions have been reported to rise, still several obstacles remain in the way of assuring positive outcomes. Results of this study indicate that inclusion of a care manager in the provision of primary health care and continuous monitoring of treatment over a 24-month period can help reduce the (otherwise high) percentage of elderly patients who prematurely interrupt their treatments, and lead to reduced suicidal ideation. Understandably, in many countries limited resources allocated to mental health and suicide prevention would make these approaches difficult to implement; however, this study also demonstrated that patients presenting with minor depression are equally responsive to standard care, therefore it may be more cost-effective to provide the most intensive care management treatment primarily to patients meeting criteria for major depressive disorder.
**Risk factors for suicide in Hungary: a case-control study**

K Almasi, N Belso, N Kapur, R Webb, J Cooper, S Hadley, M Kerfoot, G Dunn, P Sotonyi, Z Rihmer, L Appleby (Hungary)  
*BMC Psychiatry* 9, 45, 2009

**Background:** Hungary previously had one of the highest suicide rates in the world, but experienced major social and economic changes from 1990 onwards. We aimed to investigate the antecedents of suicide in Hungary. We hypothesized that suicide in Hungary would be associated with both risk factors for suicide as identified in Western studies, and experiences related to social and economic restructuring.

**Methods:** We carried out a controlled psychological autopsy study. Informants for 194 cases (suicide deaths in Budapest and Pest County 2002–2004) and 194 controls were interviewed by clinicians using a detailed schedule.

**Results:** Many of the demographic and clinical risk factors associated with suicide in other settings were also associated with suicide in Hungary; for example, being unmarried or having no current relationship, lack of other social contacts, low educational attainment, history of self-harm, current diagnosis of affective disorder (including bipolar disorder) or personality disorder, and experiencing a recent major adverse life event. A number of variables reflecting experiences since economic restructuring were also associated with suicide; for example, unemployment, concern over work prospects, changes in living standards, practising religion. Just 20% of cases with evidence of depression at the time of death had received antidepressants.

**Conclusions:** Suicide rates in Hungary are falling. Our study identified a number of risk factors related to individual-level demographic and clinical characteristics, and possibly recent societal change. Improved management of psychiatric disorder and self-harm may result in further reductions in suicide rates.
Comment

Main findings: A number of demographic, clinical and societal factors associated with risk for suicide have been identified in this psychological autopsy study, the largest to date to be carried out in Eastern Europe. One of the most striking results was the relatively low prevalence of both lifetime history of psychiatric illness (43.5%) and presence of diagnosed mental illness at time of death (69.1%) in the cohort of suicides, contradicting conventional estimations that around 90% of suicide victims are believed to be suffering from some form of mental disorder. Similar results on the (lower than commonly reported) presence of mental disorders in persons with suicidal ideation or attempts, but obtained via community survey, are discussed elsewhere in this volume (see the paper on WHO World Mental Health Surveys by Nock et al., 2009). Further, results of the current study showed that while approximately half of suicide cases had evidence of an affective disorder, only a fifth of sufferers were receiving antidepressant treatment at time of death. While the societal factors, suggested being important determinants of suicide risk in individuals (e.g. employment, religious belief and changes in socio-economic circumstances) offer some insight into the efficiency of society-wide interventions to reduce suicide rates, causality of these links could not be verified due to the methodological constraints of the applied cross-sectional study design.

Implications: Results of this study carry important clinical and research implications and add to the existing knowledge on multiple risk factors for suicide. However, generalisability of results to the Australian context may be limited due to the fact that the study was performed in Eastern Europe which has in the last few decades undergone major political, social and economic changes. Nevertheless, while the societal aspects of results would need to be replicated in Australian milieu, several other of the discussed approaches that might lead to reductions in the suicide rate are rather universal — in particular, improved identification of psychiatric illness; the appropriate (and not just increased) prescribing of antidepressant medications; and more effective follow-up and management of those who self-harm and/or attempt suicide.

Endnote

Limiting paracetamol pack size: has it worked in the UK?

DN Bateman (UK)

Clinical Toxicology 47, 536–541, 2009

Introduction: Paracetamol poisoning is a major health problem worldwide. Limitation of pack size is an approach increasingly advocated to reduce rates of suicide and serious self-harm from this agent. The United Kingdom adopted such a policy in 1998, restricting non-pharmacy sales to 8 g and pharmacy to pack sizes of 16 g.

Methods: A literature review was conducted and commentary written on the impact of the change in the United Kingdom on a variety of indices of paracetamol overdose.

Results: Potential markers of effect identified included paracetamol sales, poisons information data, laboratory results, liver unit referrals, and hospital activity and mortality data. Initial reports suggested effects associated with the legislation, but longer term suicide trend analysis has not confirmed these early findings, which were confounded by population trends in self-harm.

Conclusion: Paracetamol pack size limitation as applied in the United Kingdom has not reduced paracetamol-related death. Reasons postulated for this failure include patient avoidance of the legislation’s intentions, patient confusion, and ineffectiveness of the regulations as conceived and implemented.

Comment

Main findings: Following an increase in hospital admissions for paracetamol overdose in the 1990s in the United Kingdom, a series of regulations were introduced to reduce access to this commonly available drug. However, to date there have been no conclusive findings on the effectiveness of these legislative interventions on the reduction of accidental and intentional ingestions of these drugs. For example, Hawkins et al. (2007) in their literature review demonstrated that while packing restrictions may have resulted in a reduction of mortality and morbidity due to paracetamol overdose in the United Kingdom; conversely, they may also have led to an increase in hospital admissions due to overdoses from other medications such as ibuprofen.¹

In this literature review, Bateman describes the initial positive impact of the legislation on the reduction of hospital admission and deaths in which paracetamol was involved, but this effect did not last for more than two and half years. This finding emphasizes the need for longitudinal observations of the impact of any interventions restricting access to means of suicide, such as installation of barriers on bridges or introduction of firearms legislations.

Implications: While paracetamol-related mortality rates appear to be higher in countries where unlimited quantities may be purchased,² there is currently a lack of studies examining national-level data. In addition, the available studies...
are often based on localized data and thus only represent a small number of hospitals. Additionally, interpretations of mortality statistics need to be made cautiously, due to the complex nature of deaths from acute poisoning, as it is common for more than one substance to be implicated in a poisoning death and there is often no indication on the death certificate as to which substance was principally responsible for the death.

Positive effects of paracetamol sales restrictions on rates of suicidal behaviours could not be ascertained in this paper; however, restrictions of the availability of commonly used methods of suicides remain an important, if somewhat crude, approach of suicide prevention strategies worldwide. One such example was restriction of barbiturate prescribing in Australia in the late 1960s, which has lead to declines in its use as a method of suicide and also in overall suicide rates.3

Currently it is not possible to estimate the incidence of paracetamol overdose in the community due to the unwillingness of individuals to present to hospitals after overdose, particularly in minor overdoses (where medical attention is not required). However, it is plausible that paracetamol overdoses are far more common than current estimates allow. For example, a study by Ayanrinde et al (2005),4 monitoring the frequency, circumstances and outcomes of paracetamol presentations to one regional Australian general hospital over a 4-year period, reported a steep increase in annual admissions due to paracetamol overdose, most commonly in combination with alcohol, benzodiazepines and antidepressants. Further, in Australia, from 2005 products containing paracetamol are required to carry warnings on the label regarding the dangers of overdose; however, as Bateman argued, in the case of weak analgesics it seems that neither patients nor sellers are sufficiently informed of their toxic effects.

In conclusion, current knowledge on this subject is not sufficient to make any definite conclusion on whether restricting availability of a common and safe medicine for a majority of population overweighs the risks presented by the small number of people choosing to self-harm by this method.

Endnotes

Removing bridge barriers stimulates suicides: an unfortunate natural experiment

AL Beautrais, SJ Gibb, DM Fergusson, LJ Horwood, GL Larkin (New Zealand)
Australian and New Zealand Journal of Psychiatry 43, 495-497, 2009

Objectives: Safety barriers to prevent suicide by jumping were removed from Grafton Bridge in Auckland, New Zealand, in 1996 after having been in place for 60 years. This study compared the number of suicides due to jumping from the bridge after the reinstatement of safety barriers in 2003.

Methods: National mortality data for suicide deaths were compared for three time periods: 1991–1995 (old barrier in place); 1997–2002 (no barriers in place); 2003–2006 (after barriers were reinstated).

Results: Removal of barriers was followed by a fivefold increase in the number and rate of suicides from the bridge. These increases led to a decision to reinstall safety barriers. Since the reinstallation of barriers, of an improved design, in 2003, there have been no suicides from the bridge.

Conclusions: This natural experiment, using a powerful a-b-a (reversal) design, shows that safety barriers are effective in preventing suicide: their removal increases suicides; their reinstatement prevents suicides.
Comment

Main findings: There is a growing body of evidence showing that installation of barriers and safety nets efficiently prevents suicide by jumping (mainly from bridges). The results of this ‘unfortunate experiment’, following the removal and reinstatement of safety barriers from a known suicide jumping site in New Zealand, provide further support for this. In the 5 years with no barriers in place, the numbers and rates of suicides from the bridge increased fivefold, but then dropped to zero after reinstalment of improved replacement barriers eight years later.

Implications: The practical implications arising from the results of this study are somewhat straightforward — installation of measures to restrict access at locations recognized to attract people committing suicide by jumping (such as tall buildings, bridges, cliffs) may prove beneficial in lowering the incidence of this method of suicide. This type of restriction should, preferably, be accompanied by similar interventions targeted at reducing access to alternative methods of suicide. Justification for the implementation of such measures should be based on scientific evidence for their efficiency in preventing suicide in order to acquire consensus from local and/or national government agencies, in particular when met with public opposition regarding issues such as cost-effectiveness. In addition, further research is needed to determine which barrier designs are most effective in preventing jumping suicide from different types of structures (e.g. bridges, high-rise residential buildings and institutions housing vulnerable populations such as psychiatric patients).
Suicide in people with epilepsy: how great is the risk?

GS Bell, A Gaitatzis, CL Bell, AL Johnson, JW Sander (UK)
Epilepsia 50, 1933–1942, 2009

Purpose: Suicide is more common in populations with epilepsy, but estimates vary concerning the magnitude of the risk. We aimed to estimate the risk using meta-analysis.

Methods: A literature search identified 74 articles (76 cohorts of people with epilepsy) in whom the number of deaths by suicide in people with epilepsy and the number of person-years at risk could be estimated. Standardized mortality ratios (SMRs) with 95% confidence intervals (CIs) were calculated for each cohort, for groups of cohorts, and for the total population.

Results: The overall SMR was 3.3 (95% CI 2.8–3.7) based on 190 observed deaths by suicide compared with 58.4 expected. The SMR was significantly increased in people with incident or newly diagnosed epilepsy in the community (SMR 2.1), in populations with mixed prevalence and incidence cases (SMR 3.6), in those with prevalent epilepsy (SMR 4.8), in people in institutions (SMR 4.6), in people seen in tertiary care clinics (SMR 2.28), in people with temporal lobe epilepsy (SMR 6.6), in those following temporal lobe excision (SMR 13.9), and following other forms of epilepsy surgery (SMR 6.4). The SMR was significantly low overall in two community-based studies of people with epilepsy and developmental disability.

Discussion: We confirm that the risk of suicide is increased in most populations of people with epilepsy. Psychiatric comorbidity has been demonstrated to be a risk factor for suicide in the general population and in people with epilepsy, and such comorbidity should thus be identified and treated.
Comment

Main findings: While an increased risk for suicide in populations with epilepsy has long been documented, available literature lacks consensus on the magnitude of that risk. Authors of the presented study responded to the need for synthesis and critical evaluation of prior data by conducting an extensive meta-analysis of all relevant studies that reported information on suicide deaths in cohorts of persons with epilepsy across a variety of settings (e.g., newly diagnosed persons, persons in institutions, and those following epilepsy surgeries). Calculation of standardized mortality rates based on the 74 included papers confirmed a more than 3-times higher risk for suicide in people with epilepsy when compared to the general population. Results are aligned with previous studies reporting the highest risk in cohorts with chronic severe epilepsy and in those following surgery.

Implications: The selection of studies in the presented meta-analysis did not allow for investigation of confounding effects of psychiatric co-morbidity. Yet, prior research has reported an increased prevalence of mental health disorders in persons with epilepsy compared with the general population.1 Further, people with this disorder continue to be stigmatized by it, which causes adverse impacts on their psychological well-being and quality of life;2 therefore, it would be beneficial to control for these confounding factors in future research in this area. Nevertheless, findings of this meta-analysis add to the existing knowledge on the suicide risks in people with epilepsy and carry important implications for development of suicide prevention strategies. For example, it would be of benefit to include suicide risk screening protocols as part of standard care for individuals with epilepsy in order to identify and intervene with those at highest risk of suicide, especially when patients present with comorbid psychiatric disorders.

Endnotes
Suicidality in people taking antiepileptic drugs: what is the evidence?
GS Bell, M Mula, JW Sander (UK/Italy)
CNS Drugs 23, 281–292, 2009

Suicide is an important cause of premature death. In the general population, most people who commit suicide have a psychiatric problem at the time. People with epilepsy are thought to be at increased risk from suicide and suicidality (suicidal ideation or behaviour). Standardized mortality ratios estimated for suicide in people with epilepsy are usually between 3 and 5. Risk factors for suicide in people with epilepsy have been suggested, including early age of onset of seizures, temporal lobe epilepsy, severe seizures and recent control of seizures. Psychiatric co-morbidity also seems to be an important factor in people with epilepsy who commit suicide. In recent years, suicidality has been recognized as a complication of several groups of drugs and, most recently, antiepileptic drugs (AEDs) have been implicated. The US FDA performed a meta-analysis of 199 placebo-controlled studies of 11 AEDs used for seizure control, psychiatric or ‘other’ indications. There were four completed suicides in those taking AEDs and none in those taking placebo. The odds ratio for suicidal behaviour or ideation was 1.8 (95% CI 1.24, 2.66), suggesting that people taking AEDs are more at risk than those taking placebo. The odds ratio was significantly raised for people taking AEDs for epilepsy, but not for the other indications. AEDs may affect mood by means of several mechanisms. In people with epilepsy, however, the concept of forced normalization (or alternative psychosis) may also play a part. In this situation, control of seizures (by AEDs or epilepsy surgery) may alternate with psychotic features or, less commonly, depression, although this is not fully understood. The risk of suicidal ideation and behaviour as adverse effects of AED treatment, although increased, seems low. As a result of the FDA’s alert clinicians are supposed to inform patients and their families of this increased risk but it is important to place it in a proper perspective. Some people with epilepsy are more likely to develop psychiatric adverse effects with any AEDs, and these people should be followed closely whenever a new AED is introduced. Nonetheless, in people with epilepsy the risk of suicidality associated with AEDs needs to be balanced against the risk of not treating the seizures. In fact, the risk of stopping AEDs or refusing to start AEDs for the control of a seizure disorder may be significantly worse and may result in serious harm, including death of the patient.
Comment

Main findings: This effective review of the evidence for a heightened suicide risk in individuals with epilepsy is one of only a few articles to examine the link between treatment with antiepileptic drugs and completed suicide. The authors found that individuals with epilepsy who are treated with antiepileptic drugs are almost twice more likely to complete suicide than individuals taking placebo. The most remarkable finding of this review was that suicide risk may be heightened in certain individuals regardless of the type of antiepileptic drug, and this is thought to be due to a little understood interaction between mental illness and epilepsy symptoms, rather than actual adverse drug reactions. Still, the findings need to be considered with caution due to the low incidence of completed suicide in the study (4 cases) which makes it difficult to determine any definitive causal pathway between antiepileptic drugs and suicide.

Implications: Prior research has suggested that epilepsy is a risk factor for suicide with epileptics up to 5 times more likely to complete suicide compared to the general population. The findings of this review suggest that individuals with epilepsy who are treated with antiepileptic drugs are a particularly vulnerable group requiring special consideration when determining treatment plans and follow-up care. In particular, it is suggested that certain individuals are prone to developing suicidal ideation and/or behaviours regardless of the type of antiepileptic drug administered. These patients would require consistent and regular follow-up, especially in the period immediately after introduction of a new drug. Additionally, the authors recommend that patients and their families be informed of the risk of potential adverse reactions to antiepileptic medications in order for individuals to make an informed choice regarding their own treatment.

A further consideration is the tailoring of medication to the individual patient with some evidence that (as in the general population) symptoms of instability of mood and anxiety may further increase suicide risk, implying that the mood stabilising properties of certain antiepileptic drugs may prove beneficial in these patients. Despite the suggested risks for fatal and non-fatal suicidal behaviour associated with antiepileptic medications, it has been shown that mortality due to untreated epilepsy far exceeds that of completed suicide in this group. Therefore it seems that the benefits of these drugs may outweigh the slight risk of the development of suicidal behaviour.

Endnote

Background: Emergency department data offer more representative deliberate self-harm (DSH) information than inpatient admission data. However, emergency department data may underestimate DSH if some records coded ‘undetermined’ (UD) represent DSH.

Data and methods: The data are from the National Ambulatory Care Reporting System. A total of 24,437 Ontario emergency department records for 2001/2002, coded DSH or UD, were analyzed. Age- and sex-specific estimates were compared under alternative DSH definitions.

Results: For every two emergency department presentations coded DSH, another was coded UD. Cut/Pierce injuries and poisonings coded UD appeared to represent DSH more often than did UD presentations involving other injuries. Among index episodes coded UD, the rate of subsequent DSH presentation was nearly 10 times higher when cut/pierce injury or poisoning was involved. Including presentations coded UD among those coded DSH increased the 12-month cumulative incidence of DSH by up to 60%.

Interpretation: Some emergency department presentations coded UD likely represent DSH.
Comment

Main findings: Self-harm continues to be an issue of concern in Australia and internationally and it is estimated that rates of self-harm in the community far exceed rates of suicide. Prior research has suggested that hospital coding systems may under-estimate the incidence of self-harm presentations and the main contribution of the current study was use of a large, highly representative study sample based on Canadian emergency department data, considered more accurate than inpatient admission data (especially since many self-harm cases do not require inpatient care).

The most important finding of this study was that a large number of poisoning and self-injury cases treated in emergency departments may not be coded as self-harm, thus further under-reporting incidence of self-harm. Despite several limitations (e.g. data collection was limited to emergency room presentation and thus under-estimates true rates of self-harm in the community), results of this study are highly credible with important implications for the future development of suicide monitoring systems.

Implications: Identifying and monitoring cases of self-harm is an essential component of community suicide prevention strategies, however to date a monitoring system which effectively records cases of deliberate self harm in the community has yet to be developed. As the authors suggest, hospital databases may offer a more convenient, effective and cost-effective method of recording self-harm cases if the accuracy of hospital data collection systems could be improved. The research findings of the current study suggest that there may be justification for including emergency room cases coded as ‘undetermined’, especially poisonings and cutting/piercing injuries, when conducting research on the incidence of self-harm presentations to hospitals. Further, the inclusion of this additional data may facilitate research into gender differences in self-harm, particularly in the younger age groups.
Specific features of suicidal behavior in patients with narcissistic personality disorder

H Blasco-Fontecilla, E Baca-Garcia, K Dervic, MM Perez-Rodriguez, J Lopez-Castroman, J Saiz-Ruiz, MA Oquendo (Spain)

Journal of Clinical Psychiatry. Published online: 14 July 2009. doi: 10.4088/JCP.08m04899, 2009

Objective: Suicidal behavior is a clinically significant but underestimated cause of mortality in narcissistic personality disorder. Currently, there are no reliable estimates of suicidal behavior for this population. The main objective of this study was to test whether or not suicide attempters diagnosed with narcissistic personality disorder are different in terms of impulsivity and expected lethality from suicide attempters with other cluster B personality disorders.

Method: In a sample of 446 suicide attempters, patients with cluster B personality disorder diagnoses (n = 254) as assessed by the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition (DSM-IV), version of the International Personality Disorder Examination-Screening Questionnaire (IPDE-SQ) were compared in terms of expected lethality and impulsivity (measured by the Beck Suicidal Intent Scale and the Barratt Impulsiveness Scale, respectively). The subjects were admitted to the emergency departments of the Ramón y Cajal Hospital and the Fundación Jiménez Díaz University Hospital in Madrid, Spain, between January 1999 and January 2003.

Results: Suicide attempts of subjects diagnosed with narcissistic personality disorder had higher expected lethality than those of subjects without narcissistic personality disorder (t = –4.24, df = 439, P < .001). There were no differences in expected lethality of the attempts when comparing subjects with and without histrionic personality disorder (t = 0.28, df = 439, P = .795), antisocial personality disorder (t = 0.66, df = 439, P = .504), and borderline personality disorder (t = 1.13, df = 439, P = .256), respectively. Suicide attempters diagnosed with narcissistic personality disorder did not significantly differ from suicide attempters without narcissistic personality disorder in terms of impulsivity measures (t = –0.33, df = 442, P = .738), while suicide attempters diagnosed with antisocial personality disorder, histrionic personality disorder, and borderline personality disorder were significantly more impulsive than suicide attempters without these diagnoses (t = –3.96, df = 442, P < .001; t = –3.88, df = 442, P < .001; and t = –7.44, df = 442, P < .001, respectively).

Conclusions: Narcissistic personality disorder seems to be a distinct group among cluster B personality disorders with regard to suicidal behavior. In contrast to suicide attempters with other cluster B personality disorders, suicide attempters diagnosed with narcissistic personality disorder are less impulsive and have suicide attempts characterized by higher lethality. These distinctions may offer a basis for targeted therapies aimed at decreasing suicidal risk in patients with narcissistic personality disorder.
Main findings: Individuals with narcissistic personality disorder make more impulsive and lethal suicide attempts when compared to other cluster B personality disorders, according to this landmark study by Blasco-Fontecilla and colleagues. The authors used a somewhat modified method of diagnosing personality disorders in a large sample of suicide attempters, applying more stringent criteria to increase specificity, which yielded high percentages of cluster B disorders (57%) in a sample of suicide attempters. Consistent with existing research, borderline personality disorder was the most prevalent personality disorder found in suicide attempters (in over a third of all subjects, while narcissistic personality disorder was identified in less than 4%). The small sample size of this distinctive group, previously recognised to be emotionally fragile and prone to suicidal crises, consequently prevented analysis of the impact of potential confounders, particularly Axis I disorders. A pertinent consideration is raised when interpreting results on levels of lethality of suicidal attempts – namely, that the perceived likelihood of a self-harming act leading to death (i.e. expected lethality) can provide a better measure of the seriousness of an attempt than the seriousness of medical consequences it leads to.

Implications: This study provides evidence that persons with narcissistic personality disorder display some distinct characteristics that should guide development of targeted suicide prevention initiatives. Whilst dialectic behaviour therapy has been demonstrated to work well when addressing suicidal behaviours in borderline personality disorders, its efficiency in treating narcissistic patients is unknown. Nonetheless, since it is estimated that approximately 6-10% of the general population have a personality disorder and the associated elevated risk for self-harming behaviours is well recognised in this patient group, further research is needed to deepen the understanding of differences between specific cluster B disorders, in order to design appropriate therapy approaches. As suggested by the authors, narcissistic patients might benefit from an educative approach incorporating techniques designed to assist individuals to regulate emotions and strengthen their distress tolerance (particularly relevant in the management of ‘narcissistic rage’).

Endnotes
The incidence and course of depression in bereaved youth 21 months after the loss of a parent to suicide, accident, or sudden natural death

D Brent, N Melhem, MB Donohoe, M Walker (USA)

American Journal of Psychiatry 166, 786-794, 2009

Objective: This study examined effects of bereavement 21 months after a parent's death, particularly death by suicide. Method: The participants were 176 offspring, ages 7–25, of parents who died by suicide, accident, or sudden natural death. They were assessed 9 and 21 months after the death, along with 168 non-bereaved subjects.

Results: Major depression and alcohol or substance abuse 21 months after the parent's death were more common among bereaved youth than among comparison subjects. Offspring with parental suicide or accidental death had higher rates of depression than comparison subjects; those with parental suicide had higher rates of alcohol or substance abuse. Youth with parental suicide had a higher incidence of depression than those bereaved by sudden natural death. Bereavement and a past history of depression increased depression risk in the 9 months following the death, which increased depression risk between 9 and 21 months. Losing a mother, blaming others, low self-esteem, negative coping, and complicated grief were associated with depression in the second year.

Conclusions: Youth who lose a parent, especially through suicide, are vulnerable to depression and alcohol or substance abuse during the second year after the loss. Depression risk in the second year is mediated by the increased incidence of depression within the first 9 months. The most propitious time to prevent or attenuate depressive episodes in bereaved youth may be shortly after the parent's death. Interventions that target complicated grief and blaming of others may also improve outcomes in symptomatic youth with parental bereavement.
Comment

Main findings: A death due to suicide has long reaching and damaging effects on persons who knew the deceased and it is reasonable to assume that distress is heightened when the survivor is a child. To date, literature exploring whether suicidal death leads to any particularities in grieving processes is sparse and contradictory. The current study therefore is unique, adding to existing knowledge by performing one of the largest longitudinal studies of the impacts of parental bereavement on children yet conducted. Results show enduring negative effects (including depression and substance abuse) following death of a parent nearly two years after the loss, particularly in subjects displaying complicated grief (which was, interestingly, reported in only 13% of youth 21 months after suicidal death of a parent, compared to 16% in a group of bereaved children after an accidental death). Further, youth whose parents died of suicide compared to those who died due to accidents or natural causes demonstrated particularly high rates of depression and substance abuse. The effect of bereavement on depression 21 months after the death of a parent was found to be strongly mediated by the occurrence of depression in the first nine months after the death across all groups.

Implications: While previous studies have identified some critical factors that impact the long-term outcome for parentally bereaved youth (such as self-esteem, coping skills and social support), this is the first study to propose that the optimal time for intervention to prevent the development of depression in bereaved youth was shortly after the experienced loss. As the authors suggest, it is critical to address bereavement and depressive symptoms in youth during the first 9 months after the death of a parent in order to optimise the potential for positive long-term mental health outcomes. Further, it may be of benefit to focus attention on those youth who have lost a mother, who show high levels of complicated grief or who blame others for the death.
Are sedatives and hypnotics associated with increased suicide risk in the elderly?

A Carlsten, M Waern (Sweden)

BMC Geriatrics 9, 20, 2009

**Background:** While antidepressant-induced suicidality is a concern in younger age groups, there is mounting evidence that these drugs may reduce suicidality in the elderly. Regarding a possible association between other types of psychoactive drugs and suicide, results are inconclusive. Sedatives and hypnotics are widely prescribed to elderly persons with symptoms of depression, anxiety, and sleep disturbance. The aim of this case-control study was to determine whether specific types of psychoactive drugs were associated with suicide risk in late life, after controlling for appropriate indications.

**Methods:** The study area included the city of Gothenburg and two adjacent counties (total 65+ population 210,703 at the start of the study). A case-controlled study of elderly (65+) suicides was performed and close informants for 85 suicide cases (46 men, 39 women mean age 75 years) were interviewed by a psychiatrist. A population based comparison group (n = 153) was created and interviewed face-to-face. Primary care and psychiatric records were reviewed for both suicide cases and comparison subjects. All available information was used to determine past-month mental disorders in accordance with DSM-IV.

**Results:** Antidepressants, antipsychotics, sedatives and hypnotics were associated with increased suicide risk in the crude analysis. After adjustment for affective and anxiety disorders neither antidepressants in general nor SSRIs showed an association with suicide. Antipsychotics had no association with suicide after adjustment for psychotic disorders. Sedative treatment was associated with an almost 14-fold increase of suicide risk in the crude analyses and remained an independent risk factor for suicide even after adjustment for any DSM-IV disorder. Having a current prescription for a hypnotic was associated with a four-fold increase in suicide risk in the adjusted model.

**Conclusions:** Sedatives and hypnotics were both associated with increased risk for suicide after adjustment for appropriate indications. Given the extremely high prescription rates, a careful evaluation of the suicide risk should always precede prescribing a sedative or hypnotic to an elderly individual.
Comment

**Main findings:** The main contribution of this study by Carlsten and Waern to the existing literature on usage of psychotropic medications in elderly patients is an estimation of suicide risks specific to different types of drugs. The principal finding of the study was the increased suicide risk in elderly users of sedatives and hypnotics (4-fold suicide risk), even after controlling for DMS-IV Axis I disorders.

The main methodological strength was the inclusion of detailed data on the presence of psychiatric disorders in suicide cases, representative of all suicides in the catchment area, and control participants, randomly selected from a general population. However, the cross-sectional study design prevents any conclusions on the causality of the observed associations.

**Implications:** This was the first study to monitor for presence of any psychiatric disorder and prescription of a great variety of psychotropic drugs in elderly suicide cases, and carries great practical value for clinicians and policy makers in their attempts to control for the associated risks with medication prescriptions in this population. Antidepressant and antipsychotic use was not found to be associated with increased risk for suicide in this study, yet 40% of suicide cases who were being treated for affective disorders committed suicide, implying a need for greater awareness and monitoring of mental illness in elderly people. Equally, the fact that sedatives and hypnotics remain the most widely prescribed drugs to the elderly, the results of this study support the need for (a) clinician education regarding use of these drugs in the elderly, (b) careful evaluation and close monitoring of suicide risk in elderly sedative/hypnotic users and, (c) consideration of alternative forms of treatment for anxiety and sleep problems.

The authors did not assess any potential gender differences; however, considering past reports of higher rates of use of sedatives and/or hypnotics among women, it would be of interest to compare gender associated suicide risks. An additional interesting area of future research arising from the presented results would be a comparison of selected suicide methods among elderly suicide cases with prescribed psychotropic drugs compared to those without.
Early discontinuation of antidepressant treatment and suicide risk among persons aged 50 and over: a population-based register study

A Erlangsen, E Agerbo, K Hawton, Y Conwell (Denmark)


Background: As many as 47% of adults over age 50 discontinue treatment with antidepressants after redeeming only one prescription. The study aim was to assess the risk of suicide in adults aged 50+ who discontinue antidepressants at an early stage of treatment.

Method: Case control study of all individuals aged 50+ living in Denmark and who initiated antidepressant treatment between July 1st 1995 and December 31st 2000 (N = 217,123). Hazard ratios were calculated using Cox regression analyses, propensity score matching techniques, and marginal structural models. Results: During the study period, 78,594 men and 138,529 women aged 50+ began treatment with an antidepressant medication, of whom 309 men and 229 women died by suicide. Men aged 50+ who discontinued treatment early had a suicide rate of 167 per 100,000 compared with 175 per 100,000 in those who continued refilling prescriptions; hazard ratio = 0.98 [CI–95%: 0.78–1.23]. The suicide rate in women who discontinued treatment was 52 per 100,000 compared with 74 per 100,000 in those who continued refilling; hazard ratio = 0.72 [CI–95%: 0.55–0.94]. Although people with previous psychiatric hospitalizations had greater risk of suicide than those without past hospital admissions, the difference was not significant in the adjusted model. Limitations: Prescriptions redeemed at pharmacies are our only indicator of treatment adherence. Also, information on severity of depression was not available.

Conclusions: We did not find a lower suicide risk among people over age 50 who seemingly follow treatment in comparison with those who discontinued treatment with antidepressants at an early stage.

Comment

Main findings: The association between early discontinuation of antidepressant treatment and increased suicide risk has been well supported in the literature. However, this study, using prospective data collection and longitudinal setting, is the first to examine these links in a population of older adults and the elderly. Linking comprehensive sources of individual-level data (including socio-demographic information and history of somatic or psychiatric hospitalisations) on Danish population who had received antidepressant prescriptions across a 20 year period, meant that this study overcame many of the common limitations of suicide research (i.e. small sample size, low incidence of suicide, missing data, attrition), and yielded highly credible conclusions.
Data from many countries show an unprecedented rise in sales of antidepressants over the last few decades, yet results of this study confirm that prescribing these medications does not automatically imply an adequate treatment of depressive disorder, as it is estimated that almost half of people discontinue treatments after only one prescription. Failing to confirm their hypothesis, the authors found no difference in the risk of suicide between persons who prematurely ceased their antidepressant treatment (failed to redeem a second prescription of an antidepressant) and those who continued after the first filing of a prescription — both groups had 3 to 5-fold higher suicide rates than the general population.

A limitation of the study was the inability to control for treatment adherence in those redeeming their prescriptions and absence of information on severity of depression. However, using a history of inpatient psychiatric care as a proxy indicator of the severity of individual’s illnesses, results suggested that discontinuation of antidepressant treatment in this population increases the risk for death by suicide much more than in persons with no history of psychiatric inpatient care.

**Implications:** This study does not offer any interpretation of the motives for interrupting treatments, but its results nevertheless reinforce the need to address possible reasons for treatment discontinuation (particularly in males and those with a history of psychiatric inpatient care), such as fear of addiction, adverse side effects and lack of improvement. Tackling premature discontinuation and noncompliance with medical treatment requires two things: the patient has to be well-informed about all aspects of medical treatment and, he/she has to be regularly followed up. Good therapeutic alliance between patient and treating physician plays a central role in achieving these goals. Additionally, it may be worth considering other treatment options such as follow-up by case-workers, psychotherapy or ECT in patients who are reluctant to comply with anti-depressant treatment.

It remains unclear why there was no difference observed in suicide risk in patients who did and those who did not comply with antidepressant treatment in the presented study. One possibility is that the limitation inherent to this particular study design and mentioned above did indeed alter the results to the extent of diminishing differences between the two groups. It may even perhaps be interpreted as further evidence that the relationship between mental disorders and suicidal behaviours to date remains insufficiently understood, perhaps particularly in elderly populations.

**Endnote**

In this small qualitative grounded theory study (21 interviews and focus groups with a total of 26 participants) investigating the understandings of and attitudes toward suicide and self-harm of Aboriginal peoples in a coastal region of New South Wales, Australia, we found that cultural factors particular to these communities influence the way such behavior is defined in an Aboriginal context. A continuation of certain ‘traditional’ cultural forms of self-harm behavior was evident in participant definitions, notably the practice of female hair cutting, also described as a mourning ritual, which appears to serve as a marker both to the individual and others.

Main findings:
Several authors to date have recognised that Indigenous suicidality is a multi-factorial phenomenon, incorporating environmental, historical, cultural and social elements that are unique to their cultural background. The current study by Farrelly and Francis adds to existing knowledge by illuminating an understanding of the phenomena and attitudes towards suicide from the perspective of Aboriginal people themselves. Conducted via one-on-one interviews and focus groups with a total of around 100 participants, this research involved one of the biggest samples of Indigenous Australians to participate in a qualitative study to date. The most significant findings arising from this valuable insight into definitions of self-harm and suicidal behaviours include the recognition of unclear distinctions between fatal and non-fatal suicidal acts, identification of sites of previous suicidal death that can present as invitational to other members of the community, and certain groups in which self-harming behaviours are most common (incarcerated males, females with relationship problems and in youth displaying certain risk behaviours as a form of initiation). Perhaps the most striking aspect of self-harming behaviours in Indigenous communities described in this paper are the traditional rituals involving self-harming behaviours (such as cutting hair in females), leading the authors to conclude that greater acknowledgements of Aboriginal understandings and attitudes towards self-harm should be the cornerstone of mental health services targeting these populations.

Implications: Recognition of the dimension of the suicide phenomenon in Australian Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities has been increasing over the last few decades, with current Indigenous suicide rates exceeding those of non-Indigenous Australians by almost twofold. Yet, comprehensive understanding of their self-harming behaviours remains limited by the relative paucity of empirical information on the prevalence of suicidality,
and ambiguous identifications of suicide risk factors and underlying causal pathways. Also, it has been previously argued that community participation and ownership of problems/interventions are necessary precursors to the success of effective suicide prevention interventions in Indigenous communities. The findings of this study only further confirm that in-depth understanding of cultural aspects of such behaviours is a critical component of any future preventative initiatives in Australian Indigenous communities. Furthermore, Aboriginal perspectives on mental health need to be more completely understood, in particular in the light of recent findings of the much lower prevalence of mental disorders in Indigenous suicides compared to other Australians. This can be due to different phenomenology of symptoms, sub-syndromal clinical pictures or an inability of western investigations to capture meaningful information with existing ‘Western’ measures and diagnostic tools. Also, the great diversity of Indigenous communities living in Australia makes it difficult to incorporate one ‘unified’ suicide prevention model; thus, clinicians should be provided with training sensitive to the particularities of Aboriginal culture in the local area.

Endnote

Contracting for safety with patients: clinical practice and forensic implications

KA Garvey, JV Penn, AL Campbell, C Esposito-Smythers, A Spirito (USA)

The contract for safety is a procedure used in the management of suicidal patients and has significant patient care, risk management, and medicolegal implications. We conducted a literature review to assess empirical support for this procedure and reviewed legal cases in which this practice was employed, to examine its effect on outcome. Studies obtained from a PubMed search were reviewed and consisted mainly of opinion-based surveys of clinicians and patients and retrospective reviews. Overall, empirically based evidence to support the use of the contract for safety in any population is very limited, particularly in adolescent populations. A legal review revealed that contracting for safety is never enough to protect against legal liability and may lead to adverse consequences for the clinician and the patient. Contracts should be considered for use only in patients who are deemed capable of giving informed consent and, even in these circumstances, should be used with caution. A contract should never replace a thorough assessment of a patient’s suicide risk factors. Further empirical research is needed to determine whether contracting for safety merits consideration as a future component of the suicide risk assessment.
**Comment**

*Main findings:* 'No suicide' contracts have long been an accepted and common practice of intervention with suicidal individuals over the past three decades and arguably have many advantages in terms of patient management and legal obligations. However, to date, international literature on 'no suicide' contracts has been limited with the result that the effectiveness of this tool in the prevention of suicide has remained unclear; consequently there has been a need for synthesis and evaluation of the existing data. The main findings of this review suggest that there is very little evidence for the use of 'no suicide' contracts in the prevention of suicide, implying a need for reassessment of whether this tool is the most appropriate method of ensuring patient safety.

*Implications:* The results of this review suggest that there is little benefit either medically or legally in relying on contracts to assess or manage suicide risk. From a legal point of view, suicidal patients are considered to be incapable of ensuring their own safety, regardless of whether or not a 'no suicide' contract was in use (and thus use of a contract will not act as protection against possible litigation). The authors conclude that clinicians should not depend on contracts to ensure patient safety but should instead focus on other aspects of care such as regular suicide assessments, the therapeutic alliance and the clinician’s own judgment regarding risk. Furthermore, although the authors concede that there may be some as yet unidentified benefit regarding use of the tool for long term management of suicidal behavior, more research is necessary to indicate whether suicide risk can possibly be reduced through use of contracts.
When the solution is part of the problem: problem solving in elderly suicide attempters

LM Gibbs, AY Dombrovski, J Morse, GJ Siegle, PR Houck, K Szanto (USA)

Objectives: Depression, loss, and physical illness are associated with suicide in the elderly. However, the nature of individual vulnerability remains poorly understood. Poor problem solving has been suggested as a risk factor for suicide in younger adults. Unresolved problems may create an accumulation of stressors. Thus, those with perceived deficits in problem-solving ability may be predisposed to suicidal behavior. To test this hypothesis, we investigated whether elderly suicide attempters perceived their problem solving as deficient.

Methods: Sixty-four individuals aged 60 and older participated in the study including depressed suicide attempters, depressed non-attempters, and non-depressed controls. The social problem solving inventory-revised: short-version was used to measure participants’ perceived social problem solving, assessing both adaptive problem-solving dimensions (positive problem orientation and rational problem solving) and dysfunctional dimensions (negative problem orientation, impulsivity/carelessness, and avoidance).

Results: Depressed elderly who had attempted suicide perceived their overall problem solving as deficient, compared to non-suicidal depressed and non-depressed elderly. Suicide attempters perceived their problems more negatively and approached them in a more impulsive manner. On rational problem solving and avoidant style sub-scales, suicide attempters did not differ from nonsuicidal depressed. However, both depressed groups reported lower rational problem solving and higher avoidance compared to non-depressed controls.

Conclusions: A perception of life problems as threatening and unsolvable and an impulsive approach to problem solving appear to predispose vulnerable elderly to suicide attempts.
Comment

Main findings: Gibbs and colleagues present results of a study into a long neglected topic, exploring links between suicidal behaviour and self-perceived, rather than actual, aspects of problem solving in old age. The most noteworthy finding of the study is that depressed elderly with a history of suicide attempts are likely to perceive their problems more negatively and judge their problem-solving skills to be more dysfunctional than depressed non-attempters or non-depressed controls. This association was found to be independent of the effects of co-morbid substance use and anxiety disorders. Further, the conclusion that elderly suicide attempters approach their problems more impulsively than the comparison groups, challenges an established belief that suicides in old age result from greater planning and intent, as it could be supposed on the basis of the much lower ratio between fatal and non-fatal suicidal acts, when compared to younger age groups. Despite some methodological issues arising from limitations inherent to cross-sectional study designs (e.g., small sample size, self-report nature of the questionnaires, unclear causal inferences, and the need for prospective examinations of suggested pathways), this article represents an important contribution to the understanding of individual vulnerability to suicide in the elderly.

Implications: In Australia, the elderly are a population recognised to be at high risk of suicide. As such, this study is a timely exploration of the mechanisms by which accumulated stress may lead to suicidal behaviour, with several useful implications for suicide prevention in elderly populations discussed. For example, assessment of the ability of elderly individuals in resolving problems typical of old age (such as losses, illnesses and increasing dependency from others) may help in identifying individuals at increased risk for suicide, and guide designing interventions for potentially modifiable risk factors. In particular, problem-solving and cognitive behavioural therapies have been previously demonstrated to strengthen constructive/adaptive problem-solving skills. However, as the authors caution, both treatments would require modifications to address suicide risk, in particular when cognitive impairments are present. As the authors suggest, interventions should include a focus on addressing impulsivity and negativity, rather than simply teach problem solving skills. Further, evaluation of individual’s impulsivity, negativity and problem solving abilities may prove useful in preventing suicidal behaviour in health care facilities, especially in settings where elderly people are facing debilitating circumstances which threaten self-confidence (e.g., after a loss of a spouse, diagnosis of physical or mental illness, placement in nursing home, etc.).
Personality and attempted suicide: analysis of anger, aggression and impulsivity

I Giegling, P Olgiati, AM Hartmann, R Calati, HJ Moller, D Rujescu, A Serretti (Germany)

Suicide is one of the leading causes of death worldwide, mortality from suicide being approximately 2%. Attempted suicide appears to be a major risk factor for suicide completion. Anger, aggression and impulsivity are personality traits associated with suicide attempt. In this study we analysed a part of a previously reported sample in order to test anger, impulsivity and temperament/character scales as predictors of aggression and self-aggression in suicide attempters and to compare anger- and aggression-related traits between impulsive and premeditated suicide attempts as well as between violent and non-violent suicide methods. One hundred and eleven consecutively admitted inpatients with a lifetime history of attempted suicide were assessed for anger (State-Trait Anger Expression Inventory, STAXI), aggression (Questionnaire for Measuring Factors of Aggression, FAF) and temperament/character (Temperament and Character Inventory, TCI). Higher aggression scores, as measured by FAF, were predicted by being male, meeting criteria for borderline personality disorder and having higher angry temperament scores as assessed by STAXI; low cooperativeness was also associated with aggression but not after controlling for STAXI scales. TCI dimensions associated with self-aggression were high harm avoidance, high impulsivity and low self-directedness; state anger, inwardly directed anger and inhibition of aggression were also predictors of self-aggression. In conclusion, impulsivity and harm avoidance have emerged as temperament dimensions independently associated with self-aggressive tendencies in personality. Such interactions could explain the correlation between temperament and suicidality but further research is needed. Anger and self-directedness appear to have some effects on suicide attempt.
Comment

Main findings: A large volume of work exists which suggests an association between suicidal behaviour and certain personality traits such as aggression and impulsivity; yet literature on personality traits related to self-aggressive behaviours in suicide attempters has been scarce. Part of a larger study of genetics, this research presents important findings on how psychological correlates of suicidal behaviour, such as impulsivity and anger, impact on the choice of suicide method and level of premeditation. Impulsivity and harm avoidance were found to be associated with self-aggressive behaviour in suicide attempters. Results of this study should be interpreted with care, as the study sample consisted of psychiatric inpatients, who suffer from more severe mental illness than members of the general population.

Implications: Giegling and colleagues suggest that certain personality characteristics such as impulsivity and harm avoidance may predispose individuals to self-aggressive behaviours. Although suicide is an impossible behaviour to individually predict, this finding may be important in identifying which individuals are more likely to engage in impulsive suicide attempts or self-harming behaviour. As such it seems advantageous to place greater emphasis on the identification and treatment of personality traits when implementing suicide prevention screening and interventions, particularly in psychiatric patient populations.
Relationships between body mass index, mental health, and suicidal ideation: population perspective using two methods

RD Goldney, KI Dunn, TM Air, E Dal Grande, TW Taylor (Australia)

Objective: The aim of the present study was to examine the relationship between body mass index (BMI), mental health, and suicidal ideation in a general population.

Method: Two random and representative samples were drawn from the South Australian population. The interview techniques differed, as did the measures of depression and suicidality. One involved 3034 people in face-to-face interviews, and the other involved 30,214 persons providing information via a computer-assisted telephone interviewing (CATI) system. BMI was classified according to World Health Organization criteria. In face-to-face interviews, major depression was defined by the Primary Care Evaluation of Mental Disorders (PRIME-MD) and suicidal ideation by direct enquiry. In the CATI data, psychological distress was assessed on the Kessler 10 instrument and suicidal ideation by four items on the General Health Questionnaire (GHQ). Data analysis controlled for demographic and physical health variables.

Results: In the face-to-face interviews, the combined obese and morbidly obese men were significantly less likely to have major depression or suicidal ideation than those of a healthy weight. For the telephone interview-derived data, the only significant finding was for overweight women to report less psychological distress than those of a healthy weight.

Conclusions: It is no longer tenable to assume that increased BMI is necessarily associated with major depression, psychological distress, or suicidal ideation. Indeed, it appears protective for some people.
Main findings: Associations between body mass index (BMI) and mental health have been the focus of several prior studies which have to date yielded contradictory findings — while some research has found that increased BMI elevates the risk for depression and suicidality, other studies have reported that being overweight in fact provides some protection against adverse mental health conditions. Performed on a representative sample of South Australians, the current study explores this association by comparing two independent data collections with different sets of questionnaires, while controlling for the confounding effect of demographic variables and physical illness. The most striking finding of the study is that being overweight was not significantly associated with increased depression, psychological distress or suicidal ideation in either of the two datasets. Shortcomings of the applied methodology included the potential underestimation of weight when assessed via self-report measures, and the lack of information regarding weight perception, an aspect previously suggested as more important than the actual weight of an individual.

Implications: Over the last few decades, the rapid rise in percentages of overweight people in Australia (i.e., the reported ‘obesity epidemic’) has been documented in several national surveys, and is becoming one of the leading national health problems. In 2009, the Australian Bureau of Statistics reported that 25% of Australians aged 18 years and over is obese and a further 37% is overweight (more commonly men than women¹). While Goldney et al’s study does not confirm any increased risk for suicide in obesity, the authors warn about the danger of misinterpreting their results as a recommendation for obesity, concluding instead that the possible protective nature of being overweight warrants further research. It would be beneficial to include measures of social acceptability of overweight people into prospective research designs, particularly in countries with increasing rates of obesity. In fact, it could be hypothesised that this growing ‘epidemic’ has lead to a corresponding shift in public perceptions of obesity, lowering feelings of stigmatization associated with obesity and perhaps even diminishing the risk for depression and suicidality.

Endnote
Suicide in young Norwegians in a life course perspective: population based cohort study

HM Gravseth, L Mehlum, T Bjerkedal, P Kristensen (Norway)

**Background:** Suicide is a leading cause of death in young adults. Several risk factors are well known, especially those related to adult mental health. However, some risk factors may have their origin in the very beginning of life. This study examines suicide in the general Norwegian population in a life course perspective, with a main focus on early life factors.

**Methods:** We linked several national registers, supplying personal data on biological and social variables from childhood to young adult age. Participants were all Norwegians live born during the period 1967–1976, followed up through 2004. Persons who died or emigrated before the year of their 19th birthday, at which age follow-up started, were excluded. Thus, the study population comprised 610,359 persons, and the study outcome was completed suicide.

**Results:** 1406 suicides (0.23%) were recorded, the risk being four times higher in males than in females. Suicide risk factors included: not being first born (adjusted HR in males and females (95% confidence intervals): 1.19 (1.05 to 1.36) and 1.42 (1.08 to 1.88)), instability of maternal marital status during childhood, parental suicide (mainly in females), low BMI (only investigated in males), low education, and indications of severe mental illness.

**Conclusions:** Suicide in young adults may be rooted in early childhood, and the effect is likely to act through several mechanisms, some of which may be linked to the composition and stability of the parental home. A life course perspective may add to our understanding of suicide.
Comment

Main findings: The distinctive prospective methodological design of this study, linking biological and social information from several national registers, allowed authors to follow up a sample of over 600,000 participants for several decades, revealing several new risk factors for suicide. The main findings of the article concern the composition of the family of origin, in particular the birth order (not being first born was found to increase the risk of suicide) and stability of maternal marital status (the actual marital status was less relevant). Further results, aligned with some previous research, highlighted the significant risk associated with mental illness, low education level, parental suicide (in females), and low body mass index (in males). An additional strength of the study was the large number of suicides recorded (more than 1400) and the low attrition rate (less than 3%) which enabled investigators access to an almost complete dataset, which is rarely found in research. Whilst a number of limitations are recognised by the authors, such as lack of information on minor mental health problems and inclusion of only a few adverse life events, this study adds to current knowledge on the association between early life factors and subsequent suicide risk.

Implications: This paper serves as a reminder of the complexities of suicidal behaviour, acknowledging that there are many differing pathways to eventual suicide at various life stages. In addition, it has been suggested that risk factors affecting individuals at different stages in life may be subject to a ‘cumulative effect’ over time, which can increase an individual’s vulnerability to suicide. The present study represents an important contribution to the understanding and identification of early life circumstances and their possible additive affect on the health of adults. However, since the factors identified by the authors are not easily modifiable, the main lesson to be learned from this study is that in many cases the best prevention strategies should focus on reinforcing the role of protective factors in order to counterbalance the influence of suicide risk factors, with increased attention on enhancing protective factors in young children (e.g., interventions to increase self-esteem). Further studies, preferably employing a similar ‘life-course perspective’ are needed to shed more light on the mechanisms behind the cumulative impact of different life events on suicidal behaviours, which to date are poorly understood.
Dementia and suicidal behavior: a review of the literature
C Haw, D Harwood, K Hawton (UK)
*International Psychogeriatrics* 21, 440–453, 2009

**Background:** While dementia is more common in older people and suicide rates in many countries are higher among the elderly, there is some doubt about the association between these two phenomena.

**Methods:** A search of the major relevant databases was carried out to examine the evidence for this possible association.

**Results:** The association between dementia and suicide and also non-fatal self-harm did not appear strong but many studies have significant methodological limitations and there are few studies of suicide or self-harm in vascular, frontotemporal, Lewy body and HIV dementia where such behavior might be expected to be more common. Rates of self-harm may be increased in mild dementia and are higher before than after predictive testing for Huntington's disease. Overall, the risk of suicide in dementia appears to be the same or less than that of the age-matched general population but is increased soon after diagnosis, in patients diagnosed with dementia during hospitalization and in Huntington's disease. Putative risk factors for suicide in dementia include depression, hopelessness, mild cognitive impairment, preserved insight, younger age and failure to respond to anti-dementia drugs. Large, good quality prospective studies are needed to confirm these findings.

**Conclusions:** Further research should be undertaken to examine how rates of suicide and self-harm change during the course of the illness and vary according to the specific subtype of dementia.
Comment

Main findings: International literature on risk of suicide in people diagnosed with dementia has so far yielded some contradictory results. This thorough systematic review performed by Haw and colleagues, considering a total of 128 papers, aimed to describe current knowledge about epidemiology and risk factors for self-harm, suicidal ideation and suicide in people with dementia. Overall, the conclusion suggests that the rate of suicide in the dementia population is lower than that found in the general population, with the exception of Huntington’s disease in which a 3-fold higher risk for suicide was found. However, several putative risk factors contributing to suicidal behaviours in this population have been identified, such as diagnosis of mild dementia, good insight into one’s own illness, and presence of mental disorders, in particular depression. Further, evidence suggests that the likelihood of nonfatal suicidal behaviours — suicidal ideation and suicide attempts — are also associated with mild cognitive impairment. Due to a general lack of research in the area and methodological limitations inherent in particular to systematic reviews (e.g., inconsistency in used definitions and applied diagnostic measures, small sample sizes), it is difficult to draw any firm conclusions about the association between dementia and suicidal behaviours from this study. The suggestion of the authors, that more high-quality prospective and longitudinal studies are needed to enhance knowledge in this area, is certainly justified.

Implications: Although findings of the presented systematic review are inconclusive, it appears that there may be some worth in close monitoring of patients with dementia, particularly those presenting with mild cognitive impairments. Specifically, it is suggested that regular assessment of cognitive impairment, depressive symptoms, insight into their illness and suicidality should be conducted at regular intervals with dementia sufferers. As suicide appears to be most common early in the illness or in hospitalised patients, particular care should be taken to screen for the aforementioned risk factors in order to facilitate early identification and intervention of at-risk individuals. It may also be of benefit to direct increased attention to the development of comprehensive assessments of suicide risk specifically for use in dementia populations.
Suicide and alcohol: do outlets play a role?

FW Johnson, PJ Gruenewald, LG Remer (USA)
Alcoholism: Clinical and Experimental Research 33, 1–10, 2009

Background: The purpose of this study was to determine whether the number of alcohol outlets in local and adjacent areas, in particular bars, was related over time to completed suicide and suicide attempts. There is evidence both from studies of individuals and time series aggregate studies, mostly at the national level, of substantial alcohol involvement in suicide, but no small-area, longitudinal studies have been carried out. The present study is the first that is both longitudinal and based on a large number of small spatial units, California zip codes, a level of resolution permitting analysis of the relationship between local alcohol access and suicide rates over time.

Method: Longitudinal data were obtained from 581 consistently defined zip code areas over 6 years (1995-2000) using data from the California Index Locations Database, a geographic information system that contains both population and place information with spatial attributes for the entire state. Measures obtained from each zip code included population characteristics (e.g., median age) and place characteristics (e.g., numbers of retail and alcohol outlets) which were related in separate analyses to (i) suicide mortality and (ii) the number of hospitalizations for injuries caused by suicide attempts. The effect of place characteristics in zip code areas adjacent to each of the 581 local zip codes (spatial lags) was also assessed. Analysis methods were random effects models corrected for spatial autocorrelation.

Results: Completed suicide rates were higher in zip code areas with greater local and lagged bar densities; and higher in areas with greater local but not lagged off-premise outlet densities. Whereas completed suicide rates were lower among blacks and Hispanics, completed suicide rates were higher among low income, older whites living in less densely populated areas, that is, rural areas. Rates of suicide attempts were higher in zip code areas with greater local but not lagged bar densities, and higher among low income younger whites living in smaller households and in rural areas. Rates of attempted suicide were also higher among blacks. Completed suicide and suicide attempt rates were lower in zip code areas with greater local restaurant densities; there were no lagged effects for restaurants.

Conclusions: Bar densities in particular appear related to suicide, meaning, because this is an aggregate-level spatial analysis, that suicides, both attempted and completed, occur at greater rates in rural community areas with greater bar densities. Because the suicide rate is highest in rural areas, this study suggests that although the number of completed and attempted suicides is no doubt greater in absolute numbers in urban areas, the suicide rate, both completed and attempted, is greater in rural areas, which draws attention, perhaps much needed, to the problems of rural America.
Comment

**Main findings:** The incidence of alcohol related suicides may be reduced with a reduction in the number of local bars according to this study which used longitudinal data obtained from multiple areas across California. This study, which used a population-based ecological approach, attempted to determine whether availability of alcohol outlets was associated with higher rates of completed suicide. Results indicated that completed suicide is more frequent in rural areas with large numbers of bars. Some caution must be exercised in the interpretation of these results however as it has been previously demonstrated that suicide rates are highest in rural areas, regardless of access to alcohol outlets.

**Implications:** Alcohol use is a well known risk factor for suicidal behavior and the results of this study add further evidence for the role of access to alcohol in suicide. Also consistent with the literature, the study findings confirm higher suicide rates in rural areas and suggest several possible mechanisms for this association (such as lack of social contact). Although this study focused on access to alcohol it may be reasonable to assume, as suggested by the authors, that other factors related to living in rural areas may also be influential in the higher suicide rates seen in the country. However, this necessitates further research. What seems clear from this research is the potential benefit of addressing multiple risk factors for suicide in rural communities. For example, one method of achieving this would be to reduce access to means such as placing further restrictions on firearms. Equally, strategies such as reducing the availability of bars in rural areas and increasing access to community mental health services and employment services may prove of benefit in reducing suicidal behavior in the country.
Suicidal thoughts and behaviours among Australian adults: findings from the 2007 National Survey of Mental Health and Wellbeing

AK Johnston, JE Pirkis, PM Burgess (Australia)

*Australian and New Zealand Journal of Psychiatry* 43, 635–643, 2009

**Objectives:** To provide an overview of the lifetime and 12 month prevalence of suicidal ideation, suicide plans and suicide attempts for Australian adults as a whole and for particular sociodemographic and clinical population subgroups, and to explore the health service use of people with suicidality.

**Method:** Data came from the 2007 National Survey of Mental Health and Wellbeing (2007 NSMHWB), a nationally, representative household survey of 8841 individuals aged 16–85 years.

**Results:** A total of 13.3% of respondents had suicidal ideation during their lifetime, 4.0% had made a suicide plan and 3.2% had made a suicide attempt. The equivalent 12 month prevalence rates were 2.3%, 0.6% and 0.4%, for ideation, plans and attempts, respectively. In general, suicidality in the previous 12 months tended to be relatively more common in women, younger people, those outside the labour force, and those with mental disorders; and less common in those who were married or in de facto relationships, and those with moderate levels of education. A number of the differences in prevalence rates between sociodemographic and clinical subgroups did not reach statistical significance due to data availability constraints and the conservative tests of significance that were used by necessity. These patterns warrant further exploration. Service use for mental health problems was higher among people with suicidality than it was among the general population, but significant numbers of those experiencing suicidality did not receive treatment.
Comment

Main findings: Prior research has suggested that the incidence of suicidal ideation and attempts in the community far exceeds the rates of completed suicide; however, investigating this issue is fraught with difficulties due to the reluctance of individuals to report suicidal behaviour or to access medical care after an attempt. This study explores not only the prevalence of suicidality but also potential risk factors (e.g., mental illness) and associated health service use. Additionally, comparisons were made between the study results and a) the 1997 Australian National Survey of Mental Health and Wellbeing, and b) comparable survey data from the US and New Zealand to determine differences over time and between countries.

Despite several methodological limitations (including the use of retrospective self-report measurement instruments, failure to consider impulsive suicide attempters, and use of extract data) the findings are highly credible, with several implications for future suicide prevention policy development in Australia.

Implications: The research findings suggest that while rates of suicide have been reported as declining in Australia, the prevalence of suicide ideation and attempts has remained stable over the last decade. This indicates that increased detection and treatment of suicide attempts may be an important issue to consider in future policy development and suicide prevention initiatives. Such initiatives may include an emphasis on the training of clinicians to identify and assess suicidal ideation/behaviour, information on appropriate treatment and referral options, streamlining of services and the development of treatment guidelines for mental illness and suicidality.

Additionally, it seems important to address the issue of suicidal behaviour at a primary (population wide) level, with an emphasis on groups known to be at high risk of suicide (e.g., those with mental illness). Attention to the detection and treatment of risk factors, such as substance use and mental illness, in the population may provide additional opportunities for suicide prevention.

The finding that approximately one quarter of Australian individuals who make a suicide attempt do not access health services is a difficult issue to address due to the reluctance of individuals to disclose suicidal behaviour. The authors suggest that it may be advantageous to consider approaches that encourage suicidal individuals in the community to seek treatment, in particular reducing the stigma associated with suicide and increasing access to relevant services.
Who uses firearms as a means of suicide? A population study exploring firearm accessibility and method choice

H Klieve, J Sveticic, D De Leo (Australia)


Background: The 1996 Australian National Firearms Agreement introduced strict access limitations. However, reports on the effectiveness of the new legislation are conflicting. This study, accessing all cases of suicide 1997–2004, explores factors which may impact on the choice of firearms as a suicide method, including current licence possession and previous history of legal access.

Methods: Detailed information on all Queensland suicides (1997–2004) was obtained from the Queensland Suicide Register, with additional details of firearm licence history accessed from the Firearm Registry (Queensland Police Service). Cases were compared against licence history and method choice (firearms or other method). Odds ratios (OR) assessed the risk of firearms suicide and suicide by any method against licence history. A logistic regression was undertaken identifying factors significant in those most likely to use firearms in suicide.

Results: The rate of suicide using firearms in those with a current license (10.92 per 100,000) far exceeded the rate in those with no license history (1.03 per 100,000). Those with a license history had a far higher rate of suicide (30.41 per 100,000) compared to that of all suicides (15.39 per 100,000). Additionally, a history of firearms licence (current or present) was found to more than double the risk of suicide by any means (OR = 2.09, \(P < .001\)). The group with the highest risk of selecting firearms to suicide were older males from rural locations.

Conclusions: Accessibility and familiarity with firearms represent critical elements in determining the choice of method. Further licensing restrictions and the implementation of more stringent secure storage requirements are likely to reduce the overall familiarity with firearms in the community and contribute to reductions in rates of suicide.
Comment

Main findings: Significant decreases in use of firearms as a suicide method have been observed in several countries worldwide in the last few decades;\(^1\) a phenomenon which has been linked to introduction of legislation restricting access to firearms, encouraging safer storage of weapons in households and initiating stricter processes for obtaining firearm licences. In Australia, there has been much debate around the efficiency of the National Firearms Agreement, introduced in the late 1990s. In their previous paper, Klieve et al.\(^2\) argued that rather than firearms laws, more complex factors behind changes in the choice of methods (e.g., social acceptability and attitudes) should be considered as reasons behind the reduction of firearm suicides. This study, linking individual-level data on a large sample of QLD suicide cases and firearm licence history over an 8-year period, is therefore timely in its exploration of the interrelationship between accessibility to means and risk for suicide.

Perhaps the most striking result is that holding a current firearms licence or having had one in the past not only increases the risk for committing suicide by this particular method (more than tenfold, compared to persons who never owned a licence), but also increases the risk for suicide by any method. Also, identification of a ‘profile’ of a victim of suicide by firearms, which is recognised to be the most lethal mean of suicide, carries important implications for targeted suicide prevention strategies.

Implications: Despite the fact that the use of firearms has dropped considerably in Australia (for example, in 1990 36% of suicide were committed by this method, while in 2006 only 10.2%), this study carries important practical implications not only for Queensland but also other milieus, particularly those with a high prevalence of firearm-related suicide deaths.

The findings that more than half of the study sample who committed suicide with a firearm had never owned a licence indicates that access to firearms is possible for a vast number of persons, either through their social network, or, more commonly, from their own household. More attention should therefore be placed in assuring safer storage of firearms in houses or on farming properties. Further, licensing restrictions are likely to contribute to reductions in firearms suicides, not only because it would prevent rapid access to such lethal means, but also, equally important, because this measure would play a role in reducing familiarity with firearms in younger generations — a factor found to play a vital role in choosing a suicide method.

Endnotes


Suicidal ideation and behaviour in the aftermath of marital separation: gender differences
K Kolves, N Ide, D De Leo (Australia)

**Background:** The limited studies on the consequences of the separation process on suicidal behaviour seem to indicate that separated people are at increased risk of suicide.

**Aims:** The current study aims to compare suicidality immediately after the separation among males and females, and to analyse possible differences in predictors of serious suicidal ideation.

**Method:** Separated males and females who had contacted relationship counselling services, help-line services, and a variety of support and self-help groups were asked to participate in the study. Participants were required to be 18 years old or older, and have separated from their married/de facto partner within the previous 18 months but not yet divorced. For categorical variables odds ratios with 95% CI and for continuing variables t tests were calculated. Multinomial logistic regression was applied to estimate the independent contribution of significant predictors.

**Results:** Separated males (n = 228) were at an increased risk of developing suicidality during the separation process compared to separated females (n = 142), even after adjusting for age, education, employment and children with the separated partner. The psycho-social risk factors identified in the development of serious suicidal ideation were mental health problems (during the previous year), history of suicide attempts and internalised shame. For separated males, significant predictors also included lower education, separation-related shame and stress from legal negotiations, especially about property/financial issues.

**Conclusions:** The findings provide a better understanding of suicidal behaviours in the aftermath of marital or de facto separation. This knowledge could be used in the implementation of future suicide prevention strategies in people who are going through the process of a marital/de facto separation.
Comment

Main findings: Males in the process of marital or de facto separation are at high risk of suicidal ideation or attempts according to this Australian study. Another remarkable finding was that shame appeared to be a strong predictor of serious suicidal ideation in both males and females. Also of interest was the fact that the study identified several risk factors in the development of suicidal ideation and behaviour in separated individuals, including a history of previous suicidality, psychiatric history, shame, low level of education and stress relating to the separation process (in particular legal negotiations).

The main innovation of this study concerned the focus on a topic which to date has been largely neglected in the suicide literature. Despite a few methodological limitations (e.g., selection bias, use of a convenience sample, self-report format), the findings are highly credible and provide practical implications for prevention of suicide in separated individuals, especially males.

Implications: The research findings are important in providing further evidence for separation as a risk factor in the development of suicidality, especially in males. Males are often reluctant to seek help for mental health issues and the shame and stigma associated with relationship breakdown may act as an additional barrier to help-seeking behaviours. For these reasons, it may be important to incorporate suicide screening practices into relationship counselling and help-line services in order to identify those individuals most at risk. Additionally, it could be of benefit to provide community education on the potential negative effect of separation and additional psychological support to separating individuals, with priority given to males. The study findings linking shame and suicidality are interesting, and point to a need for clinicians working with separating individuals to specifically address issues of stigma and shame relating to relationship breakdown and subsequent help-seeking behaviours.
Lithium used as a drug treatment for major mental disorders such as bipolar disorder and depression is effective in reducing the risk of both attempted and completed suicide. However, the mechanisms underlying lithium’s antisuicidal actions are not yet known, limiting the development of novel lithium-mimetic compounds that may help reduce suicide risk with fewer undesirable side effects. Suicide is a complex behavior, complicated to study in humans, and impossible to fully reproduce in animal models. The endophenotype approach, by which quantitative measures of neurobiological function are used to assess and subclassify psychiatric illness, may present a path to new discoveries. Aggression and impulsivity are candidate endophenotypes strongly associated with suicide; we review the evidence supporting aggression and impulsivity as suicide endophenotypes, as well as the effects of lithium on these constructs in both humans and rodents. Examining the mechanisms that contribute to lithium’s antiaggressive and antiimpulsive effects may assist in understanding how lithium acts to reduce the risk of suicide and in elucidating the neurobiological underpinnings of suicidal behavior.
Comment

Main findings: A wealth of evidence exists linking the use of lithium to reductions in both fatal and non-fatal suicidal behaviour; however, to date research has failed to identify the exact mechanism by which this effect occurs. This comprehensive review is therefore unique in attempting to provide an answer to the question of how lithium acts on the brain to reduce suicide risk. Authors suggest that there may be a multi-modal pathway between lithium and reduction in suicidality, with strong evidence for a positive effect of the drug on aggression, and weaker evidence for a reduction in impulsivity (both being known risk factors for suicidal behaviour).

Implications: Understanding how lithium reduces suicidal behaviour is an important step in the development of improved medications for suicidal individuals with the potential to lead to further reductions in suicide rates. The results of this review provide further convincing evidence of the benefit of lithium in the treatment of suicidal patients, in particular individuals presenting with aggression and impulsivity, which are often difficult to treat due to the potential for unplanned suicide attempts.

This paper serves as a reminder of the complexities of treatment approaches to suicidal behaviour, highlighting the complex and varied anti-suicidal properties of lithium. Further exploration of key biological factors (such as enzymes) is still needed to identify and isolate the exact components of the drug which contribute to reduced suicidality.
Suicide prevention programs in the schools: a review and public health perspective

DN Miller, TL Eckert, JJ Mazza (USA)
School Psychology Review 38, 168–188, 2009

The purpose of this article is to provide a comprehensive review of school-based suicide prevention programs from a public health perspective. A literature review of empirical studies examining school-based suicide prevention programs was conducted. Studies were required to contain information pertaining to the implementation and outcomes of a school-based program designed to address suicidal behaviors among children and youth. A total of 13 studies was identified. Most of the studies (77%) were classified as universal suicide prevention programs ($n = 10$), with the remaining studies classified as selected suicide prevention programs ($n = 3$). Studies were coded based on key methodological features of the Task Force on Evidence-Based Interventions in School Psychology Procedural and Coding Manual (Kratochwill & Stoiber, 2002). The highest methodology ratings were obtained by two universal suicide prevention programs (Klingman & Hochdorf, 1993; LaFromboise & Howard-Pitney, 1995) and one selected prevention program (Randell, Eggert, & Pike, 2001), although the selected suicide prevention programs demonstrated proportionally more key methodological features than the universal suicide prevention programs. However, only 2 of the 13 studies reviewed demonstrated strong evidence for statistically significant effects on primary outcome measures. Very few studies provided promising evidence of educational/clinical significance (7.6%), identifiable components linked to statistically significant primary outcomes (23.1%), and program implementation integrity (23.1%). Furthermore, no studies provided evidence supporting the replication of program effects. The implications of these results for practice are discussed as well as needs for future research.
Comment

**Main findings:** Suicide remains high in young people and it is reasonable to assume that school suicide prevention programs may offer an effective method of screening and intervening with large groups of young people. International literature on the effectiveness of school suicide prevention programs in reducing suicidal behaviour has so far yielded contradictory results, and consequently there is a need to determine which (if any) programs are beneficial in preventing suicide in children and adolescents. This comprehensive review uses a public health approach to provide a systemic synthesis of the available evidence for the effectiveness of 13 US school suicide prevention programs.

Despite noting considerable methodological limitations of the studied programs and the difficulty in drawing conclusions based on the available data, the authors provide some useful implications for facilitating school-based suicide prevention programs.

**Implications:** According to the findings, the inclusion of accurate information regarding suicidal behaviour and an emphasis on teaching students problem solving techniques appear to be key features of effective school based prevention programs. Additionally, as the authors suggest, it may be beneficial to address suicide as just one issue in a broader multi-layered preventative approach which would target known risk factors such as mental illness and drug use, rather than deliver programs specific to the prevention of suicide.

Finally, it seems clear there is a need for further research in (a) evaluating the effectiveness of school programs in the reduction of suicide, in particular programs for which evidence of efficacy is currently limited such as screening programs, (b) methods to increase the acceptability of prevention programs in schools and, (c) the most cost-effective methods of delivering prevention programs to large and diverse groups of students.
Copycat effects after media reports on suicide: a population-based ecologic study

T Niederkrotenthaler, B Till, ND Kapusta, M Voracek, K Dervic, G Sonneck (Austria)
Social Science & Medicine. Published online: 12 August, 2009. doi: 0.1016/j.socscimed.2009.07.041, 2009

This study aimed to investigate whether the risk of increased suicide occurrence after reports on suicide is associated with the social characteristics of the reported suicides and whether this varies with similarity between the reported suicides and suicides in the population. We collected reports on all 179 individual suicides named in the 13 largest Austrian nationwide newspapers from 1996 to 2006. Information on social status and sociodemographic characteristics of the reported suicides, on certainty of labelling the death as a suicide, and on the suicide methods applied were extracted from the articles. We conducted logistic regression analyses, with the increase of post-report suicides within 28 days after the reports as dependent variable. In model 1, the increase of suicides that matched the reported individual suicide with regard to age group, sex and suicide method was used as outcome variable. In model 2, the increase of suicides that were different from the reported suicide with regard to these characteristics was the outcome. In model 3, the post-report increase of total suicides was the dependent variable. Celebrity status of the reported suicide, age of the reported suicide between 30 and 64 years, and definitive labelling as a suicide were associated with an increased risk of a post-report increase of similar suicides; criminality (i.e., the individual was reported as suspected or convicted of crime) of the reported suicide was associated with a lower risk of a post-report increase. In dissimilar suicides, none of the variables was associated with a post-report increase of suicides. Celebrity status of the reported suicide was the only predictor of a post-report increase of total suicides. The findings support the hypothesis that social variables of reported suicides impact the risk of post-report copycat behaviour. Evidence of copycat effects seemed to be strongest in suicides that were similar to the respective model with regard to age group, sex, and suicide method.

Comment

Main findings: To date, numerous studies have demonstrated that media reports/portrayals of suicide are strongly linked to imitative suicidal behaviours, in particular when deaths are romanticized or dramatized, and when they report of celebrity suicides. The presented study by an Austrian team of researchers contributes to the existing knowledge by being the first to examine the possible associations between social status of a suicide victim and subsequent probability of an increase in suicide in the population. Results showed celebrity status to be the only predictor of an increase in suicides in the post-suicide period (up to 28 days after the report appeared in the media), whereas criminal status of the victim predicted a decrease. An additional finding which
carries important preventative implications is the fact that the ‘copycat effect’ seems to be most pronounced in subpopulations similar to the reported suicide in terms of age, gender and suicide method.

Methodological strengths of this ecological study included a time frame spanning 10 years, and subsequently inclusion of a considerable number of suicide reports that appeared in the main Austrian printed media. Also, Austria has one of the lowest rates of undetermined deaths in Europe, rendering the collection of suicide data and research findings presented here even more reliable. However, it should be noted that the methodological design of the study prevented the authors from controlling for factors other than media reporting that may also have influenced increases in suicide.

**Implications:** Clearly, there is a need for additional well-designed studies identifying the impacts of media reporting on consequent changing suicidal behaviours in order to develop new and improve existing media guidelines for the responsible reporting of suicide. In Australia, such concerns led the Australian government to introduce the Mindframe National Media Initiative in an effort to encourage responsible, accurate, and sensitive media portrayal of suicide. This resulted in the release of a resource entitled Reporting Suicide and Mental Illness (Commonwealth of Australia, 2002)^1^, which carries a unique value in that media representatives were closely involved in development of the document. Some of the recommended principles include: avoidance of sensationalizing or glamorizing suicide or giving it undue prominence, avoidance of providing specific details about suicide, public education, and, where possible, the provision of help/support to vulnerable readers/viewers.

Pirkis^2^ presented important findings on media reporting of suicide in Australia, comparing newspaper reports between 2000/01 and 2006/07, which demonstrated that while there has been an almost twofold increase in reporting over the seven year period, the quality of reporting has improved in that it has become more sensitive and appropriate to the issue. Despite these encouraging findings from Australia, the authors of the current study conclude that there is still a great need for improvements in media reporting. Specifically, one area that warrants further research is the findings that reports about middle-aged individuals appear to have been followed by a greater number of suicides than in any other demographic group; future research is needed to test this link on younger age groups. This is of particular significance as children and adolescents are known to be more prone to identify with celebrities, and it is plausible to assume may be at greater risk for imitative behaviours after their idol dies of suicide.

**Endnotes**


Cross-national analysis of the associations among mental disorders and suicidal behavior: findings from the WHO World Mental Health Surveys


Background: Suicide is a leading cause of death worldwide. Mental disorders are among the strongest predictors of suicide; however, little is known about which disorders are uniquely predictive of suicidal behavior, the extent to which disorders predict suicide attempts beyond their association with suicidal thoughts, and whether these associations are similar across developed and developing countries. This study was designed to test each of these questions with a focus on nonfatal suicide attempts.

Methods and findings: Data on the lifetime presence and age-of-onset of Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 4th Edition (DSM-IV) mental disorders and nonfatal suicidal behaviors were collected via structured face-to-face interviews with 108,664 respondents from 21 countries participating in the WHO World Mental Health Surveys. The results show that each lifetime disorder examined significantly predicts the subsequent first onset of suicide attempt (odds ratios [ORs] = 2.9–8.9). After controlling for comorbidity, these associations decreased substantially (ORs = 1.5–5.6) but remained significant in most cases. Overall, mental disorders were equally predictive in developed and developing countries, with a key difference being that the strongest predictors of suicide attempts in developed countries were mood disorders, whereas in developing countries impulse-control, substance use, and post-traumatic stress disorders were most predictive. Disaggregation of the associations between mental disorders and nonfatal suicide attempts showed that these associations are largely due to disorders predicting the onset of suicidal thoughts rather than predicting progression from thoughts to attempts. In the few instances where mental disorders predicted the transition from suicidal thoughts to attempts, the significant disorders are characterized by anxiety and poor impulse-control. The limitations of this study include the use of retrospective self-reports of lifetime occurrence and age-of-onset of mental disorders and suicidal behaviors, as well as the narrow focus on mental disorders as predictors of nonfatal suicidal behaviors, each of which must be addressed in future studies.

Conclusions: This study found that a wide range of mental disorders increased the odds of experiencing suicide ideation. However, after controlling for psychiatric comorbidity, only disorders characterized by anxiety and poor impulse-control predict which people with suicide ideation act on such thoughts. These findings provide a more fine-grained understanding of the associations between mental disorders and subsequent suicidal behavior than previously available and indicate
that mental disorders predict suicidal behaviors similarly in both developed and developing countries. Future research is needed to delineate the mechanisms through which people come to think about suicide and subsequently progress from ideation to attempts.

**Comment**

*Main findings:* While it is well known that mental illness is associated with the majority of completed suicides,¹ this is the first study to investigate specifically which psychiatric illnesses uniquely predict suicide attempts and thus represents a significant contribution to the literature about suicide risk factors. Several strengths of the study worth noting include the assessment of lifetime non-fatal suicidal behaviour rather than current suicidality, the examination of multiple different psychiatric diagnoses, the large study sample, and the ability of the researchers to control for possible confounding factors (such as comorbidity). Although Australia was not one of the countries under investigation, the cross-national nature of the study produces results which are highly generalisable to the multinational Australian context.

*Implications:* The study results have important implications for future suicide prevention initiatives. Results indicate that, after controlling for psychiatric comorbidity, impulse-control disorders (including conduct disorder, bipolar disorder and substance use disorders) and anxiety disorders (in particular PTSD), but not depression, were found to be independent predictors of both planned and unplanned suicide attempts. An obvious benefit of predicting unplanned suicide attempts is the ability to more effectively target preventative efforts to a subgroup of individuals who are traditionally difficult to treat due to the greater unpredictability of suicide in this population.

Interestingly, PTSD was found to be a significant predictor of suicide attempts in both developing and developed countries, implying that identification and treatment of this high-risk group has the potential to reduce rates of nonfatal suicidal behaviour.

Consistent with existing research, study findings indicated that co-morbidity of psychiatric illnesses should be considered a warning sign of future suicide attempt, with the likelihood of a future suicide attempt increasing with the number of psychiatric diagnoses. As such, it seems advantageous to (a) conduct regular suicide risk assessments in individuals with co-morbid disorders, and (b) adopt a multi-modal treatment approach which addresses each of the comorbid disorders rather than just one disorder. Furthermore, confirmation from this study that mental illness is strongly associated with suicidal behaviour indicates that there may be a benefit in increasing expenditure on population wide prevention initiatives, focusing on the identification and treatment of mental illness.

**Endnote**

Does unemployment increase suicide rates? The OECD panel evidence

Y-H Noh (Korea)

Previous studies of whether unemployment increases suicide rates gave mixed results, none of them controlled for the interaction between unemployment and income. This paper tests the hypothesis whether the relationship between unemployment and suicide rates vary according to the level of real per capita GDP. We use the cross-country panel fixed effects approach to exclude cross-sectional variations but exploit time-series ones. We support that higher income is associated with higher suicide rates. In particular, the evidence shows that the implied effect of unemployment on suicide rates is positive for countries with higher income. Actually, for countries with lower-income levels, there is a negative impact of unemployment on suicides.
Comment

Main findings: Unemployment has long been considered a risk factor for suicidal behaviour; however, evidence for this association has not been conclusive. This study is the first to examine the relationship between suicide rates and unemployment while controlling for the influence of income, and represents a valuable addition to the literature at a time of international economic uncertainty. A further advantage of the study was the longitudinal design and inclusion of multiple high and low income countries, allowing exploration of between country differences and also variations in suicide rates over time. Study results confirm that unemployment does influence suicide rates; however, this association appears to be dependent on the level of income in the country in question. In high income countries, such as Australia, unemployment increases suicide rates, while the opposite effect is observed in low income countries.

Implications: In April 2009, the Reserve Bank declared that the Australian economy has entered a recession for the first time in almost twenty years, with a contraction of 0.5 per cent in December 2008. This study is therefore timely and the findings suggest that economic downturn is not necessarily associated with increases in the suicide rate in certain countries. In Australia, a country with a robust income, results of this study suggest that a higher suicide rate would be expected to commensurate with the higher unemployment currently noted across the country. It would be therefore reasonable to assume that providing suicide and mental health assessment and treatment to individuals who are recently unemployed may have the potential to minimise the expected elevation in the national suicide rate, associated with the current economic downturn.

Endnote

Lithium levels in drinking water and risk of suicide

H Ohgami, T Terao, I Shiotsuki, N Ishii, N Iwata (Japan)

British Journal of Psychiatry 194, 464-465, 2009

Although lithium is known to prevent suicide in people with mood disorders, it is uncertain whether lithium in drinking water could also help lower the risk in the general population. To investigate this, we examined lithium levels in tap water in the 18 municipalities of Oita prefecture in Japan in relation to the suicide standardised mortality ratio (SMR) in each municipality. We found that lithium levels were significantly and negatively associated with SMR averages for 2002–2006. These findings suggest that even very low levels of lithium in drinking water may play a role in reducing suicide risk within the general population.
Comment

**Main findings:** While lithium represents a well-established treatment in psychiatry and its anti-suicidal effects in patients with mood disorders have been confirmed in several meta-analyses, recently new research has suggested that lithium may work at levels lower than the prescribed therapeutic ranges, implying that there may be some benefit of this drug in general populations rather than restricting use to psychiatric patients.\(^1\) In this short report, Ohgami and colleagues present negative associations between lithium levels in drinking water and standardised mortality ratios in municipalities of one Japanese prefecture, noting a dose-response relationship within even very low lithium levels.

**Implications:** It could be supposed that one of the implications of these intriguing results may in the future justify administration of an adequate dose of lithium to tap water. However, first the study would have to be replicated in other environments and the observed associations confirmed by adjusting for confounding factors, such as psychosocial and economical factors. The suggested low levels of lithium in this study are far below levels required to produce lithium intoxication or other side effects, and therefore potentially offer an easy, cost-effective and substantial strategy for future world-wide suicide prevention.

**Endnote**

Suicide in recently released prisoners: a case-control study

D Pratt, L Appleby, M Piper, R Webb, J Shaw (UK)


**Background:** Recently released prisoners are at markedly higher risk of suicide than the general population. The aim of this study was to identify key risk factors for suicide by offenders released from prisons in England and Wales.

**Method:** All suicides committed by offenders within 12 months of their release from prison in England and Wales, between 2000 and 2002, were identified. One control matched on gender and date of release from prison was recruited for each case. Univariate and multivariate logistic regression modelling identified key independent risk factors for suicide.

**Results:** Of 256,920 released prisoners, 384 suicides occurred within a year of release. Factors significantly associated with post-release suicide were increasing age over 25 years, released from a local prison, a history of alcohol misuse or self-harm, a psychiatric diagnosis, and requiring Community Mental Health Services (CMHS) follow-up after release from prison. Non-white ethnicity and a history of previous imprisonment were protective factors.

**Conclusions:** There is a need to improve the continuity of care for people who are released from prison and for community health, offender and social care agencies to coordinate care for these vulnerable individuals.
Main findings: Prisoners are traditionally a high risk group for suicide although to date little is known regarding specific risk factors for suicidal behavior in prisoners after release from prison. This UK study confirms that prisoners are at high risk of suicide in the first year post release. Additionally, several risk and protective factors for suicide in this group were identified. Consistent with prior research specific risk factors included older age, release from a local prison, history of substance abuse, mental illness or suicidal behavior and requiring follow-up mental health service care. Interestingly, and in contrast to Australia, non-white ethnicity was found to be a protective factor against suicide. The large, nationally representative sample, longitudinal case-control design and number of variables studied (e.g. history of substance use and self-harm) increases the reliability of the research results.

Implications: These research results may have important implications for future suicide prevention initiatives in Australian prison populations and for those recently released from prison. The identified risk factors are markers for those most at risk of engaging in suicidal behavior (both while in prison and post release) and should be used to identify those individuals who will require more intensive follow-up care in the period following release. Some suggested strategies for ensuring appropriate levels of transitional care may include allocation of case managers to recently released prisoners, a strategy which has met with some success in recently released hospital inpatients (another group recognized to be at high risk of suicide) in Australia. Additionally, development of release plans tailored to the needs of individual prisoners which specify areas in which intensive care is needed (e.g. mental health services), and integration and improved communication between community services (such as substance abuse services, Centrelink, Community mental health) may ensure the delivery of relevant and optimal care during the post release period.

Endnote
Hospital admission for non-fatal poisoning with weak analgesics and risk for subsequent suicide: a population study

P Qin, P Jepsen, B Nørgård, E Agerbo, PB Mortensen, H Vilstrup, HT Sørensen (Denmark)
Psychological Medicine 39. 1867–1873, 2009

Background: Poisoning with weak analgesics is a major public health problem because of easy accessibility of the compounds; however, few studies have investigated their influence on subsequent suicide in the context of subjects’ psychiatric status and other factors.

Method: This nested case-control study was based on the entire Danish population including all 21 169 suicide cases and 423 128 matched population controls. Data on hospital admissions for poisoning and confounding factors were retrieved from national medical and administrative registries. Conditional logistic regression was used to compute relative risk.

Results: A prior hospital admission for poisoning with weak non-opioid analgesics significantly increased the risk of subsequent suicide (crude incidence rate ratio [IRR] 24.7, 95% confidence interval [CI] 22.1–27.6), and the effect of paracetamol poisoning was substantially stronger than that of poisoning with salicylates or non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs). This association could not be explained by confounding from socio-economic or psychiatric factors. The elevated risk was extremely high during the first week following the overdose (adjusted IRR 738.9, 95% CI 173.9–3139.1), then declined over time but still remained significantly high 3 years later (adjusted IRR 4.2, 95% CI 3.5–5.0). Moreover, a history of weak analgesic poisoning significantly interacted with a person’s psychiatric history, increasing the risk for subsequent suicide substantially more for persons with no history of psychiatric hospitalization than did it for those with such a history.

Conclusions: A history of nonfatal poisoning with weak analgesics is a strong predictor for subsequent suicide. These results emphasize the importance of intensive psychiatric care of patients following overdose.
Comment

**Main findings:** Paracetamol is a cheap and easily accessible medication and is the most common drug in overdoses which lead to hospitalisation.¹ In Australia the precise incidence of paracetamol overdose in the community is unknown due to the reluctance of individuals to present to hospital following overdose. Death directly due to paracetamol overdose is rare; however, to date no research has investigated the subsequent risk of completed suicide in this subgroup. This study is therefore noteworthy in its investigation of this neglected topic.

Access to a unique and comprehensive data set comprising the entire Danish population (retrieved from national registries) was a methodological strength of this study, resulting in conclusions which were highly credible. Still, results should be interpreted with care as no information could be obtained regarding overdose cases which did not present to hospital, and there was a failure to control for physical illnesses which require large dosages of analgesic medications.

**Implications:** One of the most remarkable findings was that individuals who overdose on weak analgesics remain at substantially higher risk for completed suicide up to 3 years after the nonfatal overdose. It is suggested that the risk for suicide may be reduced in this subgroup by strategies such as timely and regular post-discharge follow-up of suicide attempters, implementation of suicide assessments at intervals during the first few years after an overdose, and extension of the period of follow-up care following treatment of an overdose, for example via intensive psychiatric care over several years. Furthermore, it is reasonable to assume that easy access to analgesics increases the likelihood of these medications being used in a suicide attempt. In Australia, paracetamol is readily available at supermarkets, chemists and service stations; the study results indicate that consequently there may be some potential benefit in restricting availability of this drug as part of a national suicide prevention strategy. Specifically it was recommended that drug availability be minimised through further reduction of pack sizes and restriction of places of sale.

Endnote

Context: In contemporary society, people change their place of residence frequently. However, large-scale population studies documenting the influence of frequent moves on mental health among children and adolescents are limited.

Objective: To evaluate the influence of frequent change of residence on risk of attempted and completed suicide among children and adolescents.

Design, setting, and participants: We used data from Danish longitudinal population registries to identify all children born from 1978 to 1995 in Denmark; 4160 of these children attempted suicide, and 79 completed suicide at ages 11 to 17 years. We adopted a nested case-control design and recruited 30 controls per case, matched individually on sex, age, and calendar time.

Main outcome measure: We used conditional logistic regression to compute the incidence rate ratio for attempted and/or completed suicide associated with the number of previous changes of residence.

Results: We observed a significantly increased risk of attempted suicide associated with changes of living address, and there was an apparent dose-response trend for this association — the more frequent incidence of moving, the higher the risk for attempted suicide. This trend remained the same after controlling for possible confounding factors at birth, ie, birth order, birthplace, link to a father, and parental age at birth. However, it was somewhat attenuated, but still significant, after controlling for the child’s own psychiatric morbidity and loss of a mother or father, as well as parental psychiatric history. The observed association was neither modified by sex nor age at the time of moving. Further analyses of suicide completers demonstrated a similar association between change of residence and completed suicide.

Conclusions: Frequent change of residence may induce distress among children and, therefore, increase their risk of suicidal behavior. More research is needed to explore this association.
Comment

Main findings: Children and adolescents who frequently move home are more likely to subsequently attempt or complete suicide, according to this Danish study. Furthermore, it was found that suicide risk increased with the number of house moves, even after taking into account the impact of psychopathology (both parental and in the study subjects), loss of a parent and birth order. This landmark study is the first to use longitudinal population data to examine the influence of frequent moves on later suicidal behaviour of young people. Furthermore, the large sample, recruited from Danish national registers, enabled the researchers to utilise a comprehensive and reliable dataset of information and allowed for control of several possibly influential variables (such as birth order).

Implications: This study presents evidence for the existence of a little known risk factor for suicide attempts and completions. As suggested by the authors, there may be some benefit in assessing children for distress after a house move in order to identify individuals who may require additional support during the settling-in period. It may also be worth considering encouraging parents to involve children in all aspects of relocation, in particular (where developmentally appropriate) in decision-making, packing and planning the move. Additionally, according to the authors, it appears that the best approach to assisting children to adapt after a house move involves teamwork with schools, parents and child care centres, each playing a role in identifying children in distress, offering induction activities (such as group work) and providing additional support to children who have moved multiple times.

Obviously, the pathways between moving house and later distress in young people are many and varied, and as such the call of the authors for further research in the area is certainly justified.
Risk of suicidality in clinical trials of antidepressants in adults: analysis of proprietary data submitted to US Food and Drug Administration

M Stone, T Laughren, ML Jones, M Levenson, PC Holland, A Hughes, TA Hammad, R Temple, G Rochester (USA)
British Medical Journal 339, b2880, 2009

Objective: To examine the risk of suicidal behaviour within clinical trials of antidepressants in adults.

Design: Meta-analysis of 372 double blind randomised placebo controlled trials.

Setting: Drug development programmes for any indication in adults.

Participants: 99,231 adults assigned to antidepressants or placebo. Median age was 42 and 63.1% were women. Indications for treatment were major depression (45.6%), other depression (4.6%), other psychiatric disorders (27.6%), and non-psychiatric disorders (22.2%).

Main outcome measures: Suicidal behaviour (completed suicide, attempted suicide, or preparatory acts) and ideation.

Results: For participants with non-psychiatric indications, suicidal behaviour and ideation were extremely rare. For those with psychiatric indications, risk was associated with age. For suicidal behaviour or ideation and for suicidal behaviour only, the respective odds ratios were 1.62 (95% confidence interval 0.97 to 2.71) and 2.30 (1.04 to 5.09) for participants aged < 25, 0.79 (0.64 to 0.98) and 0.87 (0.58 to 1.29) for those aged 25–64, and 0.37 (0.18 to 0.76) and 0.06 (0.01 to 0.58) for those aged ≥ 65. When age was modelled as a continuous variable, the odds ratio for suicidal behaviour or ideation declined at a rate of 2.6% per year of age (–3.9% to –1.3%, \( P = .0001 \)) and the odds ratio for suicidal behaviour declined at a rate of 4.6% per year of age (–7.4% to –1.8%, \( P = .001 \)).

Conclusions: Risk of suicidality associated with use of antidepressants is strongly age dependent. Compared with placebo, the increased risk for suicidality and suicidal behaviour among adults under 25 approaches that seen in children and adolescents. The net effect seems to be neutral on suicidal behaviour but possibly protective for suicidal ideation in adults aged 25–64 and to reduce the risk of both suicidality and suicidal behaviour in those aged ≥ 65.
Comment

Main finding: Antidepressant medication is a crucial part of treatment for many mental disorders, but a large volume of research has been published linking use of these medications with increased likelihood of suicidal behaviour in certain groups, in particular children and adolescents. As such, this is an important meta-analysis, utilising data from 372 double-blind randomised controlled trials which attempted to ascertain whether use of antidepressant medication is associated with risk of suicidal behaviour. Results of the meta-analysis suggest that suicide risk in antidepressant users declines in parallel with age, with elevated risk found in younger users (< 25 years) and the lowest suicide risk in older age groups (65+).

A strength of this article was the ability to apply a uniform approach across a large number of studies (including unpublished primary clinical trial data which are rarely used in meta-analyses), providing results which seem rather convincing. It should be noted, however, that there were several limitations to the meta-analysis. For example, the patients at highest risk of suicide are generally not included in clinical trials; most of the trials analyses were conducted over short periods of time, and due to the low incidence of completed suicide in the studies it was not possible to determine causality between antidepressant use and suicide. Further exploration of suicide risk in long-term antidepressant users is therefore needed. Additionally, more research is necessary on the suicide risk specific to different types of anti-depressant medications, in order to further minimise the potential for adverse treatment outcomes.

Implications: The study results have important implications for the treatment of individuals with mental disorders, and point to the importance of tailoring psychotropic medications to the age of the patient. For example, use of antidepressants in older patients may prove a patient tolerable and cost-effective method of preventing suicidal behaviour, whilst in the younger age groups other forms of treatment should be considered. Moreover, as the authors suggest, it may be advantageous to expand the current information available to consumers regarding antidepressants to include the potential risks involved with antidepressant use in the younger age groups. Additionally, efforts could be made to educate the community and clinicians on the interrelationships between mental illness and suicide with strategies such as providing clinicians with guidelines for appropriate dosages of antidepressant medications and referral and treatment options.
Does deinstitutionalization increase suicide?

J Yoon, TA Bruckner (USA)

*Health Services Research* 44. 1385–1405, 2009

**Objectives:** (1) To test whether public psychiatric bed reduction may increase suicide rates; (2) to investigate whether the supply of private hospital psychiatric beds—separately for not-for-profit and for-profit—can substitute for public bed reduction without increasing suicides; and (3) to examine whether the level of community mental health resources moderates the relationship between public bed reduction and suicide rates.

**Methods:** We examined state-level variation in suicide rates in relation to psychiatric beds and community mental health spending in the United States for the years 1982–1998. We categorize psychiatric beds separately for public, not-for-profit, and for-profit hospitals.

**Principal findings:** Reduced public psychiatric bed supply was found to increase suicide rates. We found no evidence that not-for-profit or for-profit bed supply compensates for public bed reductions. However, greater community mental health spending buffers the adverse effect of public bed reductions on suicide. We estimate that in 2008, an additional decline in public psychiatric hospital beds would raise suicide rates for almost all states.

**Conclusions:** Downsizing of public inpatient mental health services may increase suicide rates. Nevertheless, an increase in community mental health funding may be promising.
Comment

**Main findings:** Increased suicide rates associated with a reduction in psychiatric beds is mitigated by increased community mental health funding, according to this research by Yoon and Bruckner. Most prior studies on the effects of deinstitutionalization have focused on severely mentally ill patients, and scant literature exists on public health risks associated with downsizing of psychiatric inpatient care. This research fills a gap in the literature by considering the influence of increased community mental health services and private psychiatric beds on suicide rates in the period after deinstitutionalization in the US. Results indicated that for each public psychiatric bed lost there would be expected an increase of 45 suicides per 100,000 in the population; however, this effect was reduced in states with greater community mental health services.

**Implications:** The research findings suggest that compensation of reductions in inpatient psychiatric beds with increased availability to community mental health services may minimize increases in the suicide rate associated with changes in health services. Although this study found inconclusive evidence that substitution of private inpatient psychiatric beds had no influence on suicide rates, this necessitates further research. Equally, further research is needed on which community services, or features of services prove optimal to the reduction of suicidal behavior in communities with reduced availability of inpatient care. A limitation of this study was the inability to determine an optimal level of community mental health funding to fully compensate for reduced inpatient care. Therefore, it is possible that it may be more cost-effective to tailor services and funding to areas known to have populations with high rates of mental illness and reduced access to services (such as low-socioeconomic and/or rural areas) and to increase access to psychiatric care, perhaps through reducing costs to the patient.
Characteristics of young rural Chinese suicides: a psychological autopsy study

J Zhang, W Wieczorek, Y Conwell, XM Tu, BY Wu, S Xiao, C Jia (China)

Psychological Medicine. Published online: 6 August 2009. doi: 10.1017/S0033291709999080, 2009

Background: Patterns of suicide rates in China differ in many ways from those in the West. This study aimed to identify the risk factors characteristic for young rural Chinese suicides.

Method: This was a case-control psychological autopsy (PA) study. The samples were suicides and living controls (both aged 15–34 years) from 16 rural counties of China. We interviewed two informants for each suicide and each control with pretested and validated instruments to estimate psychosocial, psychiatric and other risk factors for suicides.

Results: The prevalence of mental disorders was higher among the young Chinese who died by suicide than among the living controls, but was lower than among suicides in the West. Marriage was not a protecting factor for suicide among young rural Chinese women, and never-married women who were involved in relationships were about three times more likely to commit suicide than single women who were unattached. Religion/religiosity was not a protecting factor in Chinese suicide, as it tended to be stronger for suicides than for controls. Impulsivity was significantly higher for suicides than for controls. Psychological strain, resulting from conflicting social values between communist gender equalitarianism and Confucian gender discrimination, was associated significantly with suicide in young rural Chinese women, even after accounting for the role of psychiatric illness.

Conclusions: Risk factors for suicide in rural China are different from those in the West. Psychological strain plays a role in suicide. Suicide prevention programs in China should incorporate culture-specific considerations.
Comment

Main findings: One of the largest and most comprehensive psychological autopsy studies ever conducted in China, the present study offers a unique insight into the profile of suicide cases in rural areas, with a particular focus on less studied risk factors (such as culture). Consistent with prior research, principal findings of the study indicate that rates of mental illness were lower in rural Chinese compared to comparable populations in the West. Additionally, in contrast to suicides in Western nations, marriage was not observed to exhort a protective influence in female Chinese, with individuals who remain single less likely to engage in suicidal behaviour. Religious adherence, impulsivity, relationship conflict and female cultural gender role assignment were also found to be risk factors for suicide.

Implications: The focus of the study on rural Chinese and the fact that the suicide risk factor profile of Chinese is very different to that observed in Western culture, means that the generalisability of this study to the Australian context is limited. However, as the authors suggest some general conclusions may be drawn regarding international suicide prevention strategies. Study results indicate that a focus on restricting access to means of suicide, identifying and treating mental illness and enhancing social support are valuable tools in the prevention of suicide in any nation. Additionally, study results support the use of the Chinese version of the SKID in diagnosing mental illness, implying that this instrument may be of use in identifying individuals at risk of adverse mental health outcomes, including suicide, in Chinese populations anywhere in the world.
Recommended Readings
The relationship between child abuse, parental divorce, and lifetime mental disorders and suicidality in a nationally representative adult sample

TO Afifi, J Boman, W Fleisher, J Sareen (Canada)
Child Abuse and Neglect 33, 139–147, 2009

Objectives: To determine how the experiences of child abuse and parental divorce are related to long-term mental health outcomes using a nationally representative adult sample after adjusting for sociodemographic variables and parental psychopathology.

Methods: Data were drawn from the National Comorbidity Survey (NCS, n = 5,877; age 15–54 years; response rate 82.4%). Logistic regression models were used to determine the odds of experiencing lifetime psychiatric disorders and suicidal ideation and attempts.

Results: Parental divorce alone was associated with some psychiatric disorders after adjusting for sociodemographic variables (AOR ranging from 1.30 to 2.37), while child abuse alone was associated with psychiatric disorders (AOR ranging from 1.39 to 6.07) and suicidal ideation (AOR = 2.08; 95% CI = 1.57–2.77) and attempts (AOR = 1.54; 95% CI = 1.02–2.31) after adjusting for sociodemographic variables. However, having experienced both parental divorce and child abuse together resulted in significantly increased odds for lifetime PTSD (AOR = 9.87; 95% CI = 6.69–14.55), conduct disorder (AOR = 4.01; 95% CI = 2.92–5.51) and suicide attempts (AOR = 2.74; 95% CI = 1.84–4.08) compared to having experienced either parental divorce or child abuse alone. These results were attenuated when further adjusting for parental psychopathology.

Conclusions: When the experience of parental divorce is accompanied with child abuse, the associations with some poor mental health outcomes are significantly greater compared to the impact of either parental divorce or child abuse on its own. Therefore, parental divorce is an additional childhood adversity that significantly contributes to poor mental health outcomes especially when in combination with child abuse. Parental psychopathology attenuated these relationships suggesting that it may be one possible mechanism to explain the relationships between child abuse, parental divorce, and psychiatric disorders and suicide attempts.

Gender differences in factors associated with suicidal ideation in major depression among cancer patients

T Akechi, H Okamura, T Nakano, N Akizuki, M Okamura, K Shimizu, T Okuyama, TA Furukawa, Y Uchitomi (Japan)

Objective: Major depression is a well-documented risk factor for suicide, and several gender differences in risk factors for suicide exist in cancer patients as
well as in the general population. However, no data is available regarding gender differences in risk factors for suicide among cancer patients with major depression.

Methods: We investigated the background differences between cancer patients suffering from major depression with or without suicidal ideation according to gender by analyzing the consultation data obtained for patients referred to the Psychiatry Division.

Results: Among the 5431 referred patients, 329 males and 399 females were diagnosed as having major depression; among these patients with major depression, 136 (41%) males and 157 (39%) females also had suicidal ideation. A preliminary analysis showed that physical functioning and an advanced stage were potential factors that interacted significantly with gender differences regarding suicidal ideation. A final logistic regression analysis indicated that poor physical functioning and an advanced stage were significant risk factors among male patients.

Conclusions: These preliminary findings suggest that gender differences in important indicators of suicidal ideation exist among cancer patients with major depression; these findings may be useful for developing strategies to prevent suicide among cancer patients.

Coping with thoughts of suicide: techniques used by consumers of mental health services
MJ Alexander, G Haugland, P Ashenden, E Knight, I Brown I (USA)
Psychiatric Services 60, 1214–1221, 2009

Objective: Suicide is a devastating public health problem, and research indicates that people with prior attempts are at the greatest risk of completing suicide, followed by persons with depression and other major mental and substance use conditions. Because there has been little direct input from individuals with serious mental illness and a history of suicidal behavior concerning suicide prevention efforts, this study examined how this population copes with suicidal thoughts.

Methods: Participants in 14 regional consumer-run Hope Dialogues in New York State (N = 198) wrote up to five strategies they use to deal with suicidal thoughts. Strategies were classified according to grounded theory.

Results: First responses included spirituality, talking to someone, positive thinking, using the mental health system, considering consequences of suicide to family and friends, using peer supports, and doing something pleasurable. Although a majority reported that more formal therapeutic supports were available, only 12% indicated that they considered the mental health system a frontline strategy. Instead, respondents more frequently relied on family, friends, peers, and faith as sources of hope and support.
Conclusions: Consumers’ reliance on formal therapeutic supports and support from peers and family suggests that education and support for dealing with individuals in despair and crisis should be targeted to the social networks of this high-risk population. The disparity between availability of formal mental health services and reliance on them when consumers are suicidal suggests that suicide prevention efforts should evaluate whether they are effectively engaging high-risk populations as they struggle to cope with despair.

Risk factors for suicide in Hungary: a case-control study
K Almasi, N Belso, N Kapur, R Webb, J Cooper, S Hadley, M Kerfoot, G Dunn, P Sotonyi, Z Rihmer, L Appleby (Hungary)
BMC Psychiatry 9, 45, 2009

Background: Hungary previously had one of the highest suicide rates in the world, but experienced major social and economic changes from 1990 onwards. We aimed to investigate the antecedents of suicide in Hungary. We hypothesised that suicide in Hungary would be associated with both risk factors for suicide as identified in Western studies, and experiences related to social and economic restructuring.

Methods: We carried out a controlled psychological autopsy study. Informants for 194 cases (suicide deaths in Budapest and Pest County 2002-2004) and 194 controls were interviewed by clinicians using a detailed schedule.

Results: Many of the demographic and clinical risk factors associated with suicide in other settings were also associated with suicide in Hungary; for example, being unmarried or having no current relationship, lack of other social contacts, low educational attainment, history of self-harm, current diagnosis of affective disorder (including bipolar disorder) or personality disorder, and experiencing a recent major adverse life event. A number of variables reflecting experiences since economic restructuring were also associated with suicide; for example, unemployment, concern over work prospects, changes in living standards, practising religion. Just 20% of cases with evidence of depression at the time of death had received antidepressants.

Conclusions: Suicide rates in Hungary are falling. Our study identified a number of risk factors related to individual-level demographic and clinical characteristics, and possibly recent societal change. Improved management of psychiatric disorder and self-harm may result in further reductions in suicide rates.

Can sports events affect suicidal behavior?
K Andriessen, K Krysinska (Belgium)
Crisis 30, 144–152, 2009

Background: Engagement in sports and physical activity, either actively as an athlete or in a passive way as a spectator, impacts interpersonal behavior and physical and mental health.
Aims: The study reviews literature on the relationship between sports spectatorship and suicidal behavior to ascertain whether sports spectatorship has an impact on suicidal behavior, either increasing the risk or being a protective factor.

Methods: The literature was searched via PubMed/MEDLINE and PsycINFO. Nine studies published between 1986 and 2006 were identified. Results: The reviewed studies focused on the impact of sports events on the societal level, and analyzed data regarding national or local suicide rates. Their results indicate that sports events can have an impact on suicide mortality and morbidity, but this relationship seems to be mediated by age, gender, marital status, and alcohol consumption, as well as the process and outcome of the game (e.g., victory vs. defeat of the favored team).

Conclusions: There is some evidence that sports events can reduce the rates of suicide on the societal level; however, there is a lack of studies exploring how sports spectatorship might influence levels of suicide risk in individuals and how mediating variables might operate on the individual level.

What cognitive functions are associated with passive suicidal ideation? Findings from a national sample of community-dwelling Israelis

L Ayalon, H Litwin (Israel)

To identify the specific cognitive domains associated with passive suicidal ideation (e.g. thoughts of being better off dead). A cross sectional, national based study of 1,712 individuals over the age of 50. Outcome measure, passive suicidal ideation, was evaluated by the question, 'in the past month, have you felt that you would rather be dead?' taken from the Euro-D. Cognitive domains assessed were time orientation, verbal learning, verbal recall, word fluency, and arithmetic. After adjusting for demographic and clinical information, those reporting passive suicidal ideation were significantly more likely to have impaired performance on the time orientation task. None of the other cognitive domains were associated with passive suicidal ideation. Clinicians working with older adults need to be aware not only of demographic and clinical information, but also of cognitive functioning and more specifically, time orientation, as a potential determinant of passive suicidal ideation. Possibly, cognitive domains that are less affected by education and prior learning (e.g. time orientation) have a unique association with passive suicidal ideation.
Sports participation as a protective factor against depression and suicidal ideation in adolescents as mediated by self-esteem and social support

LA Babiss, JE Gangwisch (USA)

*Journal of Developmental and Behavioral Pediatrics.* Published online: 18 August. doi: 10.1097/DBP.0b013e3181b33659, 2009

**Objective:** Participation in sports has been shown to be protective against depression and suicidal ideation, but little is known about what factors mediate these relationships. No previous studies examined potential mediators between sports participation and suicidal ideation and only one study explored possible mediators between sports participation and depression. Increased sports participation could protect against depression and suicidal ideation by increasing endogenous endorphin levels, boosting self-esteem, improving body image, increasing social support, and affecting substance abuse.

**Method:** Multivariate hierarchical logistic regression analyses of Add Health data to explore whether increased participation in sports (none, 1–2, 3–4, or 5 or more times per week) is associated with depression and suicidal ideation and whether exercise, self-esteem, body weight, social support, and substance abuse mediate these relationships.

**Results:** As sports participation increases, the odds of suffering from depression decreases by 25% (OR: 0.75; 95% CI: 0.70–0.82) and the odds of having suicidal ideation decreases by 12% (OR: 0.88; 95% CI: 0.83–0.93) after controlling for sex, age, race/ethnicity, public assistance, and physical limitations. Substance abuse, body weight, and exercise did not mediate these associations. Consistent with self-esteem and social support acting as mediators of these relationships, the inclusion of these variables in the multivariate models attenuated the associations for depression (OR: 0.83; 95% CI: 0.75–0.91) and suicidal ideation (OR: 0.93; 95% CI: 0.88–0.99).

**Conclusion:** Adolescents should be offered ample opportunity and encouragement to participate in sports, which can protect against depression and suicidal ideation by boosting self-esteem and increasing social support.

Suicide attempts, gender, and sexual abuse: data from the 2000 British Psychiatric Morbidity Survey

PE Bebbington, C Cooper, S Minot, TS Brugha, R Jenkins, H Meltzer, M Dennis (UK)

*American Journal of Psychiatry* 166, 1135–1140, 2009

**Objective:** National Survey of Psychiatric Morbidity, a randomized cross-sectional survey of the British population that included questions relating to the phenomena of suicidality and sexual abuse, to test the hypothesis that suicide attempts in women are significantly associated with a history of sexual abuse.
**Method:** Participants were male and female volunteers, ages 16 to 74 years old (N = 8,580), interviewed in the 2000 British National Survey of Psychiatric Morbidity.

**Results:** Sexual abuse was strongly associated with a history of suicide attempts as well as of suicidal intent and was more common in women. The population attributable risk fraction was considerably greater in female respondents (28%) than in male respondents (7%), which is consistent with more prevalent exposure to sexual abuse among women. The effect of sexual abuse on suicidal attempts and suicidal intent was reduced by controlling for affective symptoms, suggesting that the effect of the former was likely to be mediated by affective changes.

**Conclusions:** Sexual abuse is a significant antecedent of suicidal behavior, particularly among women. In identifying suicidal behavior, it is important to consider the possibility of sexual abuse, since it implies a need for focused treatment.

---

**Suicide and epilepsy**

GS Bell, JW Sander (UK)

*Current Opinion in Neurology* 22, 174–178, 2009

**Purpose of review:** For many years, it has been accepted that suicide may be more common in people with epilepsy. Recent studies have investigated risk factors.

**Recent findings:** Studies have shown that a history of psychiatric disease increases the risk of suicide in a person with epilepsy but have also shown that the risk of suicide in people with epilepsy is increased in the absence of a psychiatric history. People with epilepsy may have undiagnosed and untreated psychiatric illness and depression (both reactive and endogenous) may occur. Studies have suggested that the relationship between seizures and depression or suicidal behaviour may be bidirectional, and both major depression and attempted suicide increase the risk of developing seizures. Forced normalization and postictal psychosis may also contribute to suicidal behaviour. Antiepileptic drugs have been implicated in causing psychiatric adverse effects and suicidal behaviour.

**Summary:** It is important to take an holistic approach when evaluating and monitoring people with epilepsy. Clinicians should screen for depression and treat appropriately. The choice of which antiepileptic drug to use may also be influenced by the presence of depression or suicidal ideation.
The perspectives of young adults on recovery from repeated suicide-related behavior

Y Bergmans, J Langley, P Links, JV Lavery (Canada)

Crisis 30, 120–127, 2009

Background: This qualitative study sought to develop an understanding of how young adults between the ages of 18-25 years, who have a history of two or more suicide attempts, transition away from high-risk suicide-related behaviors.

Aims: To understand the transition to safer behaviors and to provide clinical suggestions for those who provide care to this population.

Methods: Sixteen young adults under the age of 25 years, who had completed at least one cycle of intervention for people with repeated suicide attempts, participated in this qualitative, grounded theory study.

Results: The young adults described a pathway that included three major elements: (a) ‘living to die’, (b) ambivalence and tipping/turning points, and (c) a process of recovery that included small steps or phases (pockets of recovery) toward life. The journey was not always experienced as steady movement forward, and the potential for relapse either in the young people’s behavior or their wish to engage in their relationship with death could ebb and flow.

Conclusions: Clinicians need to be aware that the struggle to live is a process involving a fluid pathway moving between three key elements.

Is impulsivity a link between childhood abuse and suicide?

MD Braquehais, MA Oquendo, E Baca-Garcia, L Sher (USA)

Comprehensive Psychiatry. Published online: 31 August 2009. doi: 10.1016/j.comppsych.2009.05.003, 2009

Childhood abuse and neglect are known to affect psychological states through behavioral, emotional, and cognitive pathways. They increase the risk of having psychiatric diseases in adulthood and have been considered risk factors for suicidal behavior in all diagnostic categories. Early, prolonged, and severe trauma is also known to increase impulsivity, diminishing the capacity of the brain to inhibit negative actions and to control and modulate emotions. Many neurobiological studies hold that childhood maltreatment may lead to a persistent failure of the inhibitory processes ruled mainly by the frontal cortex over a fear-motivated hyperresponsive limbic system. Multiple neurotransmitters and hormones are involved in the stress response, but, to our knowledge, the two major biological consequences of the chronic exposure to trauma are the hypofunction of the serotonergic system and changes in the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis function. Some of these findings overlap with the neurobiological features of impulsivity and of suicidal behavior. Impulsivity has also been said to be both a consequence of trauma and a risk factor for the development of a pathological response to trauma. Thus, we suggest that
impulsivity could be one of the links between childhood trauma and suicidal behavior. Prevention of childhood abuse could significantly reduce suicidal behavior in adolescents and adults, in part, through a decrease in the frequency of impulsive behaviors in the future.

**Lifetime and current costs of supporting young adults who deliberately poisoned themselves in childhood and adolescence**

S Byford, B Barrett, A Aglan, V Harrington, H Burroughs, M Kerfoot, RC Harrington (UK)  

**Background:** Little is known about the long-term economic consequences of child and adolescent mental health problems, despite concerns that costs in later life may be significant.

**Aims:** To evaluate current and lifetime costs of young adults who deliberately poisoned themselves in childhood.

**Method:** Prospective cohort study of 129 young adults (mean age 21) who as teenagers had taken part in a randomized trial following deliberate self-poisoning. Lifetime and current costs of public sector services were calculated and compared to those of a matched general population control group.

**Results:** The self-poisoning group incurred significantly greater lifetime costs than the controls. They used more service-provided accommodation, special education and hospital services, incurred greater criminal Justice costs and received more social security benefits. Higher costs in the self-poisoning group were significantly associated with conduct disorder, hopelessness, previous suicide attempts, being male and being in care prior to the self-poisoning event.

**Conclusions:** Child and adolescent mental health problems predict significant costs compared to general population controls. This study provides indications of those groups of young people who incur high costs and for whom early intervention should be considered.

**A call for research: the need to better understand the impact of support groups for suicide survivors**

J Cerel, JH Padgett, Y Conwell, GA Reed (USA)  
*Suicide and Life-Threatening Behavior* 39, 269–281, 2009

Support groups for suicide survivors (those individuals bereaved following a suicide) are widely used, but little research evidence is available to determine their efficacy. This paper outlines the pressing public health need to conduct research and determine effective ways to identify and meet the needs of suicide survivors, particularly through survivor support groups. After describing the various approaches to survivor support groups, we explain the need for further research, despite the inherent challenges. Finally, we pose several questions for
researchers to consider as they work with survivors to develop a research agenda that sheds more light on the experiences of survivors and the help provided by survivor support groups.

Suicidality in Chinese adolescents in Hong Kong: the role of family and cultural influences

WSC Chan, CK Law, KY Liu, PWC Wong, YW Law, PSF Yip (Hong Kong)
Social Psychiatry and Psychiatric Epidemiology 44, 278–284, 2009

Background: Adolescent suicidal ideation has found to predict suicidal behaviors and psychopathology in adulthood. Previous studies focused solely on the medical and environmental risk factors, which were insufficient to give a holistic picture of adolescent suicidality.

Objectives: To assess the role of affective and cognitive attributes in the identification and prevention of adolescent suicidal ideation.

Method: A community sample of 511 participants (age 15–19 years) were asked to indicate their suicidality in the 12 months and in their lifetime. Generalized estimating equation regression models were used to examine the effect of psychosocial and socio-environmental correlates in relation to adolescent suicidal ideation.

Results: The data show that perceived responsibilities for family was the only protective factor, while a coping mechanism by behavioral disengagement, severity of depressive symptoms, a history of deliberate self-harm, chronic physical illness or pain, media reporting of suicide news, and low household income were the risk factors for adolescent suicidal ideation.

Conclusions: The results suggest that a multilayer effort for preventing adolescent suicide is needed by providing support for children in deprived families; enhancing life skills in the teens; strengthening family relationship; improving mental and health services; and promoting responsible media reporting on suicide.

‘Hidden’ suicides among deaths certified as undetermined intent, accident by pesticide poisoning and accident by suffocation in Taiwan

SS Chang, JAC Sterne, TH Lu, D Gunnell (Taiwan)

Objective: To identify cause-of-death categories in which suicides might be misclassified in Taiwan.

Methods: We plotted secular trends (1971-2007) in sex- and method-specific rates of deaths classified as suicide, undetermined intent and accident for the Taiwanese population aged 15+ and compared the sex, age and marital status profiles of deaths in these three categories by method of death.
**Results:** The demographic profiles of registered suicides generally resembled those for deaths of undetermined intent and accidents by pesticide poisoning/suffocation but differed from those for accidents from non-pesticide poisoning/ drowning/ falling/ poisoning by non-domestic gas. For the period 1990-2007, suicide rates based on suicides alone (14.8 per 100,000) would increase by 23, 7 and 1%, respectively, when including deaths of undetermined intent, accidental pesticide poisonings and accidental suffocations.

**Conclusions:** Suicide rates may be underestimated by more than 30% in Taiwan because some suicides are 'hidden' amongst deaths certified as due to other causes.

**Effect of media reporting of the suicide of a singer in Taiwan: the case of Ivy Li**

YY Chen, PC Tsai, PH Chen, CC Fan, GC Hung, AT Cheng (Taiwan)


**Background:** Suicide attempters are known to be vulnerable to the influence of media reporting of suicide events. This study investigates possible influences of media reporting of a celebrity suicide on subsequent suicide attempts and associated risk factors among suicide attempters.

**Methods:** Sixty-three suicide attempters registered in a surveillance system of Taipei City Suicide Prevention Center were assessed using a structured interview soon after media reporting of the suicide of a young female singing star.

**Results:** Forty-three (68%) respondents had encountered with the suicide news. Among them, 37% reported being influenced by the media reporting on their subsequent suicide attempts. Men (adjusted OR 6.36, 95% CI 1.29–31.44) and younger age groups (adjusted OR 4.93, 95% CI 1.04–23.45) were more susceptible to the media reporting. There was a positive modeling effect in method of suicide (charcoal burning) (adjusted OR 7.27, 95% CI 6.31–168.66).

**Conclusions:** This study has provided further evidence for suicide imitation among vulnerable people encountered with media reporting of celebrity suicide, and for the need to actively restrain reporting of suicides to decrease the imitation effect.

**Predicting adolescent suicidality: comparing multiple informants and assessment techniques**

J Connor, M Rueter (USA)


Adolescent suicidality is a serious problem among American youth. Common risk factors for adolescent suicidality include depression and conduct problems but there is little agreement on the best means to assess these factors. We compared multiple
informants (mothers, fathers, the adolescent and a sibling) and multiple assessment techniques using a sample of more than 460 families. Assessment techniques included paper–pencil instruments, observer ratings, and diagnostic interviews. Suicidality was assessed concurrently and 2 years after the risk assessment. Adolescent-reported paper–pencil instruments and diagnostic interviews were strongly associated with concurrent and future suicidality. Parents' report of adolescent feelings and behaviors were also useful. Observed behaviors were not useful in assessing suicidality risk factors. Clinical recommendations include utilizing paper–pencil and diagnostic adolescent risk factor assessment and focusing on emotions.

**Health status and suicide in the second half of life**

Y Conwell, PR Duberstein, JK Hirsch, KR Conner, S Eberly, ED Caine (USA)

**Objective:** To examine the associations of suicide in the second half of life with medical and psychiatric illness, functional limitations, and reported use of inpatient, ambulatory, and home health care services.

**Method:** A retrospective case-control design was used to compare 86 people over age 50 years who died by suicide with a comparison group of 86 living community participants that were individually matched on age, gender, race, and county of residence.

**Results:** Suicide decedents had more Axis I diagnoses, including current mood and anxiety disorders, worse physical health status, and greater impairment in functional capacity. They were more likely to have required psychiatric treatment, medical, or surgical hospitalization in the last year, and visiting nurse or home health aide services. In a multivariate model, the presence of any active Axis I disorder and any impairment in instrumental activities of daily living (IADL) made independent contributions to suicide risk.

**Conclusions:** Mental illness, physical illness, and associated functional impairments represent domains of risk for suicide in this age group. In addition to individuals with psychiatric illness, those with severe or comorbid physical illness and functional disability who require inpatient and home care services should be targeted for screening and preventive interventions.

**Suicide and marital status in Northern Ireland**

P Corcoran, A Nagar (Ireland)

**Introduction:** Studies show marriage to be protective against suicide though with variation in the extent to which suicide rates are higher among the never married, separated or divorced and widowed. We examined suicide in Northern Ireland by marital status and examined whether the observed variation differed by sex and age.
Methods: Data relating to all 1,398 suicide deaths (ICD-9 E950-959 and ICD-10 X60-84) registered in 1996–2005 were analysed using Poisson regression.

Results: The total, male and female age-standardised suicide rates were 8.4, 13.6 and 3.3 per 100,000, respectively. Never marrying increased male suicide risk and its effect increased with age (incidence rate ratio (IRR) among 20- to 34-year-olds = 1.47, 95% confidence interval (CI) = 1.19–1.84; IRR among over 55-year-olds = 2.33, 95% CI = 1.55–3.50). Never marrying was a risk factor for women only if aged 20–34 years (IRR = 3.05, 95% CI = 1.70–5.47). Among over 55-year-olds, widowhood increased risk of male suicide only (IRR = 2.47, 95% CI = 1.64–3.70) whereas divorce was associated with an almost threefold increase in male (IRR = 2.61, 95% CI = 1.39–4.88) and female (IRR = 2.57, 95% CI = 0.89–7.42) suicide relative to married persons. The effect of divorce was far more pronounced in 20- to 34-year-old men (IRR = 5.59, 95% CI = 3.58–8.67) and women (IRR = 9.46, 95% CI = 3.81–23.37).

Conclusions: In Northern Ireland, marriage protects both sexes against suicide though men more so than women. Divorced young men, in particular, are a population at high risk of suicide.

Anxiety disorders and suicidality in the National Comorbidity Survey-Replication

JR Cougle, ME Keough, CJ Riccardi, N Sachs-Ericsson (USA)

Objective: The current study sought to examine the unique associations between anxiety disorders and suicidality using a large nationally representative sample and controlling for a number of established risk factors for suicide.

Method: Data from the National Comorbidity Survey-Replication were used for analyses. Lifetime diagnostic history and demographics were obtained in this survey through a structured interview. Lifetime suicidal ideation and attempts were also assessed.

Results: Multivariate analyses covarying for psychiatric comorbidity and demographic variables found social anxiety disorder (SAD), posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD), generalized anxiety disorder (GAD), and panic disorder (PD) to be unique predictors of suicidal ideation, while only SAD, PTSD, and GAD were predictive of suicide attempts. Analyses by gender indicated that each of these four disorders were predictive of suicidal ideation or suicide attempts among women, while only PTSD and PD acted as risk factors among men.

Conclusions: Findings provide further evidence of the negative impact of anxiety disorders, suggest efforts should be made towards their early detection and treatment, and emphasize the importance of suicide risk assessment in treating individuals with anxiety disorders.
Interventions for suicidal youth: a review of the literature and developmental considerations

SS Daniel, DB Goldston (USA)

Suicide and Life-Threatening Behavior 39, 252–268, 2009

Suicidal behavior is developmentally mediated, but the degree to which interventions for suicidal behaviors have been developmentally tailored has varied widely. Published controlled studies of psychosocial treatment interventions for reducing adolescent suicidal behavior are reviewed, with a particular emphasis on the developmental nuances of these interventions. In addition, developmental considerations important in the treatment of suicidal adolescents are discussed. There are insufficient data available from controlled trials to recommend one intervention over another for the treatment of suicidal youth, but interventions that are sensitive to the multiple developmental contexts have potential for greater effectiveness in reducing adolescent suicidal behavior.

Factors associated with repeated suicide attempts: preliminary results of the WHO Multisite Intervention Study on Suicidal Behavior (SUPRE-MISS) from Campinas, Brazil

CF Da Silva Cais, S Stefanello, ML Fabrício Mauro, G Vaz Scavacini de Freitas, NJ Botega (Brazil)

Crisis 30, 73–78, 2009

Background: This study compares sociodemographic and clinical characteristics of 102 first-time hospital-treated suicide attempters (first-evers) with a group of 101 repeat suicide attempters (repeaters) consecutively admitted to a general hospital in Brazil, during the intake phase of the WHO Multisite Intervention Study on Suicidal Behaviors (SUPRE-MISS).

Aims: To compare sociodemographic and clinical characteristics of first-time hospital-treated suicide attempters (first-evers) with a group of repeat suicide attempters (repeaters).

Methods: A standardized interview and psychometric scales were administered to all patients.

Results: Repetition was associated with being of female sex (OR = 2.7; 95% confidence interval (CI) = 1.2–6.2), a housewife (OR = 3.8; 95% CI = 1.2–11.8), and having a score above median on the Beck Depression Inventory (OR = 5.2; 95% CI = 1.7–15.6).

Conclusions: The findings suggest that repeaters, namely, depressed housewives who have attempted suicide previously, need specific treatment strategies in order to avoid future suicide attempts.
Epidemiological trends in attempted suicide in adolescents and young adults between 1996 and 2004
S De Munck, G Portzky, K van Heeringen (Belgium)
Crisis 30, 115–119, 2009

**Background:** Notwithstanding the epidemiological studies indicating an increased risk of attempted suicide among adolescents and young adults, there is a scarcity of international studies that examine long-term epidemiological trends in rates and characteristics of this vulnerable group.

**Aims:** This article describes the results of a 9-year monitoring study of suicide attempts in adolescents and young adults referred to the Accident and Emergency Department of the Gent University Hospital (Belgium).

**Methods:** Between January 1996 and December 2004, trends, sociodemographic, and method-related characteristics of suicide attempts were assessed by a psychiatrist on data sheets.

**Results:** Attempted suicide rates declined from 1996 to 2001 and then rose until 2004, but did not exceed previous rates. During the 9 years of monitoring, there was a preponderance of female suicide attempters, except for 1997. Rates of attempts and of fatal suicide were negatively correlated. Significantly more males than females deliberately injured themselves. Younger attempters, especially females, significantly more often poisoned themselves with analgesics. In nearly one in five attempts, alcohol was used in combination with other methods, and alcohol intake was more commonly observed in older suicide attempters. Nearly half of the adolescents were identified as repeaters.

**Conclusions:** The results of this study warrant further monitoring of trends and characteristics of young suicide attempters.

Obsessive–compulsive personality disorder and suicidal behavior: evidence for a positive association in a sample of depressed patients
G Diaconu, G Turecki G (Canada)
Journal of Clinical Psychiatry. Published online: 14 July 2009. doi: 10.4088/JCP.08m04636, 2009

**Objective:** To explore the association between obsessive-compulsive personality disorder (OCPD) and suicidal behavior.

**Method:** Subjects referred for a psychiatric consultation were evaluated with structured interviews for mood and personality disorders (the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-III-R and the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-III-R Axis II Disorders), a history of suicidal behavior, and levels of coping. A total of 311 subjects were investigated using a 3-group design to test the association between OCPD and suicidal behavior, controlling for the presence of depression. Subjects with OCPD and a history of depression were compared to depressed subjects without any Axis II diagnosis and to subjects without depression or per-
sonality disorders. The study was conducted at Verdun Community Psychiatric Clinic, Douglas Hospital, McGill University, in Montreal, Quebec, Canada, and subjects were recruited from 2003 until 2005.

**Results:** Subjects in the comorbid OCPD-depression group presented increased current and lifetime suicide ideation compared to the groups with depression alone or without depression or personality disorders ($P = .004$); they also had increased history of suicide attempts ($P = .04$), which were often multiple attempts ($P = .01$). They also scored lower on the Reasons for Living Inventory (RFL) and the Death Anxiety Questionnaire. Interestingly, comorbid OCPD-depression patients differed from patients with depression alone on the Moral Objections items of the RFL, on which individuals with OCPD-depression scored lowest. Limitations of this study were its cross-sectional design, retrospective sample, and limited generalizability to the population at large.

**Conclusions:** Obsessive–compulsive personality disorder is a factor increasing risk for nonfatal suicidal behavior independently of risk conferred by depressive disorders.

**Neighbourhood poverty and suicidal thoughts and attempts in late adolescence**

V Dupéré, T Leventhal, E Lacourse (Canada)  
*Psychological Medicine* 39, 1295–1306, 2009

**Background:** Suicide tends to concentrate in disadvantaged neighborhoods, and neighborhood disadvantage is associated with many important risk factors for youth suicide. However, no study has directly investigated the link between neighborhood poverty and youth suicidal behaviors, while controlling for pre-existing vulnerabilities. The objective of this study was to determine whether living in a poor neighborhood is associated with suicidal thoughts and attempts in late adolescence over and above background vulnerabilities, and whether this association can be explained by late-adolescence psychosocial risks: depression, social support, negative life events (NLEs), delinquent activities, substance abuse and exposure to suicide. The potential moderating role of neighborhood poverty was also examined.

**Method:** A subset of 2776 participants was selected from the Canadian National Longitudinal Survey of Children and Youth (NLSCY). Late-adolescence suicidal behaviors and risk factors were self-reported. The 2001 Canadian Census was used to characterize neighborhoods during early and middle adolescence. Late-childhood family and individual controls were assessed through parent-report.

**Results:** At the bivariate level, the odds of reporting suicidal thoughts were about twice as high in poor than non-poor neighborhoods, and the odds of attempting suicide were about four times higher. After controlling for background vulnerabilities, neighborhood poverty remained significantly associated with both suicidal thoughts and attempts. However, these associations were not explained by
late-adolescence psychosocial risks. Rather, youth living in poor neighborhoods may be at greater risk through the amplification of other risk factors in disadvantaged neighborhoods.

**Conclusions:** Potential explanations for the increased vulnerability of youth living in poor neighborhoods are discussed.

### Murder-suicide: a review of the recent literature

S Eliason (USA)


There has been recent widespread media coverage of events that involve murder-suicide. In this paper, the author does an extensive literature review of studies about murder-suicide. The purpose is to determine whether the incidence of murder-suicide is increasing and what its risk factors are. The results of this review show that the incidence of murder-suicide remains at under 0.001%. Risk factors for murder-suicide are based on relationship between perpetrator and victims, history of domestic violence, sex or perpetrator and victim, age of perpetrator, presence of divorce/separation, use of weapon, and history of mental illness. This paper shows that the incidence of murder-suicide is low, stable, and similar to what has been reported in the past. There are, however, some distinct risk factors for murder-suicide including: substance abuse (not as common), mostly male perpetrators, depression (more common), and older male caregivers are at risk.

### Do risk factors for suicidal behavior differ by affective disorder polarity?

JG Fiedorowicz, AC Leon, MB Keller, DA Solomon, JP Rice, WH Coryell (USA)

*Psychological Medicine* 39, 763–771, 2009

**Background:** Suicide is a leading cause of death and has been strongly associated with affective disorders. The influence of affective disorder polarity on subsequent suicide attempts or completions and any differential effect of suicide risk factors by polarity were assessed in a prospective cohort.

**Method:** Participants with major affective disorders in the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) Collaborative Depression Study (CDS) were followed prospectively for up to 25 years. A total of 909 participants meeting prospective diagnostic criteria for major depressive and bipolar disorders were followed through 4204 mood cycles. Suicidal behavior was defined as suicide attempts or completions. Mixed-effects, grouped-time survival analysis assessed risk of suicidal behavior and differential effects of risk factors for suicidal behavior by polarity. In addition to polarity, the main effects of age, gender, hopelessness, married status, prior suicide attempts and active substance abuse were modeled, with mood cycle as the unit of analysis.
Results: After controlling for age of onset, there were no differences in prior suicide attempts by polarity although bipolar participants had more prior severe attempts. During follow-up, 40 cycles ended in suicide and 384 cycles contained at least one suicide attempt. Age, hopelessness and active substance abuse but not polarity predicted suicidal behavior. The effects of risk factors did not differ by polarity.

Conclusions: Bipolarity does not independently influence risk of suicidal behavior or alter the influence of well-established suicide risk factors within affective disorders. Suicide risk assessment strategies may continue to appraise these common risk factors without regard to mood polarity.

Alcohol use disorders increase the risk of completed suicide — irrespective of other psychiatric disorders. A longitudinal cohort study

T Flensborg-Madsen, J Knop, EL Mortensen, U Becker, L Sher, M Grønbæk (Denmark)

*Psychiatry Research* 167, 123–130, 2009

Knowledge of the epidemiology of suicide is a necessary prerequisite for developing prevention programs. The aim of this study was to analyze the risk of completed suicide among individuals with alcohol use disorders (AUD), and to assess the role of other psychiatric disorders in this association. A prospective cohort study was used, containing three updated sets of lifestyle covariates and 26 years follow-up of 18,146 individuals between 20 and 93 years of age from the Copenhagen City Heart Study in Denmark. The study population was linked to four different registers in order to detect: completed suicide, AUD, psychotic disorders, anxiety disorders, mood disorders, personality disorders, drug abuse, and other psychiatric disorders. Individuals registered with AUD were at significantly increased risk of committing suicide, with a crude hazard ratio (HR) of 7.98 [Confidence interval (CI): 5.27–12.07] compared to individuals without AUD. Adjusting for all psychiatric disorders the risk fell to 3.23 (CI: 1.96–5.33). In the stratified subsample of individuals without psychiatric disorders, the risk of completed suicide was 9.69 (CI: 4.88–19.25) among individuals with AUD. The results indicate that individuals registered with AUD are at highly increased risk of completed suicide, and that registered co-morbid psychiatric disorders are neither sufficient nor necessary causes in this association.
Homicide followed by suicide: a cross-sectional study
S Flynn, N Swinson, D While, IM Hunt, A Roscoe, C Rodway, K Windfuhr, N Kapur, L Appleby, J Shaw (UK)

Background: Approximately 30 incidents of homicide followed by suicide occur in England and Wales each year. Previous studies have not examined mental health characteristics in any detail.

Aims: This study aims to identify the social, clinical, and criminological characteristics of a national sample of perpetrators, to identify any previous contact with mental health services and to establish risk of suicide after homicide.


Results: 203 incidents were recorded over 9 years. The median age of perpetrators was 41 years (range 18–88 years); most were male. Men more often killed a spouse/partner, whilst women more commonly killed their children. Eighty-four (42%) perpetrators died by suicide on the day of the homicide. The most common method of homicide was sharp instrument (44, 23%). Fifty-nine (29%) used hanging as a method of suicide. Twenty (10%) had previous contact with mental health services, 14 were seen within a year of the offence. The most common diagnoses were personality disorder and affective disorder. The risk of suicide increased the closer the relationship between the perpetrator and the victim.

Conclusions: Significantly fewer perpetrators of homicide-suicide compared with homicide or suicide only were in contact with mental health services. Prevention is discussed and suggestions made for the use of psychological autopsy methodology to study rates of mental disorder.

Estimating the risk for suicide following the suicide deaths of three Asian entertainment celebrities: a meta-analytic approach
K-W Fu, PSF Yip (Hong Kong)
Journal of Clinical Psychiatry 70, 869–878, 2009

Objective: Evidence suggests that there is an increase in the suicide rate following incidents of celebrity suicide in different countries, but there are no data on the overall suicide risk across countries. The duration of increased suicide rates is usually assumed to be on a monthly basis, but the weekly increase remains uncertain. This study aims at estimating the risk for suicide after the suicide deaths of entertainment celebrities in Asia during the first 4 weeks after the celebrity suicides and on a weekly basis.
Method: An ecological, retrospective time-series analysis and a meta-analysis of the suicide deaths in 3 Asian regions: Hong Kong (from 2001 to 2003), Taiwan, and South Korea (both from 2003 to 2005).

Results: The combined risks for suicide were found to be 1.43 (95% CI = 1.23 to 1.66), 1.29 (95% CI = 1.12 to 1.50), and 1.25 (95% CI = 1.08 to 1.45) in the first, second, and third week, respectively, after suicides of entertainment celebrities, while adjusting for secular trends, seasonality, economic situation, and temporal autocorrelation. The same-gender and same-method specific increases suggest that as people identify more with the celebrity, their risk for suicide rises. A medium-term rise in suicides up to 24 weeks after the incidents of celebrity suicide is also evident.

Conclusion: This study is the first to estimate risk for suicides following celebrity suicides across 3 Asian regions. The results provide important information for public health policy makers in assessing the elevated risk associated with excessive media coverage of celebrity suicide and developing timely evidence-based interventions.

Clinical and genetic risk factors for suicide under the influence of alcohol in a Polish sample

S Fudalej, M Ilgen, M Fudalej, M Wojnar, H Matsumoto, KL Barry, R Ploski, FC Blow, C Frederic (Poland)
Alcohol and Alcoholism 44, 437–442, 2009

Aims: Despite the large number of suicides that occur with intoxication, little is known about the unique predictors of suicide after alcohol consumption. The goal of this study was to examine clinical and genetic risk factors for alcohol-related suicide.

Methods: Data on 162 suicide victims were obtained from post-mortem examinations, police and prosecution inquiries, autopsy protocols and available medical records. Four single nucleotide polymorphisms in the central serotonin system and the renin-angiotensin system related genes previously found to be associated with suicide, alcohol dependence or depression were genotyped.

Results: The strongest predictor of suicide under the influence of alcohol was alcohol dependence (OR = 4.63). Those who did not drink alcohol before suicide were more likely to have a diagnosis of major depressive disorder in their medical record and more often had the TT genotype of the tryptophan hydroxylase 2 gene.

Conclusions: Suicide under the influence of alcohol is strongly connected with alcohol dependence. The TPH2 gene may play an important role in suicide vulnerability especially in individuals who did not drink alcohol before suicide.
Vulnerabilities to deliberate self-harm among adolescents:
the role of alexithymia and victimization

JA Garisch, MS Wilson (NZ)

Objectives: This study investigates vulnerabilities to deliberate self-harm (DSH) among adolescents, specifically focusing on peer victimisation and alexithymia.

Design: Correlational survey design.

Methods: 325 secondary school students completed self-report questionnaires asking their history of DSH and bullying, and scales assessing alexithymia and depression.

Results: Self-harming adolescents reported more victimization and alexithymic symptomology than participants who had never engaged in DSH. Alexithymia moderated, and partially mediated, the relationship between bullying and DSH. Bullying and DSH significantly co-varied when participants’ alexithymia was moderate or high, but not when participants’ alexithymia was low. The relationship between alexithymia and DSH was fully mediated by depression. The relationship between bullying and DSH was also moderated by depression. Depression moderated the relationship between alexithymia and DSH.

Conclusions: The findings suggest stressors in the social environment (e.g., bullying) are more likely to facilitate DSH when an adolescent has poor emotion regulation and communication skills and when an individual is experiencing mood difficulties.

Ten-year follow-up study of 65 suicidal adolescents

A Géhin, B Kabuth, C Pichené, C Vidailhet (France)
Journal of the Canadian Academy of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry 18, 117–125, 2009

Introduction: This survey studies the 10 year psychosocial outcome of 65 adolescents admitted to the Nancy Children’s Hospital in 1994 after a suicide attempt.

Method: survey conducted using a self-assessment questionnaire sent to adolescents and their parents.

Results: The response rate was 55.4%. About seventy per cent (70.5%) of respondents stated they were happy in their affective lives 10 years after the reference attempt, almost 70% (67.6%) had a job, nearly three quarters (72.5%) considered that they were in good health and 59% felt happy. More than half (55%) had made a subsequent suicide attempt. Two patients committed suicide. The originality of this study lies in its methodology since it allows, through comparison of suicide attempters’ responses with medical data, a high
level of under-declaration of repeated attempts to be detected (41.2%). Statistical study of the associations between the total number of repeated suicide attempts and demographic characteristics of the initial population nonetheless evidenced that patients with a history of suicide attempts and those with a history of early repeated attempts (within three months and/or the year) 10 years.

**Conclusion:** Most of the 34 patients traced seemed to have satisfactory personal and professional lives, in contrast to the high level of repeated suicide attempts. Repeated suicide attempts during adolescence appear to be one of the major risk factors in attempting suicide again within 10 years. This confirms the importance of preventive measures after a first suicide attempt.

**Respiratory function and other biological risk factors for completed suicide: 40 years of follow-up of European cohorts of the Seven Countries Study**

EJ Giltay, FG Zitman, A Menotti, A Nissinen, DR Jacobs, H Adachi, A Kafatos, D Kromhout (Finland, Serbia, Italy, Greece)

*Journal of Affective Disorders.* Published online: 30 April 2009. doi: 10.1016/j.jad.2009.03.022, 2009

**Background:** Prospective cohort studies on biological risk factors of completed suicide are scarce. We aimed to test which biological risk factors independently identify subjects at increased risk of suicidal death.

**Methods:** In the prospective cohort of the Seven Countries Study, 5,321 middle-aged men from Finland, Serbia, Italy, and Greece were included. Completed suicide (ICD-8 codes E950-959) was assessed during 40 years of follow-up. Biological cardiovascular risk factors (including forced vital capacity [FVC] and height) were tested for their role as predictors in multivariable Cox models stratified by country.

**Results:** There were 4518 deaths during follow-up, with 64 from suicide (1.4%). In univariable models, only FVC and height were strongly inversely related with suicide. Socio-economic status and being unmarried were potential confounders. In multivariable models taking these confounders into account, both a low FVC (0.30 for top vs. lowest quartile; 95% CI: 0.12-0.76; P=0.006 for trend) and a low FVC/height ratio (0.37 for top vs. lowest quartile; 95% CI: 0.17-0.82; P=0.004 for trend) were strongly inversely related with completed suicide.

**Limitations:** Information on proximal causes, such as prior suicidal ideation, emotional distress and depression, was lacking at baseline.

**Conclusions:** Poor respiratory function in middle-aged men was an independent risk factor for completed suicide.
**Do automatic self-associations relate to suicidal ideation?**

KA Glashouwer, PJ de Jong, BWJH Penninx, AJFM Kerkhof, R van Dyck, J Ormel
(The Netherlands)
*Journal of Psychopathology and Behavioral Assessment.* Published online: 20 August 2009.

Dysfunctional self-schemas are assumed to play an important role in suicidal ideation. According to recent information-processing models, it is important to differentiate between ‘explicit’ beliefs and automatic associations. Explicit beliefs stem from the weighting of propositions and their corresponding ‘truth’ values, while automatic associations reflect more simple associations in memory. Both types of associations are assumed to have different functional properties and both may be involved in suicidal ideation. Thus far, studies into self-schemas and suicidal ideation focused on the more explicit, consciously accessible traces of self-schemas and predominantly relied on self-report questionnaires or interviews. To complement these ‘explicit’ findings and more directly tap into self-schemas, this study investigated automatic self-associations in a large scale community sample that was part of the Netherlands Study of Depression and Anxiety (NESDA). The results showed that automatic self-associations of depression and anxiety were indeed significantly related to suicidal ideation and past suicide attempt. Moreover, the interactions between automatic self-depressive (anxious) associations and explicit self-depressive (anxious) beliefs explained additional variance over and above explicit self-beliefs. Together these results provide an initial insight into one explanation of why suicidal patients might report difficulties in preventing and managing suicidal thoughts.

**Suicide attempt characteristics may orientate toward a bipolar disorder in attempters with recurrent depression**

S Guillaume, I Jaussent, F Jollant, Z Rihmer, A Malafosse, P Courtet (France)
*Journal of Affective Disorders.* Published online: 15 July 2009. doi: 10.1016/j.jad.2009.06.006, 2009

*Background:* Identification of patients with a bipolar disorder (BPD) among those presenting a major depressive episode is often difficult, resulting in common misdiagnosis and mistreatment. Our aim was to identify clinical variables unrelated to current depressive episode and relevant to suicidal behavior that may help to improve the detection of BPD in suicide attempters presenting with recurrent major depressive disorder.

*Method:* 211 patients suffering from recurrent major depressive disorder or BPD, hospitalized after a suicide attempt (SA), were interviewed by semi-structured interview and validated questionnaires about DSM-IV axis I disorders, SA characteristics and a wide range of personality traits relevant to suicidal vulnerability. Multivariate logistic regression analysis was performed to determine differences between RMDD and BPD attempters.
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**Results:** Logistic regression analysis showed that serious SA and family history of suicide are closely associated with a diagnosis of BPD [respectively OR = 2.28, \(p = .0195\); OR = 2.98, \(p = .0081\)]. The presence of both characteristics increase the association with BDP [OR = 4.78, \(p = .005\)]. Conversely, when looking for the features associated with a serious SA, BPD was the only associated diagnosis [OR = 2.03, \(p = .004\)]. Lastly, affect intensity was higher in BPD samples [OR = 2.08, \(p = .041\)].

**Limitations:** Retrospective nature of the study, lack of the separate analysis of bipolar subtypes.

**Conclusion:** Serious suicide attempt and a familial history of completed suicide in patients with major depression seem to be a clinical marker of bipolarity. Facing suicide attempters with recurrent depression, clinician should be awareness to these characteristics to detect BPD.

---

**Analysis of accident and emergency doctors’ responses to treating people who self-harm**

J Hadfield, D Brown, L Pembroke, M Hayward (UK)

*Qualitative Health Research* 19, 755–765, 2009

Self-harm is a prevalent phenomenon regularly faced by doctors and nurses working in accident and emergency (A&E) departments. We argue that the treatment decisions A&E doctors make are fundamental to decreasing the high risk of suicide among this group. In this article we present a qualitative study exploring how doctors working in A&E respond to treating people who self-harm. In total, five A&E doctors were interviewed and the data were analyzed using interpretative phenomenological analysis. Three main themes were extracted: treating the body, silencing the self, and mirroring cultural and societal responses to self-harm. Within these themes, we identified both facilitative and unhelpful aspects of the relationships between people who self-harm and A&E doctors. We consider the clinical implications of these findings within the context of A&E doctors having limited opportunities to address the relational nature of the care they offer to this group.

---

**Impact of a specialized early psychosis treatment programme on suicide: retrospective cohort study**

MG Harris, PM Burgess, DC Chant, JE Pirkis, PD McGorry (Australia)

*J Early Intervention in Psychiatry* 2, 11–21, 2009

**Background:** Younger people, early in the course of psychotic illness, are at high risk of suicide. **Aim:** To investigate the impact of a specialized early psychosis (EP) treatment programme on risk of suicide up to 8.5 years following first contact with mental health services.
Methods: A population-based, retrospective cohort study of 7760 individuals with a psychotic disorder, aged 15–29 years at first contact, ascertained from a statewide psychiatric case register. Suicides were identified by linking the psychiatric register to a coronial register of unnatural deaths. Cox proportional hazards models were used to investigate potential risk factors, including specialized EP treatment, for suicide.

Results: Our principal hypothesis, that suicide risk over the entire follow-up period would be significantly lower for those who received specialized EP treatment compared with those who did not, was not supported. However, a secondary analysis found that, after adjusting for other socio-demographic, clinical and treatment factors, suicide risk was 50% lower in the first 3 years following first contact with mental health services among those exposed to specialized EP treatment compared with those who were not. History of inpatient treatment, more treatment days per annum, and shorter time to establish a psychotic diagnosis were associated with increased risk. Non-participation in the labour force or in study, compared with being unemployed, exerted a protective effect.

Conclusions: The EP treatment model may afford protection from suicide whilst the EP intervention is delivered and for a limited period afterwards.

Increased long-term mortality among survivors of acute carbon monoxide poisoning

NB Hampson, RA Rudd, NM Hauff (USA)
Critical Care Medicine 37, 1941–1947, 2009

Objective: Recent data suggest that patients surviving acute carbon monoxide (CO) poisoning (COP) may have increased risk for long-term mortality. The objective of this study was to analyze long-term mortality of a large population of CO-poisoned patients treated at one medical center over three decades.

Design: Retrospective cohort study of patients treated with hyperbaric oxygen and surviving the acute poisoning episode. Long-term mortality was compared to a standard population. Comparison of mortality within the cohort by clinical indicators of poisoning severity was assessed using Cox proportional hazards regression analysis.

Setting: Regional referral center for hyperbaric treatment of COP.

Patients: 1,073 patients aged ≥ 18 years treated from 1978 to 2005.

Interventions: All patients received hyperbaric oxygen treatment.

Measurements and main results: During 11,741 person-years of follow-up, 162 subjects died. The expected number of deaths was 87 (standardized mortality ratio [SMR]), 1.9; 95% confidence interval [CI], 1.6–2.2). Most of the excess mortality was in the group treated initially for intentional COP (58 excess deaths; SMR, 3.7; 95% CI, 2.9–4.6) vs. those treated for accidental COP (17...
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excess deaths; SMR, 1.3; 95% CI, 1.01–1.6). For the entire cohort, the major causes of death with significantly raised mortality were mental and psychiatric disorders, injuries, and violence. More specific causes of death with significantly raised mortality were alcoholism, motor vehicle accidents with pedestrians, motor vehicle accidents of unspecified type, accidental poisonings, and intentional self-harm. Within cohort comparisons showed that no difference in survival was observed by measure of CO poisoning severity, after controlling for age at poisoning, sex, race, and intent of CO poisoning.

Conclusions: Adult survivors of acute CO poisoning treated with hyperbaric oxygen were at increased risk for long-term mortality. Such patients should be followed closely after discharge with consideration given to psychiatric and/or neurocognitive evaluation, as appropriate.

Beyond randomized controlled trials in attempted suicide research
S Hatcher, C Sharon, C Coggan
Suicide and Life-Threatening Behavior 39, 396–407, 2009

There is a lack of evidence about what is the best treatment for people who present to hospital after self harm. Most treatment trials have been small and involved unrepresentative groups of patients which result in inconclusive findings. Here we note some of the characteristics of attempted suicide which make it a difficult subject to study. We describe the problems of doing randomized controlled trials in attempted suicide and outline the advantages and difficulties of randomized controlled trials, Zelen designs, patient preference designs, and cluster randomized trials in attempted suicide intervention trials. Researchers and consumers should consider other research designs when asking what is effective after self harm.

Epidemiology of intentional self-harm presenting to four district health boards in New Zealand over 12 months, and comparison with official data
S Hatcher, C Sharon, N Collins (New Zealand)
Australian and New Zealand Journal of Psychiatry 43, 659–665, 2009

Objective: The aim of the present study was to describe the number and characteristics of people presenting with intentional self-harm to four district health boards in New Zealand and to compare this with official data.

Methods: People presenting with self-harm were identified by searching a mixture of electronic and written databases in each DHB.

Results: Over 12 months 1633 people presented a total of 2087 times to these four DHBs. The highest rates were in Northland, young women and Maori.
Official figures significantly underestimate the number of people who present to hospital with intentional self-harm.

**Conclusion:** Considerably more people present to hospital with intentional self-harm in New Zealand than are recorded by official figures. This is important because reducing self-harm is a key part of the New Zealand health strategy. To achieve this, accurate measurement of self-harm rates is required. Encouraging improved reporting by DHBs is unlikely to work. It is suggested that dedicated monitoring sites be set up in representative DHBs to solve the problem of flawed official data collection.

---

**Antidepressant use and mortality in Finland: a register-linkage study from a nationwide cohort**

J Haukka, M Arffman, T Partonen, S Sihvo, M Elovainio, J Tiihonen, J Lonnqvist, I Keskimaki (Finland)


**Background:** It is generally acknowledged that depressed patients need specific attention during the first weeks after initiation of antidepressant (AD) treatment because of the increased risk of suicide.

**Methods:** The study population consisted of all individuals residing in Finland from 1999 to 2003 who had purchased a prescribed antidepressant at least once but had no preceding antidepressant prescription. Data sources were the National Prescription Register, the Causes of Death Register, Census Data of Statistics Finland, and the National Care Register. Follow-up started at the first purchase and ended at the end of 2003 or death. Data on prescriptions were used to construct contiguous treatment periods of follow-up time. Life-table analysis with Poisson regression was used to estimate risk ratios (RR) of antidepressant use with respect to all-cause mortality and to deaths from suicide.

**Findings:** Current AD use was associated with a lowered all-cause mortality (RR = 0.18, 95% CI = 0.18–0.19) compared with those who filled one previous prescription only. There was no difference in suicide mortality when any current antidepressant usage was compared to the one-decoration group. Current SSRI usage was associated with lower risk of suicide compared to the one-decoration or other antidepressant groups (RR 0.47, 0.38–0.59).

**Interpretation:** Current AD treatment is associated with decreased all-cause mortality rates in patients who have ever had AD treatment.
Effect of withdrawal of co-proxamol on prescribing and deaths from drug poisoning in England and Wales: time series analysis

K Hawton, H Bergen, S Simkin, A Brock, C Griffiths, E Romeri, KL Smith, N Kapur, D Gunnell (UK)
British Medical Journal 338, b2270, 2009

Objective: To assess the effect of the UK Committee on Safety of Medicines’ announcement in January 2005 of withdrawal of co-proxamol on analgesic prescribing and poisoning mortality.


Setting: England and Wales. Data Sources: Prescribing data from the prescription statistics department of the Information Centre for Health and Social Care (England) and the Prescribing Services Unit, Health Solutions Wales (Wales). Mortality data from the Office for National Statistics.

Main Outcome Measures: Prescriptions. Deaths from drug poisoning (suicides, open verdicts, accidental poisonings) involving single analgesics.

Results: A steep reduction in prescribing of co-proxamol occurred in the post-intervention period 2005-7, such that number of prescriptions fell by an average of 859 (95% confidence interval 653 to 1065) thousand per quarter, equating to an overall decrease of about 59%. Prescribing of some other analgesics (co-codamol, paracetamol, co-dydramol, and codeine) increased significantly during this time. These changes were associated with a major reduction in deaths involving co-proxamol compared with the expected number of deaths (an estimated 295 fewer suicides and 349 fewer deaths including accidental poisonings), but no statistical evidence for an increase in deaths involving either other analgesics or other drugs.

Conclusions: Major changes in prescribing after the announcement of the withdrawal of co-proxamol have had a marked beneficial effect on poisoning mortality involving this drug, with little evidence of substitution of suicide method related to increased prescribing of other analgesics.

Suicide

K Hawton, K van Heeringen (UK)
Lancet 373, 1372–1381, 2009

Suicide receives increasing attention worldwide, with many countries developing national strategies for prevention. Rates of suicide vary greatly between countries, with the greatest burdens in developing countries. Many more men than women die by suicide. Although suicide rates in elderly people have fallen in many countries, those in young people have risen. Rates also vary with ethnic origin, employment status, and occupation. Most people who die by suicide have psychiatric disorders, notably mood, substance-related, anxiety,
psychotic, and personality disorders, with comorbidity being common. Previous self-harm is a major risk factor. Suicide is also associated with physical characteristics and disorders and smoking. Family history of suicidal behaviour is important, as are upbringing, exposure to suicidal behaviour by others and in the media, and availability of means. Approaches to suicide prevention include those targeting high-risk groups and population strategies. There are, however, many challenges to large-scale prevention, especially in developing countries.

**Group therapy for repeated deliberate self-harm in adolescents: failure of replication of a randomized trial**

PL Hazell, G Martin, K McGill, T Kay, A Wood, G Trainor, R Harrington (Australia)


**Objective:** To replicate a study, which found group therapy superior to routine care in preventing the recurrence of self-harming behavior in adolescents who had deliberately harmed themselves on at least two occasions.

**Method:** Single blind study with parallel randomized groups undertaken in three sites in Australia. The primary outcome measure was repetition of self-harm, assessed on average after 6 and 12 months. Secondary outcome measures included suicidal ideation, psychiatric disorder, and service use.

**Results:** Seventy-two adolescents aged 12 to 16 years (91% female subjects) were randomized to group therapy or routine care. Primary outcome data were available for 68 of the 72 randomized participants. More adolescents randomized to group therapy than those randomized to routine care had self-harmed by 6 months (30/34 versus 23/34, chi = 4.19, \( p = .04 \)), and there was a statistically nonsignificant trend for this pattern to be repeated in the interval of 6 to 12 months (30/34 versus 24/34, chi = 3.24, \( p = .07 \)). There were few differences between the treatment groups on secondary outcome measures, other than a trend for greater improvement over time on global symptom ratings among the experimental group compared with the control group.

**Conclusions:** Our findings contradict those of the original study. Some differences in participant characteristics between the studies, along with less experience at the Australian sites in delivering the intervention, may have accounted for the different outcome. The benefit of group therapy for deliberate self-harm is unproven outside the environment in which it was originally developed.
Mindfulness-based cognitive therapy may reduce thought suppression in previously suicidal participants: findings from a preliminary study

SR Hepburn, C Crane, T Barnhofer, DS Duggan, MJ Fennell, JM Williams (UK)

Objectives: Thought suppression is a strategy aimed at mental control that may paradoxically increase the frequency of unwanted thoughts. This preliminary study examined effects of mindfulness-based cognitive therapy (MBCT) on thought suppression and depression in individuals with past depression and suicidality.

Methods: In a randomized controlled trial design, 68 participants were allocated to an MBCT group or a treatment-as-usual waitlist control. Measures of thought suppression and depression were taken pre- and post-treatment.

Results: MBCT did not reduce thought suppression as measured by the White Bear Suppression Inventory, but significantly reduced self-reported attempts to suppress in the previous week.

Conclusions: Preliminary evidence suggests that MBCT for suicidality may reduce thought suppression, but differential effects on thought suppression measures warrant further studies.

Suicide trends diverge by method: Swiss suicide rates 1969–2005

U Hepp, M Ring, A Frei, W Rössler, U Schnyder, V Ajdacic-Gross (Switzerland)

We examined the change in Swiss suicide rates since 1969, breaking down the rates according to the method used. The descriptive analyses of the main suicide methods are presented. The suicide rates reached a peak in the late 1970s/early 1980s and declined in more recent years. Firearm suicides and suicides by falls were the exception and sustained their upwards trend until the 1990s. Suicide by vehicle exhaust asphyxiation showed a rapid decline following the introduction of catalytic converters in motor vehicles. No substantial method substitution was observed. Suicide by poisoning declined in the 1990s but rose again following an increase in assisted suicide in somatically incurable patients. Suicide is too often regarded as a homogeneous phenomenon. With regard to the method they choose, suicide victims are a heterogeneous population and it is evident that different suicide methods are chosen by different people. A better understanding of the varying patterns of change over time in the different suicide methods used may lead to differentiated preventive strategies.
Externalizing psychopathology and risk for suicide attempt: cross-sectional and longitudinal findings from the Baltimore epidemiologic catchment area study

AL Hills, TO Afifi, BJ Cox, OJ Bienvenu, J Sareen (USA)

Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease 197, 293–297, 2009

The unique association between externalizing psychopathology (i.e., diagnoses of alcohol dependence, drug dependence, and antisocial personality disorder) and suicide attempts has been understudied. We sought to examine whether externalizing disorders were risk factors for later development of new onset suicide attempts. This study examined cross-sectional and longitudinal data gathered from 1920 to 4034 adult respondents from the Baltimore site of the Epidemiologic Catchment Area Survey. In cross-sectional analyses, externalizing psychopathology was significantly associated with suicide attempts, even after adjusting for sociodemographics and internalizing disorders. After controlling for demographics and internalizing disorders, at 1-year follow-up \( n = 3163 \) baseline externalizing psychopathology was associated with new onset suicides; at 13-year follow-up \( n = 1920 \) baseline externalizing psychopathology was not associated with new onset suicide attempts. Externalizing psychopathology appears to be an independent short-term risk factor for suicidal behavior (odds ratio [OR] = 3.00; 95% confidence interval [CI] = 1.07–8.43), but appears less powerful in predicting long-term suicide risk (OR = 0.90; 95% CI = 0.25–3.18). These findings underline the importance of assessment of suicidality among individuals presenting with externalizing disorders.

Suicide screening in schools, primary care and emergency departments

LM Horowitz, ED Ballard, M Pao (USA)

Current Opinion in Pediatrics 21, 620–627, 2009

*Purpose of review:* Every year, suicide claims the lives of tens of thousands of young people worldwide. Despite its high prevalence and known risk factors, suicidality is often undetected. Early identification of suicide risk may be an important method of mitigating this public health crisis. Screening youth for suicide may be a critical step in suicide prevention. This paper reviews suicide screening in three different settings: schools, primary care clinics and emergency departments (EDs).

*Recent findings:* Unrecognized and thus untreated suicidality leads to substantial morbidity and mortality. With the onus of detection falling on nonmental health professionals, brief screening tools can be used to initiate more in-depth evaluations. Nonetheless, there are serious complexities and implications of screening all children and adolescents for suicide. Recent studies show that managing positive screens is a monumental challenge, including the problem of false
positives and the burden subsequently posed on systems of care. Furthermore, nearly 60% of youth in need of mental health services do not receive the care they need, even after suicide attempt. Schools, primary care clinics and EDs are logical settings where screening that leads to intervention can be initiated.

**Summary:** Valid, brief and easy-to-administer screening tools can be utilized to detect risk of suicide in children and adolescents. Targeted suicide screening in schools, and universal suicide screening in primary care clinics and EDs may be the most effective way to recognize and prevent self-harm. These settings must be equipped to manage youth who screen positive with effective and timely interventions. Most importantly, the impact of suicide screening in various settings needs to be further assessed.

**Risk factors of suicide in inpatients and recently discharged patients with affective disorders: a case control study**

EH Hoyer, RW Licht, PB Mortensen (Denmark)

*European Psychiatry* 24, 317–321, 2009

**Objective:** Patients with affective disorders are at high risk of suicide, especially during inpatient treatment and during the first year after discharge.

**Methods:** A blinded case-control design was used. The study included a total national sample of patients with affective disorder admitted during the period from January 1, 1994 to December 31, 1995, who died because of suicide, either during admission or shortly after discharge.

**Results:** A history of suicide attempt was a significant risk factor (IRR 4.9; 95% CI 2.1e11.6). Loss of job during the year prior to the index admission was associated with an increase in suicide risk (IRR: 2.9; 95% CI 1.2e7.5). Clinical improvement during the index admission (IRR: 0.3; 95% CI 0.1e0.7), and treatment with antidepressant drugs at the censoring date (IRR: 0.3; 95% CI 0.1e0.7) were associated with a decrease in suicide risk.

**Conclusion:** Improved treatment may be a key factor in suicide prevention in patients during, and shortly after hospitalisation with affective disorders. Also, there is a need to be especially aware of suicide risk in patients with little or no improvement at discharge.

**Moderators and mediators among panic, agoraphobia symptoms, and suicidal ideation in patients with panic disorder**

M-F Huang, C-F Yen, F-W Lung (Taiwan)

*Comprehensive Psychiatry.* Published online: 31 August 2009. doi: 10.1016/j.comppsych.2009.07.005, 2009

**Objectives:** The most important change of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fifth Edition (DSM-V) is the use of dimensional
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approach to assess the severity of symptoms across different diagnosis. There are 2 purposes in this study: the first purpose was to identify the proportion of outpatients with panic disorder who have suicidal ideation. The second aim was to examine the relationships among panic, agoraphobic symptoms, and suicidal ideation in patients with panic disorder, adjusting by age, social support, and alcohol use.

Methods: Sixty patients with panic disorder were recruited from outpatient psychiatric clinics in southern Taiwan. Suicidal ideation in the preceding 2 weeks was measured. The Panic and Agoraphobic Symptoms Checklist, Social Support Scale, Questionnaire for Adverse Effects of Medication for Panic Disorder, and Social Status Rating Scale were used to understand the severity of panic and agoraphobia, social support, drug adverse effects, and social status. Significant variables from the univariate analysis were included in a forward regression model. Then, we used structural equation modeling to fit the model.

Results: We found that 31.7% of outpatients with panic disorder had had suicidal ideation in the preceding 2 weeks. Multiple regression analysis showed that younger age, current alcohol use, more severe panic symptoms, and less social support were associated with suicidal ideation. In addition, the structural equation model illustrated the recursive model from panic to agoraphobia and suicidal ideation. Agoraphobia had no association with suicidal ideation. Panic symptom was a mediator to suicidal ideation but not agoraphobic symptoms.

Conclusions: A high proportion of patients with panic disorder had suicidal ideation. We found that panic symptoms, social support, age, and alcohol use affected suicide and could be identified. The 3-level model from panic to agoraphobia revealed that panic was a predictor of agoraphobia and agoraphobia was not a predictor of panic. This verified the evolution of the diagnostic view of the DSM. Panic symptom was a mediator to suicidal ideation. With the dimensional model in DSM-V, panic symptoms can be used as a marker for greater morbidity and severity.

Psychopathology and suicide method in mental health care

A Huisman, CA van Houwelingen, AJ Kerkhof (The Netherlands)
Journal of Affective Disorders. Published online: 17 June 2009. doi: 10.1016/j.jad.2009.05.024, 2009-08-10, 2009

Background: Not all suicide methods are evenly distributed among different psychiatric disorders.

Methods: In a nationwide sample of 505 suicides by persons in mental health care, the relationship between psychiatric diagnosis and suicide method was examined with chi(2) tests, logistic regression analyses and multinomial logistic regression analysis, including interactions with age, gender and treatment status.
Results: Psychotic disorders were associated with jumping from heights, and substance-related disorders were associated with self-poisoning. Depressive disorders were not associated with any particular suicide method. Male patients preferred hanging, female patients self-poisoning. Inpatients preferred jumping before a train, outpatients self-poisoning. Bipolar patients preferred jumping before a train over hanging.

Limitations: Psychological mechanisms for selection of suicide methods are still unknown.

Conclusions: Possible means of suicide prevention suggested by this study include limiting access to tall buildings or structures to patients with psychotic disorders; careful prescription of medication to female patients and particularly to patients with substance-related disorders; and limiting easy access to railways near clinical settings to patients with bipolar and psychotic disorders. Limiting access to means of suicide may be less effective for suicidal patients with depressive disorders who may switch to other available methods.

School performance and hospital admissions due to self-inflicted injury: a Swedish national cohort study
B Jablonska, L Lindberg, F Lindblad, F Rasmussen, V Ostberg, A Hjern (Sweden)
International Journal of Epidemiology 38, 1334-1341, 2009

Background: Self-inflicted injury in youth has increased in many Western countries during recent decades. Education is the most influential societal determinant of living conditions in young people after early childhood. This study tested the hypothesis that school performance predicts self-inflicted injury.

Methods: A national cohort of 447 929 children born during 1973-77 was followed prospectively in the National Patient Discharge Register from the end of their ninth and last year of compulsory school until 2001. Multivariate Cox analyses of proportional hazards were used to test hypotheses regarding grades in ninth grade as predictors of hospital admission due to self-inflicted injury.

Results: The risk of hospital admission because of self-inflicted injury increased steeply in a step-wise manner with decreasing grade point average. Hazard ratios were 6.2 (95% confidence interval 5.5–7.0) in those with the lowest level of grade point average compared with the highest. The risks were similar for women and men. Adjustment for potential socio-economic confounders in a multivariate proportional hazards regression analysis attenuated this strong gradient only marginally.

Conclusion: School performance is a strong factor for predicting future mental ill-health as expressed by self-inflicted injury.
The impact of parental suicide on child and adolescent offspring
KS Janet, DA Brent, HC Wilcox (USA)
Suicide and Life-Threatening Behavior 39, 137–151, 2009

Child and adolescent survivors of parental suicide experience two stressful events simultaneously: (1) the loss of a primary caregiver, and (2) suicidal death of a significant person. These youths are thought to be at increased risk for mental health problems, but a systematic review of studies on these survivors has not yet been conducted. A comprehensive search for published literature identified nine studies. The existent studies provided modest yet inconsistent evidence on the impact of parental suicide on offspring psychiatric and psychosocial outcomes. More methodologically rigorous research is needed to inform and guide postvention efforts for these survivors.

Are self-injurers impulsive? Results from two behavioural laboratory studies
IB Janis, MK Nock (USA)
Psychiatry Research 169, 261–267, 2009

Common clinical wisdom suggests that people who engage in self-injury are impulsive. However, virtually all prior work in this area has relied on individuals' self-report of impulsiveness, despite evidence that people are limited in their ability to accurately report on cognitive processes that occur outside awareness. To address this knowledge gap, we used performance-based measures of several dimensions of impulsiveness to assess whether people engaging in non-suicidal self-injury (NSSI) demonstrate greater impulsiveness than non-injurers. In Study 1, we compared adolescent self-injurers \((n = 64)\) to age, sex-, and race/ethnicity-matched, non-injurious controls \((n = 30)\) on self-reported impulsiveness (Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia for School Age Children, Present and Lifetime Version) and on performance-based measures of two dimensions of impulsiveness: behavioral disinhibition (Conners’ Continuous Performance Test) and risky decision-making (Iowa Gambling Task). In Study 2, we compared adult female self-injurers \((n = 20)\) with age- and race/ethnicity-matched, non-injurious controls \((n = 20)\) on self-reported impulsiveness (Barratt Impulsiveness Scale-11), and performance-based measures of behavioral disinhibition, risky decision-making, and two measures of delay discounting. In both studies, self-injurers reported greater impulsiveness; however, performance-based measures of impulsiveness failed to detect any between-group differences. We propose several potential explanations for the discrepancies observed between self-report and performance-based measures of impulsiveness and discuss directions for future research on impulsiveness and self-injury.
Victimization by peers and adolescent suicide in three US samples

JW Kaminski, X Fang (USA)

Objective: To investigate the association between victimization by peers and suicidal ideation and behavior in 3 samples of adolescents in the United States.

Study Design: This study was a secondary analysis of data from 3 cohorts of adolescents: (1) a nationally representative survey of adolescents in grade 7 through 12, Wave I of the National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health, conducted by the Carolina Population Center in 1994–1995; (2) a nationally representative survey, the Youth Risk Behavior Surveillance System, conducted by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention in 2005; and (3) a survey in a high-risk community conducted by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention in 2004.

Results: Controlling for differences in age, sex, race/ethnicity, and depressive symptomology, adolescents reporting more frequent victimization by peers were more likely to report suicidal ideation and suicidal behavior. Adjusted odds ratios ranged from 1.67 (95% confidence interval [CI] = 1.30–2.15) to 3.83 (95% CI = 2.78–5.27) for the different outcome measures and data sets.

Conclusions: Our results provide further support for the need for effective prevention of peer victimization. Inclusion of questions about victimization experiences might aid formal and informal suicide screening efforts.

Methods of choice in completed suicides: gender differences and review of literature

T Kanchan, A Menon, RG Menezes (India)
Journal of Forensic Science 54, 938-942, 2009

Suicide is an important public health hazard worldwide. A 4-year retrospective study from January 2000 to December 2003 was conducted to identify the favored methods in realized suicides among males and females in the west coastal region of India. During the study period, a total of 539 cases of suicidal deaths were autopsied. Males were predominantly affected (male: female=1.9:1). The age of the victims ranged from 13 to 90 years in males (mean = 40.1 years, median = 37.0 years) and 15 to 85 years in females (mean = 36.6 years, median = 32.0 years). Most favored method of suicide amongst males and females was hanging (36.9%, n = 199) followed by poisoning (34.7%, n = 187). Male dominance was apparent for each method of suicide except for self-immolation. Males were relatively more likely to use hanging and poisoning while females were more likely to prefer drowning and self-immolation as methods of suicide. Relatively younger females (mean = 33.0 years, median = 32.0 years) preferred hanging as a method of suicide when compared to males.
Recommended Readings

(mean = 42.4 years, median = 40.0 years). Among females, significantly younger females resorted to hanging when compared to older females who preferred drowning. On investigating the various theories proposed for choice of suicide methods in males and females in different regions we conclude that preference of method of suicide in men and women is complexly determined. In this region, availability, accessibility, popularity, and socioacceptability seem to be the major determinants in the choice of methods among males and females rather than violence associated and lethality of the method. Females were as likely to use lethal and violent methods as males in this region.

Firearm suicide among veterans in the general population: findings from the National Violent Death Reporting System
MS Kaplan, BH McFarland, N Huguet (USA)
Journal of Trauma 67, 503–507, 2009

Background: Military veterans are particularly vulnerable to suicide compared with their civilian peers. Scant attention has been devoted to the problem of firearm suicide among veterans, particularly women. The purpose of this study was to examine the rate, prevalence, and relative odds of firearm use among veteran suicide decedents in the general population.

Methods: The analyses are based on data derived from 28,534 suicide decedents from the 2003 to 2006 National Violent Death Reporting System.

Results: Across the age groups, male and female veterans had higher firearm suicide rates than nonveterans. Among males and females, younger veterans (18-34 years) had the highest firearm and total suicide rates. The male and female veteran suicide decedents were, respectively, 1.3 and 1.6 times more likely to use firearms relative to nonveterans after adjusting for age, marital status, race, and region of residence.

Conclusions: Although violent death and the use of firearms are generally associated with men, the results reported here suggest that firearms among female veterans deserve particular attention among health professionals within and outside the veterans affairs system. In addition, the focus should not be exclusively on the Operation Enduring Freedom/Operation Iraqi Freedom military cohort but also on men and women who served in earlier combat theaters, including the Gulf war, Vietnam Era, Korean Conflict, and World War II.
Evaluation of treatment in 35 cases of bipolar suicide

NA Keks, C Hill, S Sundram, A Graham, K Bellingham, B Dean, K Opeskin, A Dorissa, DL Copolov (Australia)

Australian and New Zealand Journal of Psychiatry 43, 503–508, 2009

Objective: The aim of the present study was to evaluate clinical factors relevant to suicide prevention (including treatment) in cases of bipolar suicide with available therapeutic histories.

Method: Victorian Coroner’s Office data enabled identification of suicides that occurred between March 1993 and December 2001. Cases involving sufficient clinical notes to enable diagnosis of DSM-IV bipolar disorder and review of treatment were de-identified and assessed by an expert clinical panel.

Results: From 3752 suicides, 35 eligible bipolar subjects (22 men, 13 women) aged 40.3+/–1.8 years were identified. Duration of illness was 11.9+/–1.1 years. A total of 86% had made at least one previous suicide attempt, and 83% were in the depressed phase of illness. A total of 63% manifested psychosis at some time during lifetime illness. Fourteen per cent were inpatients, and 26% suicided within 6 weeks of hospital discharge. The panel’s retrospective risk assessment concluded that only 48% of cases could have been assessed as high risk. In the 4 weeks prior to suicide, treatment was rated as not reaching benchmark standards in 60% of cases. Electroconvulsive therapy had been given to 11%, lithium to 43% (but definitely therapeutic in only 11%), 31% had never been treated with lithium, and psychosocial interventions did not reach adequate standards in 57% during the previous year.

Conclusions: In the majority of bipolar suicide cases in the present case series the subjects did not receive treatment at or above a benchmark standard, often due to illness and situational factors, but also possibly due to inadequate clinical interventions. Strategies to improve treatment may reduce suicide in bipolar disorder.

The costs of suicide and sudden death within an organization

A Kinder, CL Cooper (UK)

Death Studies 33, 411–419, 2009

The effect of any death spreads out to many people. Deaths that occur in the workplace need to be handled with particular care given that the bereaved family as well as work colleagues will have been affected. Death by suicide or situations when an employee becomes suicidal can challenge even the most experienced manager. This article aims to raise some of the issues surrounding sudden death and suicide at work and suggests a number of ways that an organization can respond to such challenges.
‘Why do they become vulnerable when faced with the challenges of old age?’ Elderly people who committed suicide, described by those who knew them

I Kjølseth, O Ekeberg, S Steihaug (Norway)
International Psychogeriatrics 21, 903–912, 2009

Background: Suicidal behavior among the elderly is a research field in which qualitative and quantitative methods can and should supplement each other. The objective of this qualitative study is to investigate whether the descriptions of elderly people who committed suicide, given by those who knew them, can provide common features that create recognizable patterns, and if so whether these patterns can help to shed light on the suicidal process.

Method: This is a psychological autopsy study based on qualitative interviews with 63 informants concerning 23 suicides committed by persons aged over 65 in Norway. The informants were relatives, their family doctors, and home-based care nurses. In general, the analysis of the interviews follows the systematic text condensation method.

Results: The descriptions have three main topics: life histories, personality traits and relationships. ‘Life histories’ includes the sub-topics ability to survive and action-oriented achievers. They describe people who came through difficult circumstances when growing up and who were action-oriented in life in general and in crises. ‘Personality traits’ includes the sub-topics obstinacy and controlling others. The informants saw the elderly people as strong-willed, obstinate and possessing a considerable ability to control themselves and those around them. ‘Relationships’ includes the sub-topics I didn’t know him and He showed no ability to meet us halfway, and describes the informants’ experience of emotionally closed persons who kept a distance in their relationships.

Conclusions: On the basis of the descriptions of the elderly people given in this study, we argue that these individuals will find difficulty in accepting and adapting to age-related loss of function since their self-esteem is so strongly associated with being productive and in control. Loss of control reveals their vulnerability — and this they cannot tolerate.

Why suicide? Elderly people who committed suicide and their experience of life in the period before their death

I Kjølseth, O Ekeberg, S Steihaug (Norway)
International Psychogeriatrics. Published online: 14 September 2009. doi: 10.1017/S1041610209990949, 2009

Background: The objective of this study is to acquire an understanding of the suicides among a group of elderly people by studying how they experienced their existence towards the end of life.

Methods: This is a psychological autopsy study based on qualitative interviews with 63 informants in relation to 23 suicides committed by persons aged over
65 in Norway. Informants who knew the deceased persons well describe what the elderly person communicated to them about their experience of life in the period before the suicide and how they as informants saw and understood this. The informants comprise relatives, family doctors and home-based care nurses. The analysis of the interviews follows the systematic text condensation method.

**Results:** The descriptions are divided into three main elements: the elderly persons’ experiences of life, their perception of themselves, and their conceptions of death. ‘Experience of life’ has two sub-topics: this life has been lived and life as a burden. Everything that had given value to their life had been lost and life was increasingly experienced as a burden. Their ‘perception of themselves’ concerned losing oneself. Functional decline meant that they no longer had freedom of action and self-determination. ‘Conceptions of death’ involve the following sub-topics: acknowledgment/acceptance and death is better than life. Life had entered into its final phase, and they seemed to accept death. For some time, many of them had expressed the wish to die.

**Conclusions:** The results lead us to argue that their suicides should be considered as existential choices. The sum total of the different forms of strain had made life a burden they could no longer bear. Age meant that they were in a phase of life that entailed closeness to death, which they could also see as a relief.

---

**Suicide prevention with adolescents**

B Klimes-Dougan, C Yuan, S Lee, AK Houri (USA)

*Crisis* 30, 128–135, 2009

**Background/Aims:** Suicide is one of the most serious public health challenges; yet determining optimal methods for preventing suicide in adolescents continues to be an elusive goal. The aim of this study was to investigate possible benefits and untoward effects of suicide-prevention public service announcements (PSAs) for adolescents.

**Methods:** Adolescent participants (*N* = 426; 56% female) were randomly assigned to one of three conditions: (a) a billboard simulation, (b) a 30-s TV ad simulation, and (c) a no-information condition.

**Results:** The results of this study suggest some benefits for the information conveyed by the TV ad (e.g., more knowledgeable about depression). Few benefits were noted for adolescents who were exposed to billboard simulation, and the results raised substantial concerns about possible untoward effects, particularly in adolescents who were exhibiting depressive or suicidal symptoms. Billboard viewers were less likely to favor help-seeking attitudes, perceived PSAs as being less useful, and endorsed more maladaptive coping.

**Conclusions:** More research is urgently needed so that well-intended efforts to prevent suicide can more optimally serve the desired goals.
Clinical features of patients with treatment-emergent suicidal behavior following initiation of paroxetine therapy

JE Kraus, JP Horrigan, DJ Carpenter, R Fong, PS Barrett, JT Davies (USA/UK)

Background: Understanding suicidal behavior is an important component of assessing suicidality in psychiatric patients. GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) conducted a meta-analysis of randomized, placebo-controlled trials to compare suicidality in adult patients treated with paroxetine vs. placebo. The goal was to identify emergent clinical characteristics of patients with definitive suicidal behavior (DSB: preparatory act, suicide attempt, completed suicide).

Methods: The dataset comprised 14,911 patients from 57 placebo-controlled paroxetine trials. Possible cases of suicidality were identified and were blindly reviewed by an expert panel, which categorized cases as suicidal or non-suicidal. DSB incidences were compared between paroxetine and placebo. Clinical narratives and case report forms for major depressive disorder (MDD) and anxiety disorder patients with DSB were reviewed. For MDD, rating scale items relating to suicidality, insomnia, agitation, and anxiety were examined.

Results: Overall (all indications) there were no differences between paroxetine and placebo for DSB (50/8958 [0.56%] vs. 40/5953 [0.67%], respectively; OR = 1.2 [CI 0.8, 1.9]; p = .483). However, in patients with major depressive disorder (MDD), the incidence of DSB was greater for paroxetine (11/3455 [0.32%] vs. 1/1978 [0.05%], OR = 6.7 [CI 1.1, 149.4]; p = .058). Review of the 11 paroxetine MDD cases revealed common clinical features: symptomatic improvement; younger age (18–30 years); psychosocial stressors; overdose as method; and absent/mild suicidal ideation at the visit prior to the event. There was no evidence for a consistent adverse event profile or onset of akathisia/agitation or a manic/mixed state. Anxiety disorder patients with DSB had a heterogeneous clinical picture.

Limitations: Limitations to the study include the relatively small number of cases and the retrospective nature of the study.

Per capita alcohol consumption and suicide rates in the US, 1950–2002

J Landberg (USA)
Suicide and Life-Threatening Behavior 39, 452–459, 2009

The aim of this paper was to estimate how suicide rates in the United States are affected by changes in per capita consumption during the postwar period. The analysis included Annual suicide rates and per capita alcohol consumption data (total and beverage specific) for the period 1950–2002. Gender- and age-specific models were estimated using the Box-Jenkins technique for time series analysis. No significant estimate was found for males. For females the total alcohol estimate (0.059) was significant at the 10% level whereas the spirits
estimate was significant with an effect of 0.152. The results imply that a change in U.S. per capita consumption would result in a change in female suicide rates, whereas the male rates would not be affected.

Work expectations, cultural sensitivity, schizophrenia, and suicide risk in male patients

R Lewine, B Shriner (USA)
Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease 197, 239–243, 2009

This study examines the relationship between vocational lost potential and suicide risk in a mixed sample of severely and persistently mentally ill psychiatric patients. We hypothesized that increased lost potential would be associated with increased suicide risk indicator ratings and that this relationship would be moderated by patients’ social class of origin. One hundred sixty-seven psychiatric patients rated a range of clinical symptoms and vocational expectations, as well as providing sociodemographic information including their parents’ years of education (used as a proxy for social class of origin). Contrary to our prediction, the results suggest that individuals from higher social class who experience minimal lost potential may be at a higher risk for suicide than their counterparts with maximal lost potential; this is especially true when based on fathers’ educational level. In discussing the clinical implications of our findings, we suggest that a subgroup of individuals’ vocational success may depend on first addressing the cognitive conflict inherent in the phenomenon of lost potential.

Responses to depressed mood and suicide attempt in young adults with a history of childhood-onset mood disorder

XC Liu, AL Gentzler, CJ George, M Kovacs (USA)

Objective: Although individuals’ responses to their depressed mood are hypothesized to play an important role in the development and maintenance of depression, how these responses might impact the likelihood of suicidal behavior in mood disorders remains largely unexplored. The goal of the current study was to examine whether maladaptive responses to depressed mood are associated with suicide attempts in adults with a history of childhood-onset mood disorder (COMD).

Method: Participants included 223 young adult probands with COMD meeting DSM-III or DSM-IV criteria for major depressive disorder or bipolar disorder and 12 controls without a history of psychiatric disorders. All participants were recruited between 1996 and 2004. Probands were followed for 6 to 99 months (median = 32 months). The Responses Styles Questionnaire was used to assess 2 adaptive (distraction and problem solving) and 2 maladaptive (dangerous activity and rumination) ways of coping with depressed mood.
Results: Compared to controls, COMD probands scored significantly higher on maladaptive response styles and lower on adaptive styles. Compared to their COMD peers, probands with a history of suicide attempt were less likely to report using distracting activities to manage their depressed mood. However, COMD probands who engaged in dangerous activities in response to depressed mood were more likely to attempt suicide during the follow-up period (hazard ratio = 1.8, 95% CI = 1.2 to 2.8).

Conclusion: One of the pathways to suicide attempt in mood disorders may involve maladaptive responses to depressed mood. The assessment of how depressed individuals manage their dysphoric moods, therefore, should be considered an important aspect of treatment and prevention of suicidal behavior.

Exploring potential associations of suicidal ideation and ideas of self-harm in patients with congestive heart failure

N Lossnitzer, T Müller-Tasch, B Löwe, C Zugck, M Nelles, A Remppis, M Haass, B Rauch, J Jünger, W Herzog, B Wild (USA)

Depression and Anxiety 26, 764–768, 2009

Objective: To determine the factors, which are associated with suicidal ideation and ideas of self-harm in patients with congestive heart failure (CHF).

Methods: We examined 294 patients with documented CHF, New York Heart Association (NYHA) functional class II-IV, in a cross sectional study at three cardiac outpatient departments. Measures included self-reports of suicidal ideation and self-harm (PHQ-9), depression (SCID), health-related quality of life (SF-36), multimorbidity (CIRS-G), consumption of alcoholic beverages, as well as comprehensive clinical status. Data were analyzed using logistic regression analyses.

Results: 50 patients (17.1%) reported experiencing suicidal ideation and/or ideas of self-harm on at least several days over the past two weeks. The final regression model revealed significant associations with health-related quality of life, physical component (odds ratio [OR] 0.56; 95% confidence interval [CI]: 0.35–0.91), and mental component (OR 0.50; 95% CI: 0.31–0.82), consumption of alcoholic beverages (OR 1.27; 95% CI: 1.05–1.54), first-episode depression (OR 3.92; 95% CI: 1.16–13.22), and lifetime depression (OR 10.89; 95% CI: 2.49–47.72). Age was only significant in the univariable (P = .03) regression analysis. NYHA functional class, left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF), etiology of CHF, medication, cardiovascular interventions, multimorbidity, gender, and living situation were not significantly associated with suicidal ideation or ideas of self-harm.

Conclusions: Lifetime depression, in particular, increases the risk of suicidal ideation and ideas of self-harm in CHF patients. Furthermore, the findings of our study underline the necessity of differentiating between first-episode and lifetime depression in CHF-patients in future research and clinical practice.
Deliberate self-harm in Oxford University students, 1993–2005: a descriptive and case-control study

S Mahadevan, K Hawton, D Casey (UK)


**Background:** Deliberate self-harm (DSH; intentional self-poisoning or self-injury) is a major problem among young people and has been identified as one of the key mental health problems affecting students.

**Method:** Data on DSH presentations to the general hospital in Oxford by Oxford University students were analysed for the 12-year period from 1993 to 2005. The characteristics of the students with DSH were compared with those of age-matched DSH controls in the Oxford City area.

**Results:** Problems with academic work, relationships with family, partners and friends were most likely to contribute to DSH episodes in students. Many experienced problems with psychiatric disorders and social isolation. The frequency of eating disorders was very high in students, and contributed to DSH significantly more often than in controls. Fewer students than controls self-poisoned in the DSH episode, fewer had personality disorder and fewer had problems with physical health, finance, housing and violence. Alcohol consumption in association with DSH and alcohol-related problems were common in both students and controls. Male students had significantly higher suicide intent than controls. Many students were referred to the university counselling service for follow-up, a resource not available to non-student controls.

**Conclusions:** Comparison of university students following DSH with age-matched controls has shown key differences in psychiatric characteristics, problems contributing to DSH and aftercare offered. These findings may help in the design of targeted self-harm prevention and management strategies for students.

The role of socioeconomic indicators on non-alcohol and alcohol-associated suicide mortality among women in Finland: a register-based follow-up study of 12 million person-years

N Mäki, P Martikainen (Finland)

Social Science & Medicine 68, 2161–2169, 2009

This study was to analyse the effects and interrelationships of three socioeconomic indicators — education, occupation-based social class and income - on non-alcohol and alcohol-associated suicide mortality among women in Finland. The register data used comprised the 1990 census records linked to the death register for the years 1991–2001 for women who were 25 to 64 years old in 1990. Adjusted relative mortality rates and the relative index of inequality (RII) were estimated using Poisson regression. The study population experienced 1926 suicides, of which 563 (29%) had alcohol intoxication as a
contributory cause. The age-adjusted effects of education on non-alcohol associated suicide were modest, while social class and income related inversely and strongly. The effect of social class was partly mediated by income, and social class explained income differences to some extent. The associations between these socioeconomic indicators and alcohol-associated suicide were stronger, and following adjustment for each other large effects were left for education, social class and income. Further adjustment for living arrangements had little effect on socioeconomic differences in both types of suicide, but practically all of the effects of income and some of education and social class were mediated by employment status. In conclusion, current material factors are hardly the main underlying drivers of socioeconomic differences in suicide among Finnish women. Low social class proved to be an important determinant of suicide risk, but the strong independent effect of education on alcohol-associated suicide indicates that the roots of these differences are probably established in early adulthood when educational qualifications are obtained and health-behavioural patterns set.

**Impulsivity and borderline personality as risk factors for suicide attempts among opioid-dependent individuals**

E Maloney, L Degenhardt, S Darke, EC Nelson (Australia)

*Psychiatry Research* 169, 16–21, 2009

The study aimed to examine the association of impulsivity and screening positively for borderline personality disorder (BPD+) as risk factors for suicide attempts among opioid-dependent individuals. The study used a case-control design with 775 opioid-dependent cases and 306 non-opioid-dependent controls. Cases were more likely than controls to screen BPD+ and to be classed as highly impulsive. Significant risk for lifetime suicide attempt was associated with screening BPD+ and also with high impulsivity. A number of risk factors were identified for suicide attempts among those with either high impulsivity or among those who screened BPD+: being female, a diagnosis of an anxiety disorder and a diagnosis of illicit drug dependence (other than opioid dependence). Opioid dependence was not a unique risk factor for suicide attempts among either the BPD+ group or the high impulsivity group. Although opioid dependence was not a unique risk factor for suicide attempts among those who screened BPD+, cases presented with multiple risk factors at substantially higher rates than controls. This research also highlights the importance of assessing impulsivity, in both clinical settings and research, particularly among those with a history of suicidal behaviour.
**Possible association between attention deficit hyperactivity disorder and attempted suicide in adolescents: a pilot study**

I Manor, I Gutnik, DH Ben-Dor, A Apter, J Sever, S Tyano, A Weizman, G Zalsman (Israel)

*European Psychiatry.* Published online: 20 August 2009. doi: 10.1016/j.eurpsy.2009.06.001, 2009

**Objective:** Both adolescent suicide and attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) are troubling phenomena with high comorbidity, including impulsivity, depression and personality disorders (PD). Studies on the association between these two phenomena are relatively rare. This pilot study’s aim was to estimate the rate of ADHD in adolescents attempting suicide.

**Method:** Subjects constituted consecutive admissions to the psychiatric emergency room (ER) who were admitted as a result of attempting suicide. Assessment included the use of the Kiddie-SADS, Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire (SDQ) and the Conners’ Rating Scale (CRS). Those diagnosed as suffering from ADHD were assessed by a standardized Continuous Performance Test (Test of Variables of Attention [TOVA]) that included methylphenidate (MPH) challenge. Twenty-three (23) adolescents completed the study. M:F ratio was 5:18, respectively.

**Results:** Of the 23 participants who completed the study, 65% were diagnosed with ADHD, 43.5% with depression and 39% with cluster B PD. ADD/ADHD ratio was 66:34%. Only five of the patients were formerly diagnosed as ADHD, only three had been medicated and 14 out of 15 adolescents responded well to MPH challenge.

**Conclusion:** These preliminary results suggest a significant association between ADHD and suicidal behavior in adolescents. Further study is needed to establish this association and assess the causality.

**Internet monitoring of suicide risk in the population**

MJ McCarthy

*Journal of Affective Disorders.* Published online: 12 September 2009. doi: 10.1016/j.jad.2009.08.015, 2009

**Background:** Public health statistics are often released too late to affect reversible societal factors affecting suicide. Increasingly, internet search volume is used in epidemiology, but this method has not yet been applied to suicide.

**Methods:** Google internet search engine activity for suicide-related terms from the years 2004–2009 was measured and correlated to available suicide and intentional self-injury data from the Centers of Disease Control (CDC).

**Results:** Google search volumes correlated to CDC statistics for both suicide and self-injury, but in patterns that differed by age. Whereas internet search activity was negatively correlated to the suicide rate in the general population,
it was positively correlated to both intentional self-injury and completed suicides among youth.

**Conclusions:** Monitoring changes in search volumes on the internet may provide an early indicator of suicide risk within the population. Furthermore, youth may utilize the internet in ways that differ from the general population with respect to suicide.

**Familial aggregation of suicide explained by cluster B traits: a three-group family study of suicide controlling for major depressive disorder**

A McGirr, M Alda, M Seguin, S Cabot, A Lesage, G Turecki (Canada)

*American Journal of Psychiatry* 116, 1124, 2009

**Objective:** There is substantial evidence suggesting that suicide aggregates in families. However, the extent of overlap between the liability to suicide and psychiatric disorders, particularly major depressive disorder, remains an important issue. Similarly, factors that account for the familial transmission of suicidal behavior remain unclear. Thus, through direct and blind assessment of first-degree relatives, the authors conducted a family study of suicide by examining three proband groups: probands who committed suicide in the context of major depressive disorder, living depressed probands with no history of suicidal behavior, and psychiatrically normal community comparison probands.

**Method:** Participants were 718 first-degree relatives from 120 families: 296 relatives of 51 depressed probands who committed suicide, 185 relatives of 34 non-suicidal depressed probands, and 237 relatives of 35 community comparison subjects. Psychopathology, suicidal behavior, and behavioral measures were assessed via interviews.

**Results:** The relatives of probands who committed suicide had higher levels of suicidal behavior (10.8%) than the relatives of nonsuicidal depressed probands (6.5%) and community comparison probands (3.4%). Testing cluster B traits as intermediate phenotypes of suicide showed that the relatives of depressed probands who committed suicide had elevated levels of cluster B traits; familial predisposition to suicide was associated with increased levels of cluster B traits; cluster B traits demonstrated familial aggregation and were associated with suicide attempts among relatives; and cluster B traits mediated, at least in part, the relationship between familial predisposition and suicide attempts among relatives. Analyses were repeated for severity of attempts, where cluster B traits also met criteria for endophenotypes of suicide.

**Conclusions:** Familial transmission of suicide and major depression, while partially overlapping, are distinct. Cluster B traits and impulsive–aggressive behavior represent intermediate phenotypes of suicide.
Recent psychopathology, suicidal thoughts and suicide attempts in households with and without firearms: findings from the National Comorbidity Study Replication

M Miller, C Barber, D Azrael, D Hemenway, BE Molnar (USA)


**Objective:** To assess the relationship between firearm ownership and possible psychiatric confounders of the firearm-suicide relationship.

**Methods:** Multivariate logistic regression was used to estimate the association between living in a home with firearms and 12-month occurrence of major Diagnostic and statistical manual of mental disorders (DSM)-IV disorders and suicidal behaviour among respondents to the National Comorbidity Survey Replication, a household survey of 9282 adults aged 18+. Analyses controlled for sociodemographic characteristics including age, sex, race/ethnicity, educational attainment and poverty.

**Results:** Approximately one in three Americans reported living in a home with firearms. People living in a home with firearms were no more or less likely than people in homes without firearms to have recent (past year) anxiety disorders (OR = 1.0, 95% CI 0.8 to 1.2), mood disorders (OR = 0.9, 95% CI 0.7 to 1.1) or substance dependence and/or abuse (OR = 0.9, 95% CI 0.6 to 1.3). Past year suicidal ideation (OR = 0.8, 95% CI 0.5 to 1.3) and suicide planning (OR = 0.5, 95% CI 0.2 to 1.4) were also not associated with living in households with firearms. Having made a suicide attempt over the previous year was the only outcome more common among participants reporting that they currently lived in a home with firearms.

**Conclusions:** The previously reported association between household firearm ownership and heightened risk of suicide is not explained by a higher risk of psychopathology among gun-owning families. As there are Americans with suicidal ideation and/or significant and recent psychiatric disorders currently living in homes with firearms, future work should focus on understanding the impediments to effectively communicating the suicide risk associated with household firearms.

Suicide among US veterans: a prospective study of 500,000 middle-aged and elderly men

M Miller, C Barber, D Azrael, EE Calle, E Lawler, KJ Mukamal (USA)

*American Journal of Epidemiology* 170, 494–500, 2009

Expert opinion is divided about whether US military veterans, the vast majority of whom are middle-aged or older, are at increased risk of suicide. To assess the risk of suicide associated with veteran status, the authors conducted a prospective cohort study of 499,356 male participants in the Cancer Prevention Study II. Participants reported their veteran status and other characteris-
tics in 1982 and were followed for mortality through 2004. The relative risk of mortality from suicide according to veteran status at baseline was estimated by using Cox proportional hazards models. During follow-up, 1,248 veterans and 614 nonveterans died by suicide. In age-adjusted analyses, the risk of suicide did not differ by veteran status. Additional adjustment for several sociodemographic, behavioral, and clinical factors had little effect on hazard ratios. The authors concluded that the risk of death from suicide among middle-aged and older US males is independent of veteran status and suggest that policies to prevent veteran suicide should focus on factors that may heighten suicide risk rather than on veteran status per se.

**BMI and rates of suicide in the United States: an ecological analysis**

KJ Mukamal, CC Wee, M Miller (USA)

*Obesity* 17, 1946–1950, 2009

BMI has been inversely associated with risk of completed suicide in several cohort studies, but putative mechanisms for this association and its generalizability throughout the United States are uncertain. We ascertained recent population-based, state-level data on rates of obesity, completed suicide (by method), firearm ownership, smoking, major depression, income, education, white race, and nonmetropolitan residence, compiled from federal agencies and surveys, and determined the adjusted population-weighted correlations of statewide obesity rates with measures of completed and attempted suicide. Statewide prevalence of obesity was strongly inversely correlated with age adjusted suicide rate (multivariable-adjusted \( r = -0.66; P < 0.001 \)). The correlation was somewhat stronger for rates of nonfirearm-related \( (r = -0.75; P < 0.001) \) than firearm-related suicides \( (r = -0.53; P < 0.001) \), and was of similar magnitude as the positive correlations of firearm prevalence with suicide rate \( (r = 0.75; P < 0.001) \) or of obesity with prevalence of diabetes \( (r = 0.41; P = 0.006) \). In analyses of fatal and nonfatal suicidal acts, obesity rates were inversely correlated with rates of suicidal acts using firearms \( (r = -0.53; P = 0.02) \) and suffocation \( (r = -0.76; P < 0.001) \) but not other methods. Obesity rates were also inversely correlated with the case-fatality ratios of acts using poisoning \( (r = -0.51; P = 0.01) \). Thus, statewide rates of obesity are strongly inversely correlated with rates of completed suicide in multivariable analyses, a finding that appears to relate to fewer attempts by suffocation and a lower case-fatality ratio for poisonings, although the mechanism for the inverse correlation with firearm-related suicides requires further elucidation.
Why do people hurt themselves? New insights into the nature and functions of self-injury
MK Nock (USA)
*Current Directions in Psychological Science* 18, 78–83, 2009

Nonsuicidal self-injury (NSSI) is a prevalent but perplexing behavior problem in which people deliberately harm themselves without lethal intent. Research reveals that NSSI typically has its onset during early adolescence; most often involves cutting or carving the skin; and appears equally prevalent across sexes, ethnicities, and socioeconomic statuses. Less is known about why people engage in NSSI. This article presents a theoretical model of the development and maintenance of NSSI. Rather than a symptom of mental disorder, NSSI is conceptualized as a harmful behavior that can serve several intrapersonal (e.g., affect regulation) and interpersonal (e.g., help-seeking) functions. Risk of NSSI is increased by general factors that contribute to problems with affect regulation or interpersonal communication (e.g., childhood abuse) and by specific factors that influence the decision to use NSSI rather than some other behavior to serve these functions (e.g., social modeling). This model synthesizes research from several different areas of the literature and points toward several lines of research needed to further advance the understanding of why people hurt themselves.

Predicting deliberate self-harm in adolescents: a six-month prospective study
RC O’Connor, S Rasmussen, K Hawton (Scotland)
*Suicide and Life-Threatening Behavior* 39, 364–375, 2009

Few studies have investigated the extent to which psychosocial/psychological factors are associated with the prediction of deliberate self-harm (DSH) among adolescents. In this study, 737 pupils aged 15–16 years completed a lifestyle and coping survey at time one and 500 were followed up six months later. Six point two percent of the respondents (n = 31) reported an act of DSH between Time 1 and Time 2. In multivariate analyses, worries about sexual orientation, history of sexual abuse, family DSH, anxiety, and self-esteem were associated with repeat DSH during the course of the study, but history of sexual abuse was the only factor predictive of first-time DSH. The findings suggest that school-based programs focused on how young people cope with psychosocial stressors may offer promise.
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**Higher psychological pain during a major depressive episode may be a factor of vulnerability to suicidal ideation and act**

E Olié, S Guillaume, I Jaussent, P Courtet, F Jollant (France)
*Journal of Affective Disorders*. Published online: 24 April 2009. doi: 10.1016/j.jad.2009.03.013, 2009

**Background:** It has been suggested that psychological pain ("psychache") is a key factor in the suicidal process. In addition, suicidal acts may be best understood within a stress-vulnerability model. We hypothesized that more intense psychache during a major depressive episode would be a factor of vulnerability to suicidal behavior.

**Methods:** Patients hospitalized for a major depressive episode, including 87 individuals with a recent history of suicidal acts, 61 individuals with a past history of suicidal acts, and 62 individuals without any suicidal history, were assessed at admission using several Visual Analog scales to measure levels of psychache, physical pain and suicidal ideation.

**Results:** Patients with a recent or past history of suicide attempts expressed significantly higher levels of current psychological pain, and a higher intensity and frequency of current suicidal ideation than patients without any history of suicidal acts. The level of current psychache was significantly and positively associated with intensity and frequency of suicidal ideation. There were no between-group differences for physical pain.

**Public involvement in suicide prevention: understanding and strengthening lay responses to distress**

C Owens, G Owen, H Lambert, J Donovan, J Belam, F Rapport, K Lloyd (UK)
*BMC Public Health* 9, 308, 2009

**Background:** The slogan ‘Suicide prevention is everyone’s business’ has been used in a number of campaigns worldwide in recent years, yet most research into suicide prevention has focused on the role of medical professionals in identifying and managing risk. Little consideration has been given to the role that lay people can play in suicide prevention, or to the resources they need in order to do so. The majority of people who take their own lives are not under the care of specialist mental health services, and around half have not had recent contact with their general practitioner. These individuals are not known to be ‘at risk’ and there is little or no opportunity for clinical intervention. Family members and friends may be the only ones to know that a person is troubled or distressed, and their capacity to recognise, assess and respond to that distress is therefore vitally important. This study aims to discover what the suicidal process looks like from the point of view of relatives and friends and to gain insight into the complex and difficult judgements that people have to make when trying to support a distressed individual.
Methods: The study is using qualitative methods to build up a detailed picture of 15–20 completed suicides, aged 18–34. Data are gathered by means of in-depth interviews with relatives, friends and others who knew the deceased well. In each case, as many informants as possible are sought using a purposive snowballing technique. Interviews focus on the family and social network of the deceased, the ways in which relatives and friends interpreted and responded to his/her distress, the potential for intervention that may have existed within the lay network and the knowledge, skills and other resources that would have helped members to support the distressed individual more effectively.

Discussion: The study will inform interventions to promote public mental health awareness and will provide a basis on which to develop community-focused suicide prevention strategies.

The clustering of premature deaths in families
N Oyen, HA Boyd, G Poulsen, J Wohlfahrt, M Melbye (Denmark)
Epidemiology 20, 757–765, 2009

Background: Infant deaths cluster in families, but beyond infancy, little is known about familial aggregation of premature deaths. We hypothesized that an individual’s risk of premature death would be influenced by prior premature deaths of any age in family members.

Methods: For all Danish residents registered in the Civil Registration System, 1968-2005, information was linked to the Causes of Death Register and the Danish Family Relation Database, yielding a cohort of 4,870,821 persons linked to one or more relatives (93 million person-years and 73,278 deaths). We used log-linear Poisson regression to estimate mortality rate ratios (relative risks) for premature death (before age 40 years) in persons with a family history of premature death, compared with persons without such a history.

Results: Persons with a family history of premature death were 46% more likely themselves to die prematurely than persons without such a family history (relative risk [RR] = 1.46 [95% confidence interval = 1.42–1.50]). Relative risks were higher for concordant age at death, a close kinship relation, and similar causes of death. As expected, certain natural causes clustered among first-degree relatives (RRs ranged from 1.81–618), but unnatural causes of death, such as nonsimultaneous motor vehicle injuries, other injuries, and suicides, also clustered (RRs = 1.80, 3.53, and 4.23, respectively). Previous family history of premature death in a first-degree relative also increased the risk of dying from another cause (overall RR = 2.08 in infancy and 1.33 between ages 1 and 39).

Conclusion: Premature deaths cluster in families, for both similar and dissimilar causes.
Suicide by charcoal burning in Taiwan, 1995-2006
YJ Pan, SC Liao, MB Lee (Taiwan)

Background: We sought to identify risk factors and trends that might underlie the greatly increased incidence of charcoal-burning suicide in Taiwan and to learn whether the increasing accessibility of a single suicide method can increase overall suicide rates.

Methods: Data from a national mortality register for subjects who committed suicide during 2001 to 2006 and who were 15 years old or older when they died was analyzed. A review of available evidence and comparisons with historical cases were also performed.

Results: From 1995 to 2006, 68% of suicides in Taiwan involved males, and suicide rates for men increased from 9.5 to 26.7 per 100,000 population; suicide rates for women rose from 5.6 to 11.7 per 100,000 population. The sex ratio (M:F) increased from 1.69:1 to 2.28:1. The greatest increase in suicide rates occurred among those 25-44 years of age. The incidence of charcoal-burning suicide was 0.22 per 100,000 in 1999 but reached 6.48 per 100,000 in 2006. Age, gender, marital status, and year of committing suicide were significant predictors for suicide by charcoal burning. This single suicide method accounted for 33.5% of suicide deaths in Taiwan in 2006.

Limitations: The number of suicides by charcoal burning may be under- or overestimated, and life events of the suicide subjects were not analyzed.

Conclusions: Romanticizing suicide by charcoal burning by the media and cultural influences may have contributed to the increased suicides. Prohibiting sale of charcoal in convenience stores, enforcing media guidelines, and setting up carbon monoxide detectors may help prevent suicide by charcoal burning.

Genetic predictors of increase in suicidal ideation during antidepressant treatment in the GENDEP project
Neuropsychopharmacology. Published online: 29 July 2009. doi: 10.1038/npp.2009.81, 2009

The aim of this study was to investigate genetic predictors of an increase in suicidal ideation during treatment with a selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor or a tricyclic antidepressant. A total of 796 adult patients with major depressive disorder who were treated with a flexible dosage of escitalopram or nortriptyline in Genome-based Therapeutic Drugs for Depression (GENDEP) were included in the sample and provided data on suicidal ideation. Nine candidate genes involved in neurotrophic, serotonergic, and noradrenergic pathways were selected based on previous association studies with suicidal ideation or
behavior. Using a logistic regression model, 123 polymorphisms in these genes were compared between subjects with an increase in suicidal ideation and those without any increase in suicidal ideation. Polymorphisms in BDNF, the gene encoding the brain-derived neurotrophic factor, were significantly associated with an increase in suicidal ideation. The strongest association was observed for rs962369 in BDNF (p=0.0015). Moreover, a significant interaction was found between variants in BDNF and NTRK2, the gene encoding the BNDF receptor (p=0.0003). Among men taking nortriptyline, suicidality was also associated with rs11195419 SNP in the alpha(2A)-adrenergic receptor gene (ADRA2A) (p=0.007). The associations observed with polymorphisms in BDNF suggest the involvement of the neurotrophic system in vulnerability to suicidality. Epistasis between BDNF and NTRK2 suggests that genetic variations in the two genes are involved in the same causal mechanisms leading to suicidality during antidepressant treatment. Among men, genetic variation in noradrenergic signaling may interact with norepinephrine reuptake-inhibiting antidepressants, thereby contributing to suicidality.

**History of suicide attempts among patients with depression in the GENEDEP project**


*Journal of Affective Disorder.* Published online: 22 September 2009. doi: 10.1016/j.jad.2009.09.001, 2009

**Background:** It has been proposed that a history of suicide attempts could be a correlate of severe depressive disorder and that suicide attempters (SA) could represent a particular subtype of subjects suffering from major depressive disorder. We investigated clinical and demographic characteristics associated with SA and tested the hypothesis that a history of suicide attempts predicts poor response to antidepressants.

**Methods:** 141 SA and 670 non-SA subjects with major depressive disorder (MDD) were treated for twelve weeks with escitalopram or nortriptyline in GENEDEP, a part-randomized multi-center clinical and pharmacogenetic study. Baseline characteristics were compared using linear and logistic regression. Linear mixed models were used to analyse continuous outcomes during the twelve weeks of follow-up.

**Results:** At baseline, SA subjects suffered from more severe depression (mean Montgomery-Asberg Depression Rating Scale: 30.29 (7.61) vs 28.43 (6.54), p=0.0002), reported higher level of suicidal ideation (1.21 (0.82) vs 0.73 (0.48), p<0.0001), had a younger age of onset and experienced more depressive episodes, had higher harm avoidance scores and poorer socio-demographic environment than non-SA individuals. However, during the twelve
weeks of treatment and after adjustment for baseline severity of depression there was no difference in treatment response between SA and non-SA.

Limitations: Due to its retrospective design, it is possible that more severely depressed subjects might report more suicide attempts than less depressed individuals.

Conclusions: While SA differed from non-SA in several clinical and demographic characteristics, the antidepressants were similarly effective in SA as in comparably severely depressed subjects without a history of suicide attempts.

Detecting and predicting self-harm behaviour in prisoners: a prospective psychometric analysis of three instruments

AE Perry, S Gilbody (UK)
Social Psychiatry and Psychiatric Epidemiology 44, 853–861, 2009

Background: Research has revealed high levels of suicide and self-harm within young adult prisoners, but many studies have not considered the applicability and validity of its measurement for both male and female prisoners. Previous studies have focused on retrospective evaluations of instruments which are not useful evidence in informing clinical practice and decision making.

Objectives: To evaluate the validation and prediction of suicide and self-harm risk in young adult prisoners.

Method: The study was divided into two stages. Stage one used a cross-sectional design of 1,166 prisoners across six HM Prisons to validate the use of three questionnaires: the Beck Depression Inventory, the Beck Hopelessness Scale and a newly devised instrument (SCOPE tool). The second stage assessed the predictive validity of the three instruments using a 4-year-follow-up study of female prisoners across two HM Prisons in UK. Self-report and official records were used to measure suicide and self-harm risk. Logistic regression methodology, receiver operator characteristic curves and Youden's index were used to determine the range of thresholds for the three tools.

Results: Self-report measurement of suicide and self-harm behaviour using the three instruments presented a range of sensitivity and specificity values (65.9-72.3% and 64.9-74.0%, respectively). Predictive measurement of suicide and self-harm behaviour in the follow-up study presented a range of sensitivity and specificity values (54.6-80% and 62.2-69.4%, respectively).

Conclusion: Screening for self-harm and suicidal behaviour in young prisoners has generated a range of cut off points for the identification of those at risk. These serve as a bench mark for service planners and practitioners.
Thought suppression and suicidal ideation: Preliminary evidence in support of a robust association
JW Pettit, SR Temple, PJ Norton, I Yaroslavsky, KE Grover, ST Morgan, DJ Schatte (USA)
Depression and Anxiety 26, 758–763, 2009

**Background:** The suppression of unwanted thoughts appears to contribute to the development and maintenance of emotional disorders. This report tested the thought suppression paradigm in relation to suicidal ideation. Based on the ironic process theory, we hypothesized that the suppression of unwanted thoughts, especially suicidal thoughts, would associate with a higher frequency and a greater intensity of suicidal ideation.

**Methods:** Study 1 examined cross-sectional associations between self-reported thought suppression and the frequency of suicidal ideation in a nonclinical sample of 166 undergraduate students. Study 2 extended cross-sectional findings in an inpatient sample of 71 suicidal adolescents. Study 3 examined prospective associations between suicidal thought suppression and increases in self-reported suicidal ideation over a 4-week period in a separate nonclinical sample of 118 undergraduate students.

**Results:** Findings across studies support a robust association between thought suppression and suicidal ideation, even controlling for general depressive symptoms. Participants in Studies 1 and 2 who endorsed greater tendencies toward suppression of thoughts, especially suicidal thoughts (Study 2), displayed higher concurrent levels of suicidal ideation. Participants in Study 3 who endorsed greater baseline tendencies toward suppression of suicidal thoughts displayed an increase in the severity of suicidal ideation over time.

**Conclusions:** Suppression of suicidal thoughts may represent 1 mechanism contributing to the persistence of suicidal ideation. Clinicians may wish to explore patients’ reactions to suicidal ideation and consider acceptance-oriented strategies among patients who attempt to control unwanted suicidal thoughts.

Response to intravenous antidepressant treatment by suicidal vs. nonsuicidal depressed patients
M Pompili, RJ Baldessarini, L Tondo, M Innamorati, R Tatarelli, P Girardi, E De Pisa (Italy)

**Background:** As effects of suicidal status on antidepressant responses remain uncertain, we compared responses to treatment in suicidal and nonsuicidal depressed patients.

**Methods:** We evaluated treatment response and covariates in 82 depressed patients diagnosed with DSM-IV major depressive ($n = 50$) or bipolar disorders ($n = 32$) treated initially in a day-hospital for 2 weeks, followed by 4 weeks of outpatient treatment, using citalopram given intravenously and then orally,
with or without a mood-stabilizer. Suicidal status was based on an intake score of $\geq 3$ on item-3 of the 17-item Hamilton Depression Rating Scale, verified by clinical assessment. Morbidity and clinical change were assessed with the remaining 16 items (HDRS(16)).

**Results:** Suicidal ($n = 31$) and nonsuicidal subjects ($n = 51$) were similar in baseline ratings of depressive symptom-severity but were depressed longer and more likely to abuse substances. Suicidal ratings improved by 36% during 6 weeks of treatment among initially suicidal patients, but other depressive symptoms (HDRS(16)) improved half as much as in nonsuicidal subjects (13.4 vs. 25.1 points), independent of diagnosis, initial illness-severity, and treatment, and half as many patients improved by $\geq 20\%$. In multivariate modeling, only being suicidal predicted poor response.

**Conclusions:** Being suicidal may limit response to treatment in depressed major affective disorder patients, independent of diagnosis or overall symptomatic severity.

---

**A pilot study evaluating a support programme for parents of young people with suicidal behaviour**

L Power, S Morgan, S Byrne, C Boylan, A Carthy, S Crowley, C Fitzpatrick, S Guerin (Ireland)  

**Background:** Deliberate self-harm (DSH) is a major public health concern and has increased among young people in Ireland. While DSH is undoubtedly the result of interacting factors, studies have identified an association between DSH and family dysfunction as well as the protective role of positive family relationships. Following a focus group meeting held to identify the needs of parents and carers of young people with DSH, a support programme (SPACE) was developed. The aims of the current study are to evaluate the effectiveness of the SPACE programme in decreasing parental psychological distress, reducing parental report of young peoples’ difficulties, increasing parental satisfaction and increasing parents’ ratings of their own defined challenges and goals.

**Methods:** Participants were recruited from a Mental Health Service within a paediatric hospital, Community Child and Adolescent Mental Health Teams and family support services. All services were located within the greater Dublin area in Ireland. Forty-six parents of children who had engaged in or expressed thoughts of self harm attended the programme and participated in the evaluation study. The programme ran once a week over an 8-week period and included topics such as information on self harm in young people, parenting adolescents, communication and parental self care. Seventy percent ($N = 32$) of the original sample at Time 1 completed measures at Time 2 (directly following the programme) and 37% ($N = 17$) of the original sample at Time 1 completed them at Time 3 (6 months following the programme). A repeated measures design was used to iden-
tify changes in parental wellbeing after attendance at the programme as well as changes in parental reports of their child’s difficulties.

**Results:** Participants had lower levels of psychological distress, increased parental satisfaction, lower ratings of their own defined challenges and higher ratings of their goals directly after the programme. These changes were maintained at 6 month follow up in the 37% of participants who could be followed up. Furthermore the young people who had engaged in or expressed thoughts of self harm had lower levels of difficulties, as reported by their parents, following the programme.

**Conclusions:** These findings suggest that the SPACE programme is a promising development in supporting the parents of young people with suicidal behaviour. The programme may also reduce parental reports of their children’s difficulties. Further evaluation using a randomized controlled trial is indicated.

---

**Correlates and antecedents of hospital admission for attempted suicide: a nationwide survey in Italy**

A Preti, L Tondo, D Sisti, MB Rocchi, G de Girolamo & for the PROGRES-Acute group (Italy)

*European Archives of Psychiatry and Clinical Neuroscience.* Published online: 6 August 2009. doi: 10.1007/s00406-009-0037-x, 2009

The present study examined data on symptom patterns in the week prior to admission for suicide attempt, in a nationwide representative sample of patients. Socio-demographic, clinical, and treatment data was gathered for 1,547 patients admitted over a 12-day index period during the year 2004 to 130 public and 36 private psychiatric facilities in Italy. Patients were evaluated in terms of whether they had been admitted for having attempted suicide or not. A detailed checklist was used to assess symptom pattern at admission; diagnoses were based on ICD-10 categories. Two-hundred thirty patients (14.8%) in the sample had been admitted for suicide attempt. Patients with depression or with personality disorders were more frequently observed among suicide attempters. First-contact patients were significantly more likely to have been admitted after a suicide attempt, the only exception being individuals with bipolar disorder, manic phase. No diagnosis was statistically related to admission after suicide attempt, once symptoms pattern at admission had been accounted for. Disordered eating behavior, depressive symptoms, substance abuse, and non-prescribed medication abuse were positively related to attempted suicide, as were any traumatic events in the week prior to admission; symptoms of psychosis (hallucinations/delusions) and lack of self-care were negatively associated with suicide attempt admission. Greater attention to symptoms immediately preceding or concomitant with admission after a suicide attempt can be a key factor in establishing the best treatment plan and discharge strategy, the most effective community-service referral, and targeted intervention programmes for patients hospitalized for a suicide attempt.
**Effects of intravenous Ketamine on explicit and implicit measures of suicidality in treatment-resistant depression**

RB Price, MK Nock, DS Charney, SJ Mathew (USA)
*Biological Psychiatry* 66, 522–526, 2009

**Background:** Intravenous ketamine has shown rapid antidepressant effects in early trials, making it a potentially attractive candidate for depressed patients at imminent risk of suicide. The Implicit Association Test (IAT), a performance-based measure of association between concepts, may have utility in suicide assessment.

**Methods:** Twenty-six patients with treatment-resistant depression were assessed using the suicidality item of the Montgomery-Asberg Depression Rating Scale (MADRS-SI) 2 hours before and 24 hours following a single sub-anesthetic dose of intravenous ketamine. Ten patients also completed IATs assessing implicit suicidal associations at comparable time points. In a second study, nine patients received thrice-weekly ketamine infusions over a 12-day period.

**Results:** Twenty-four hours after a single infusion, MADRS-SI scores were reduced on average by 2.08 points on a 0 to 6 scale \( p < .001; d = 1.37 \), and 81% of patients received a rating of 0 or 1 postinfusion. Implicit suicidal associations were also reduced following ketamine \( p = .003; d = 1.36 \), with reductions correlated across implicit and explicit measures. MADRS-SI reductions were sustained for 12 days by repeated-dose ketamine \( p < .001; d = 2.42 \).

**Conclusions:** These preliminary findings support the premise that ketamine has rapid beneficial effects on suicidal cognition and warrants further study.

**Characteristics of clients to a suicide prevention centre: an epidemiological analysis of the users over a 10-year period**

P Qin, BH Madsen, PB Mortensen (Denmark)
*Journal of Affective Disorders* 115, 339–346, 2009

**Background:** Suicide prevention centres play an important role on suicide prevention in communities. A better understanding of clients to these centres is essential and informative to suicide prevention. This study aimed to document the referral pattern of clients to a suicide prevention centre over a 10-year period and to capture their characteristics.

**Methods:** All suicidal clients during 1996 to 2005 were included and compared with the regional population. Data were retrieved from longitudinal registers.

**Results:** There were in total 4274 contacts from 3505 individuals because of suicide attempt (38%) or suicide ideation (62%). Source of referral included self-initiation or family (25.4%), psychiatric hospitals (23.5%), general practitioners (21.7%), and somatic hospitals (15.1%). The clients were more likely
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females and persons at young ages. Compared with regional sex–age-matched counterparts, suicidal clients significantly more often had a history of psychiatric contact, were born by young parents, had no recorded link to a mother or father, had lost a parent, and had a parental psychiatric history. Also, they were often frequent movers and residents with a foreign citizenship.

Conclusions: This study provided insights about the referral pattern of suicidal clients as well as client characteristics on selected variables at the birth and during upbringing, which may be informative to suicide intervention targeting at this group of population.

Differences in mortality and suicidal behaviour between treated and never-treated people with schizophrenia in rural China

MS Ran, CL Chan, EY Chen, WJ Mao, SH Hu, CP Tang, FR Lin, Y Conwell (China)
British Journal of Psychiatry 195, 126-131, 2009

Background: Many people with schizophrenia remain untreated in the community. Long-term mortality and suicidal behaviour among never-treated individuals with schizophrenia in the community are unknown.

Aims: To explore 10-year mortality and suicidal behaviour among never-treated individuals with schizophrenia.

Method: We used data from a 10-year prospective follow-up study (1994–2004) among people with schizophrenia in Xinjin County, Chengdu, China.

Results: The mortality rate for never-treated individuals with schizophrenia was 2761 per 100 000 person-years during follow-up. There were no significant differences of rates of suicide and all-cause mortality between never-treated and treated individuals. The standardised mortality ratio (SMR) for never-treated people was 10.4 (95% CI 7.2–15.2) and for treated individuals 6.5 (95% CI 5.2–8.5). Compared with treated people, never-treated individuals were more likely to be older, poorer, have a longer duration of illness, marked symptoms and fewer family members.

Conclusions: The never-treated individuals have similar mortality to and a higher proportion of marked symptoms than treated people, which may reflect the poor outcome of the individuals without treatment. The higher rates of mortality, homelessness and never being treated among people with schizophrenia in low- and middle-income nations might challenge presumed wisdom about schizophrenia outcomes in these countries.
Prognosis after suicide attempt: standard of care and the consequences of not meeting it

WH Reid (USA)
*Journal of Psychiatric Practice* 15, 141–144, 2009

A significant number of people who attempt suicide and survive eventually die by their own hands, many within a year of the index attempt. A history of multiple past attempts further increases risk of eventual suicide. That most attempters do not later die by suicide is a statistical fact that should not distract psychiatrists and other mental health professionals from the substantial increase in risk associated with a suicide attempt. Short-term intensive treatment, often with psychiatric hospitalization, reduces immediate risk, but the standard of care often requires more than just a few days of generic inpatient care. Before discharging patients, the psychiatrist should be reasonably certain that the conditions associated with the attempt and initial suicide risk have improved in some significant and lasting way. Although for many patients, severe suicide risk is a relatively transient condition, patients should not be discharged just because they say they feel better or show superficial signs of lessened risk. Before sending the patient into the community, the psychiatrist should have good reason to believe that the dangerous condition(s) that precipitated the attempt and hospital admission have been ameliorated, and that the important improvements in the patient and his or her environment, on which the patient’s safety relies, are both real and stable.

Seasonality of suicide in Sweden: relationship with psychiatric disorder

J Reutfors, U Osby, A Ekbom, P Nordstrom, J Jokinen, FC Papadopoulos (Sweden)

**Background:** Little is known as to whether suicide seasonality is related to psychiatric disorders affecting suicide risk/incidence. The present study aims to assess suicide seasonality patterns with regard to the history of psychiatric morbidity among suicide victims.

**Methods:** The history of psychiatric inpatient diagnoses in the five years prior to suicide was identified among all suicides in Sweden from 1992 to 2003. Suicide seasonality was estimated as the relative risk of suicide during the month of highest to that in the month of lowest suicide incidence. Analyses were performed with respect to sex, suicide method and history of inpatient treatment of psychiatric disorder.

**Results:** Among both male (n = 9,902) and female (n = 4,128) suicide victims, there were peaks in suicide incidence in the spring/early summer. This seasonal variation was more evident in suicide victims with a psychiatric inpatient diagnosis than in those without such a diagnosis. A seasonal variation was found in
most diagnostic groups, with significant peaks in males with a history of depression and in females with a history of a neurotic, stress-related, or somatoform disorder. Overall, suicide seasonality was more evident in violent than in non-violent suicide methods.

**Limitation:** Only psychiatric disorders severe enough to require hospital admission were studied.

**Conclusion:** A history of inpatient-treated psychiatric disorder appears to be associated with an increase in suicide seasonality, especially in violent suicide methods. This increase is found in several psychiatric disorders.

---

**Explaining the relation between religiousness and reduced suicidal behavior: social support rather than specific beliefs**

A Robins, A Fiske (USA)

*Suicide and Life-Threatening Behavior* 39, 386–395, 2009

Religiousness has been associated with decreased risk of suicidal ideation, suicide attempts, and completed suicide, but the mechanisms underlying these associations are not well characterized. The present study examined the roles of religious belief and social support in that relation. A survey measuring religiousness, social support, suicidal ideation, and suicide attempts was administered to 454 undergraduate students. Involvement in public, but not private, religious practices was associated with lower levels of both suicidal ideation and history of suicide attempts. Social support mediated these relations but religious beliefs did not. Results highlight the importance of social support provided by religious communities.

---

**Suicide in cancer patients in South East England from 1996 to 2005: a population-based study**

D Robinson, C Renshaw, C Okello, H Møller, EA Davies (UK)

*British Journal of Cancer* 101, 198–201, 2009

**Background:** Studies from around the world have shown that suicide risk is increased in cancer patients, but no previous detailed analysis has been carried out in England.

**Methods:** We calculated standardised mortality ratios (SMRs) for suicide in 206 129 men and 211 443 women diagnosed with cancer in South East England between 1996 and 2005, relative to suicide rates in the general population.

**Results:** We found a significantly increased risk of suicide in men (SMR 1.45, 95% confidence interval (CI) 1.20–1.73) and a moderately increased risk in women (SMR 1.19, 95% CI 0.88–1.57). In both sexes, relative risk of suicide was greatest in the first year after cancer diagnosis (SMR for men 2.42, 95% CI 1.84–3.13; SMR for women 1.44, 95% CI 0.82–2.33), and was also greater in
individuals diagnosed with types of cancer with high fatality (SMR for men 2.67, 95% CI 1.71–3.97; SMR for women 2.17, 95% CI 0.80–4.73).

Conclusion: There is a critical period immediately after the diagnosis of cancer during which the excess risk of suicide is particularly high. Carers need to be aware of the importance of attending to both the physical and emotional needs of cancer patients and cancer survivors.

Physical disability and suicidal ideation: a community-based study of risk/protective factors for suicidal thoughts

D Russell, RJ Turner, TE Joiner (USA)
*Suicide and Life-Threatening Behavior* 39, 440–451, 2009

Although the significance of poor physical health for suicide risk is well established, the potential relevance of physical disability, as distinct from diseases and traumas that give rise to disability, has received little attention. Prior evidence suggests the possible utility of the stress process theoretical model for understanding variations in risk for suicide ideation and the contribution of physical disability to such risk. In this article, we examine the independent and joint explanatory significance of physical disability and components of the stress process model for risk of suicide ideation. Data from an ethnically diverse and representative sample of disabled and nondisabled adults (*n* = 1,768) reveal that physical disability is associated with a greater risk of lifetime suicidal ideation.

Childhood trauma and self-harm behavior among chronic pain patients

RA Sansone, JD Sinclair, MW Wiederman (USA)

Associations between childhood trauma and self-harm behavior in adulthood have been explored in a variety of populations, but few studies have assessed multiple forms of childhood trauma as well as 22 self-harm behaviors, and none (that we are aware of) in a chronic pain population. In this study, we examined 5 types of childhood trauma (i.e., sexual, physical, and emotional abuses; physical neglect; witnessing of violence) and 22 self-harm behaviors in a sample of 117 chronic pain patients who were being evaluated by a pain management specialist in a private setting. All five forms of childhood trauma demonstrated statistically significant relationships with self-harm behavior in adulthood. We discuss the implications of these findings.
Risk factors for attempting suicide in prisoners
M Sarchiapone, V Carli, MD Giannantonio, A Roy (Italy)
Suicide and Life Threatening Behavior 39, 343–350, 2009

We wished to examine determinants of suicidal behavior in prisoners. 903 male prisoners had a psychiatric interview which included various psychometric tests. Suicide attempters were compared with prisoners who had never attempted suicide. Significantly more of the attempters had a history of psychiatric disorder, substance abuse, a family history of suicidal behavior, convictions for violent crime, had exhibited aggressive behavior in jail, and had higher BGLHA aggression scores. A similar pattern of risk factors was found for prisoners with suicidal ideation. A lifetime history of attempting suicide, or of having suicidal ideation, is frequent in prisoners. Risk factors include family, developmental, aggression, personality, psychiatric, and substance abuse factors.

Relations of psychological characteristics to suicide behaviour: results from a large sample of male prisoners
M Sarchiapone, N Jovanovic, A Roy, A Podlesek, V Carli, M Amore, M Mancini, A Marusic (Italy)
Personality and Individual Differences 47, 250–255, 2009

Aim was to investigate psychological characteristics that may predict suicide ideation and behaviour in male prisoners. Sample consisted of 1117 prisoners detained in jails of the District of Abruzzo-Molise in Italy. All underwent psychiatric interviews and comprehensive psychometric assessments related to different psychological characteristics. Principal component analysis of psychometric variables derived four components. Multivariate logistic regression was designed to test them as predictors of suicidal ideation and attempt. Main findings: (1) approximately 40% prisoners reported lifetime suicide ideation and 13% attempted suicide; (2) different psychometric variables tend to associate in male prisoners. Three of them — childhood trauma, emotional lability and substance abuse — seem to increase the risk of suicide ideation and attempt, while sensation seeking behaviour might decrease it; (3) ideators and attempters scored higher on scales measuring aggression, hostility, childhood trauma, depression, psychoticism and neuroticism, when compared to non-ideators and non-attempters; (4) suicide ideators and attempters scored lower on extraversion and resilience scales; and (5) childhood trauma was the strongest positive predictor for suicide ideation and attempt. This is the first report on psychological characteristics in a large sample of prisoners. We believe it might add new value to evidence-based suicide prevention strategies in prisons.
Attempted suicide in the elderly in England: age-associated rates, time trends and methods
A Shah (UK)
*International Psychogeriatrics* 21, 889–895, 2009

**Background:** Critical study of attempted suicides may allow greater understanding of completed suicides because of the considerable overlap between attempted and completed suicides in the elderly.

**Methods:** Age-associated rates (60–74 years versus 75+ years), trends over time and methods of attempted suicide in the elderly in England were examined using recently collected national data for a 9-year period.

**Results:** The rate of attempted suicides in the 60- to 74-years age-band increased over the 9-year study period. Rates of intentional self-poisoning by and exposure to non-opiod analgesics, antipyretics and antirheumatics, intentional self-poisoning by and exposure to narcotics and psychodysecepts and intentional self-poisoning by and exposure to other drugs acting on the autonomic nervous system increased over the nine-year study period in both elderly age-bands. The rates and the frequency of intentional self-poisoning by and exposure to non-opiod analgesics, antipyretics and antirheumatics and intentional self-harm by sharp objects were higher in the 75+ years age-band compared to the 60–74 years age-band. The rates and frequency of intentional self-poisoning by and exposure to other drugs acting on the autonomic nervous system, intentional self-poisoning by and exposure to alcohol and intentional self-harm by smoke, fire and flames were higher in the 60- to 74-year age-band compared to the 75+ years age-band.

**Conclusions:** There is a need to develop strategies to reduce access to targeted methods of attempted suicide in elderly that are most prevalent and increasing over time.

The relationship between general population suicide rates and mental health funding, service provision and national policy
A Shah, R Bhandarkar, G Bhatia (UK)
*International Journal of Social Psychiatry.* Published online: 3 August 2009.

**Objective:** The main aims were to examine the relationship between general population suicide rates and the presence of national policies on mental health, funding for mental health, and measures of mental health service provision.

**Methods:** Data on general population suicide rates for both genders were obtained from the World Health Organization (WHO) databank available on the WHO web-site. Data on the presence of national policies on mental health, funding for mental health and measures of mental health service provision
were obtained from the Mental Health Atlas 2005, also available on the WHO website.

**Findings:** The main findings were: (a) there was no relationship between suicide rates in both genders and different measures of mental health policy, except they were increased in countries with mental health legislation; (b) there was a significant positive correlation between suicide rates in both genders and the percentage of the total health budget spent on mental health; and (iii) suicide rates in both genders were higher in countries with greater provision of mental health services, including the number of psychiatric beds, psychiatrists and psychiatric nurses, and the availability of training in mental health for primary care professionals.

**Conclusions:** Cross-national ecological studies using national-level aggregate data are not helpful in establishing a causal relationship (and the direction of this relationship) between suicide rates and mental health funding, service provision and national policies. The impact of introducing national policies on mental health, increasing funding for mental health services and increasing mental health service provision on suicide rates requires further examination in longitudinal within-country studies.

**Relationship of intentional self-harm using sharp objects with depressive and dissociative tendencies in pre-adolescence-adolescence**

N Sho, A Oiji, C Konno, K Toyohara, T Minami, T Arai, Y Seike (Japan)

*Psychiatry and Clinical Neurosciences* 63, 410–416, 2009

**Aims:** The objectives of the present study were to (i) evaluate the prevalence of children and adolescents who have engaged in intentional self-harm using a sharp object; and (ii) investigate the relationship between self-harm with sharp objects and depressive tendencies or dissociative tendencies.

**Methods:** A total of 1938 students in grades 5–12 in Yokohama, Japan, were enrolled, and they completed anonymous self-report questionnaires including a question about intentional self-harm with a sharp object, the Depression Self-Rating Scale for Children (DSRSC) and the Adolescent Dissociative Experiences Scale (A-DES).

**Results:** The prevalence of self-harm using sharp object was 5.4% among male 5th–6th graders, 4.0% among female 5th–6th graders, 5.3% among male 7th–9th graders, 15.1% among female 7th–9th graders, 6.6% among male 10th–12th graders, and 9.6% among female 10th–12th graders. Categorical regression analysis showed that a small amount of variance in self-harm by sharp object was explained by DSRSC and A-DES scores.
Conclusions: Self-harm with a sharp object was prevalent among pre-adolescents and adolescents and was associated with depressive and dissociative tendencies.

Six-year follow-up of a clinical sample of self-harm patients
JMA Sinclair, K Hawton, A Gray (UK)
Journal of Affective Disorders. Published online: 28 June 2009. doi: 10.1016/j.jad.2009.05.027, 2009

Background: Mortality from suicide and other causes is significantly increased in patients who engage in self-harm, but their long-term morbidity and quality of life are poorly defined. As the majority of self-harm patients are under the age of 35 years, understanding their longer term health outcomes is important if we are to adequately manage their care. The aim of this study was to investigate the long-term mortality, morbidity and quality of life of such patients.

Method: A representative cohort of patients who had presented to hospital following an episode of self-harm was traced after 6 years. Mortality and repetition of self-harm were primary outcome measures. Psychiatric morbidity and indices of quality of life, and social functioning were also obtained.

Results: 143/150 (95.3%) patients were traced after a mean of 6.2 years. Eight (5.6%) had died during follow-up, significantly more than general population estimates ($p \leq .001$), four of these (2.8%) by probable suicide. Further self-harm occurred in 58/101 (57.4%) participants; 70/97 (72.2%) fulfilled criteria for at least one psychiatric disorder, and 51.3% screened positive for harmful use of alcohol. Measures of health status (EQ-5D and SF36-II) were significantly lower ($p < .001$) than in the general population.

Limitations: Due to the nature of this population group the attrition rate at 6 years is high; although this is the most complete such study to date.

Conclusion: Despite positive outcomes in some patients, overall levels of mortality, morbidity, and harmful use of alcohol are high, whilst quality of life is reported as low. This has significant implications for the long-term management of this group.

Effect of restricting access to a suicide jumping site
K Skegg, P Herbison (New Zealand)
Australian and New Zealand Journal of Psychiatry 43, 498-502, 2009

Objective: The road to a headland that had become a suicide jumping hotspot was temporarily closed because of construction work. This created an opportunity to assess whether loss of vehicular access would lead to a reduction in suicides and emergency police callouts for threatened suicide at the site.

Method: Deaths at the headland were ascertained for a 10 year period before road closure and for 2 years following closure using records from the local
Suicide inquest officer, the coroner’s pathologist and Marine Search and Rescue. Police provided a list of police callouts for threatened suicide at the site for a 4 year period before closure and for 2 years following closure. Simple rates were compared and incident rate ratios were calculated where possible.

**Results:** There were 13 deaths at the headland involving suicide or open verdicts in the 10 years before access was restricted, and none in the 2 years following road closure. This difference was statistically significant (incident rate difference = 1.3 deaths per year, 95% confidence interval (CI) = 0.6–2.0). No jumping suicides occurred elsewhere in the police district following the road closure. Police callouts for threatened suicide also fell significantly, from 19.3 per year in the 4 years prior to road closure to 9.5 per year for the following 2 years (incident rate ratio = 2.0, 95% CI = 1.2–3.5).

**Conclusions:** Preventing vehicular access to a suicide jumping hotspot was an effective means of suicide prevention at the site. There was no evidence of substitution to other jumping sites.

**Childhood predictors of completed and severe suicide attempts: findings from the Finnish 1981 birth cohort study**
A Sourander, A Brunstein Klomek, S Niemelä, A Haavisto, D Gyllenberg, H Helenius, L Sillanmäki, T Ristikari, K Kumpulainen, T Tamminen, I Moilanen, J Piha, F Almqvist, MS Gould (Finland)

*Archives of General Psychiatry* 66, 398–406, 2009

To our knowledge, no prospective, population-based study in existence examines predictive associations between early or middle childhood psychopathologic disorders and later completed suicides. To study predictive associations between childhood psychopathologic disorders at the age of 8 years and later completed suicides and severe suicide attempts. Birth cohort study of individuals 8 to 24 years old. Finland. The sample includes 5302 Finnish people born in 1981 who were examined at the age of 8 years to gather information about psychopathologic conditions, school performance, and family demographics from parents, teachers, and children. National register-based lifetime information about completed suicides and suicide attempts that prompted hospital admission. Of all 24 deaths among males between 8 and 24 years of age, 13 were suicides, whereas of 16 deaths among females, only 2 were suicides. Fifty-four males and females (1%) had either completed suicide or made a serious suicide attempt, defined as a suicide attempt that prompted hospital admission. Of 27 males with completed or serious suicide attempts, 78% screened positive on parent or teacher Rutter scales at the age of 8 years, whereas of 27 females only 11% screened positive. Among males, completed or serious suicide attempt outcome was predicted at the age of 8 years by living in a non-intact family; psychological problems as reported by the primary teacher; or conduct, hyperkinetic, and emotional problems. However, self-reports of depressive symptoms at the age of 8 years did not predict suicide outcome. No
predictive associations between the study variables measured at the age of 8 years and suicide outcome were found among females. Male suicide outcome was predicted most strongly by comorbid conduct and internalizing problems. Most males who completed suicide and/or made serious suicide attempts in adolescence or early adulthood had psychiatric problems by the age of 8 years, indicating a trajectory that persists throughout their lives. However, female severe suicidality is not predicted by psychopathologic disorders at the age of 8 years. The results give additional support to the importance of early detection and treatment of psychiatric problems in males.

**Teen suicide information on the internet: a systematic analysis of quality**

M Szumilas, S Kucher (Canada)
*Canadian Journal of Psychiatry* 54, 596-604, 2009

**Objective:** To synthesize the literature on youth suicide risk factors (RFs) and prevention strategies (PSs); evaluate quality of information regarding youth suicide RFs and PSs found on selected Canadian websites; determine if website source was related to evidence-based rating (EBR); and determine the association of website quality indicators with EBR.

**Methods:** Five systematic reviews of youth suicide research were analyzed to assemble the evidence base for RFs and PSs. The top 20 most commonly accessed youth suicide information websites were analyzed for quality indicators and EBR. Univariate logistic regression was conducted to determine if quality indicators predicted statements supported by evidence (SSEs). Multivariate analysis was used to calculate adjusted odds ratios for SSEs and quality indicators.

**Results:** Only 44.2% of statements were SSEs. The 10 most highly ranked websites contained almost 80% of the total statements analyzed, and one-half had a negative EBR. Compared with government websites, nonprofit organization websites were more likely (OR 1.45, 95% CI 0.66 to 3.18), and personal and media websites were less likely (OR 0.62, 95% CI 0.26 to 1.47), to have a positive EBR. Crediting of an author (AOR 2.65, 95% CI 1.34 to 5.28), and recommendation to consult a health professional (AOR 2.08, 95% CI 1.18 to 3.68), increased the odds of SSEs.

**Conclusions:** Fundamental to addressing youth suicide is the availability of high-quality, evidence-based information accessible to the public, health providers, and policy-makers. Many websites, including those sponsored by the federal government and national organizations, need to improve the evidence-based quality of the information provided.
Antidepressant discontinuation and risk of suicide attempt: a retrospective, nested case-control study
RJ Valuck, HD Orton, AM Libby (USA)
Journal of Clinical Psychiatry 70, 1069-1077, 2009

Objective: Prior efforts to assess the impact of antidepressant use on risk of suicide attempt focused on antidepressant initiation or duration of use. Gaps remain in understanding risks associated with antidepressant discontinuation in the context of the drug regimen. We assessed the effects of antidepressant discontinuation on the risk of suicide attempt.

Method: We report a nested case-control study of suicide attempt with at least 12 months of prior observation. A retrospective cohort of 2.4 million patients with depression (ICD-9 codes 296.2, 296.3, 300.4, and 311), aged 5-89 years, was created using standard Healthcare Effectiveness Data and Information Set (HEDIS) criteria; from this cohort, cases (n = 10,456) and controls (n = 41,815) were selected for study. Data were from a large, national, longitudinal, integrated claims database of managed care enrollees in the United States from calendar years 1999 through 2006.

Results: Compared to controls, cases were more likely to have used antidepressants, to have had multiple antidepressants, and to have had prior depressive episodes and inpatient stays that involved depression. After adjusting for confounding due to depression severity, comorbidities, and other medications, antidepressant use showed a protective effect for suicide attempt (OR = 0.62, P < .001). Compared to prior therapy, antidepressant discontinuation had a significant risk for suicide attempt (OR = 1.61, P < .05). Antidepressant initiation had the highest risk for suicide attempt (OR = 3.42, P < .05), followed by titration (titration up, OR = 2.62; down, OR = 2.19; P < .05).

Conclusions: Substantial confounding exists in examining the link between antidepressant use and suicide attempt, specifically regarding those factors associated with characteristics of depression. Antidepressant discontinuation showed a significant risk for suicide attempt, as did the period of an abbreviated trial, that is, stopping before a therapeutic regimen of 56 days had been reached. The highest risk was associated with initiation, a finding consistent with other studies, closely followed by periods of dosing changes and discontinuation. Patients should be closely monitored during these periods.

Does ‘No pesticide’ reduce suicides?
L Vijayakumar, RS Kumar (India)

Introduction: Ingestion of pesticides is the most common method of suicide, particularly in China, Sri Lanka and India. Reported pesticide suicides in India numbered 22,000 in the year 2006.
Method: Four villages in the state of Andhra Pradesh in India that had stopped using chemical pesticides in favour of non-pesticide management (NPM) were visited to assess any change in suicide incidence before and after discontinuation of chemical pesticides. Four similar villages in the same region that continued to use chemical pesticides were used as controls for comparison.

Results: In the pesticide-free villages there were 14 suicides before introduction of NPM and only three suicides thereafter. The percentage of suicides not reported to authorities was 47%.

Conclusion: Restriction of pesticide availability and accessibility by NPM has the potential to reduce pesticide suicides, in addition to psychosocial and health interventions.

Depressive symptoms and clinical status during the treatment of adolescent suicide attempters study


Objective: To examine the course of depression during the treatment of adolescents with depression who had recently attempted suicide.

Method: Adolescents (N = 124), ages 12 to 18 years, with a 90-day history of suicide attempt, a current diagnosis of depressive disorder (96.0% had major depressive disorder), and a Children’s Depression Rating Scale-Revised (CDRS-R) score of 36 or higher, entered a 6-month treatment with antidepressant medication, cognitive–behavioral therapy focused on suicide prevention, or their combination (Comb), at five academic sites. Treatment assignment could be either random or chosen by study participants. Intent-to-treat, mixed effects regression models of depression and other relevant ratings were estimated. Improvement and remission rates were computed with the last observation carried forward.

Results: Most patients (n = 104 or 84%) chose treatment assignment, and overall, three fourths (n = 93) received Comb. In Comb, CDRS-R declined from a baseline adjusted mean of 49.6 (SD 12.3) to 38.3 (8.0) at week 12 and to 27.0 (10.1) at week 24 (p < .0001), with a Clinical Global Impression-defined improvement rate of 58.0% at week 12 and 72.2% at week 24 and a remission (CDRS-R ≤ 28) rate of 32.5% at week 12 and 50.0% at week 24. The CDRS-R and the Scale for Suicidal Ideation scores were correlated at baseline (r = 0.43, p < .0001) and declined in parallel.

Conclusions: When vigorously treated with a combination of medication and psychotherapy, adolescents with depression who have recently attempted suicide show rates of improvement and remission of depression that seem comparable to those observed in nonsuicidal adolescents with depression.
Suicidal events in the treatment for adolescents with depression study (TADS)


Objective: The Treatment for Adolescents with Depression Study (TADS) database was analyzed to determine whether suicidal events (attempts and ideation) occurred early in treatment, could be predicted by severity of depression or other clinical characteristics, and were preceded by clinical deterioration or symptoms of increased irritability, akathisia, sleep disruption, or mania.

Method: TADS was a 36-week randomized, controlled clinical trial of pharmacologic and psychotherapeutic treatments involving 439 youths with major depressive disorder (DSM-IV criteria). Suicidal events were defined according to the Columbia Classification Algorithm of Suicidal Assessment. Patients were randomly assigned into the study between spring 2000 and summer 2003.

Results: Forty-four patients (10.0%) had at least 1 suicidal event (no suicide occurred). Events occurred 0.4 to 31.1 weeks (mean +/– SD = 11.9 +/– 8.2) after starting TADS treatment, with no difference in event timing for patients receiving medication versus those not receiving medication. Severity of self-rated pre-treatment suicidal ideation (Suicidal Ideation Questionnaire adapted for adolescents score ≥ 31) and depressive symptoms (Reynolds Adolescent Depression Scale score ≥ 91) predicted occurrence of suicidal events during treatment (P < .05). Patients with suicidal events were on average still moderately ill prior to the event (mean +/– SD Clinical Global Impressions–Severity of Illness scale score = 4.0 +/– 1.3) and only minimally improved (mean +/– SD Clinical Global Impressions–Improvement scale score = 3.2 +/– 1.1). Events were not preceded by increased irritability, akathisia, sleep disturbance, or manic signs. Specific interpersonal stressors were identified in 73% of cases (N = 44). Of the events, 55% (N = 24) resulted in overnight hospitalization.

Conclusions: Most suicidal events occurred in the context of persistent depression and insufficient improvement without evidence of medication-induced behavioral activation as a precursor. Severity of self-rated suicidal ideation and depressive symptoms predicted emergence of suicidality during treatment. Risk for suicidal events did not decrease after the first month of treatment, suggesting the need for careful clinical monitoring for several months after starting treatment.
**Peer-support suicide prevention in a non-metropolitan US community**

RL Walker, J Ashby, OD Hoskins, FN Greene (USA)
*Adolescence* 44, 335–346, 2009

Though suicide is a leading cause of death for high school age youth, the overall base rates for suicide deaths are relatively low. Consequently, very few evidence-based suicide prevention programs that address suicide death have emerged. Relative to urban areas, non-metropolitan and rural communities in particular tend to report higher suicide rates that are compounded by poor access to mental health care. In the current study, 63 high school youth participated in the three-day, LifeSavers peer-support suicide prevention training program. The goals of the program are to teach youth to engage in teamwork and listen to others without judgment in addition to recognizing the signs for youth who may be at risk for suicide. The overall aim of LifeSavers is to create a culture whereby primary prevention is active and crisis situations are preempted. Each participant in the current study completed pre-test and post-training measures of suicide attitudes and knowledge, self-esteem, and also self-acceptance. Findings demonstrated a significant increase in knowledge and positive attitudes toward suicide prevention and also self-esteem, but not self-acceptance. Though more work is needed, these preliminary data reveal that youth in rural communities may benefit from programming such as LifeSavers that commit to advancing peer support-and peer-gatekeeping efforts.

**International impacts of regulatory action to limit antidepressant prescribing on rates of suicide in young people**

BW Wheeler, C Metcalfe, RM Martin, D Gunnell (UK)
*Pharmacoepidemiology and Drug Safety* 18, 579–588, 2009

*Purpose:* Concerns that selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) may increase the risk of suicidal behaviour amongst young people led to regulatory action in 2003/4 in many countries. Antidepressant prescribing to young people in various countries declined, but subsequent analyses have demonstrated mixed effects on population suicide rates.


*Results:* There was no consistent change in rate after 2003, with some countries experiencing more and some fewer suicides than expected. Among 15–19 year olds the rate ratio was 0.999 (95%CI: 0.971–1.028), and in 10- to 14-year-olds...
Suicide was 0.999 (95%CI: 0.929–1.074). There was some evidence of differential results for males and females. In 15- to 19-year-olds there were 1.8% fewer (95%CI: –5.0 to +1.5%) suicides than expected amongst males and 8.1% more (95%CI: +1.9 to +14.6%) suicides than expected amongst females during 2004–2006. Rate ratios for 10- to 14-year-olds demonstrated a similar pattern, but with much greater uncertainty.

**Conclusions:** There was no evidence of an overall effect on suicides of regulatory action to restrict prescribing of SSRIs to young people, although there was weak evidence of an increase in suicide amongst young women internationally.

### Issues in designing, implementing, and evaluating suicide prevention strategies

**K Windfuhr**  
*Psychiatry* 8, 272–275, 2009

Suicide is one of the leading causes of death globally. Suicide prevention has become a policy priority in many countries. Some countries have implemented national suicide prevention strategies, in line with guidance from the United Nations and the World Health Organization. However, there are still several issues that require further attention in relation to suicide prevention strategies. First, although a growing number of countries have adopted national suicide prevention strategies, suicide prevention is still not a health priority globally. Second, there is an ongoing debate regarding the efficacy and effectiveness of individual interventions. Although evidence on interventions from ‘gold standard’ studies (e.g., randomized controlled trials) is desirable, this is often not achievable. Using the best available evidence is a pragmatic approach to the development of suicide prevention strategies. Third, best practice is informed by evaluating what does and does not work. This requires an evaluation of both the efficacy of specific interventions and the effectiveness of suicide prevention strategies as health policy initiatives. A focus on international evaluation data would help to develop global understanding of best practice in relation to suicide prevention.

### Emotional triggers and psychopathology associated with suicidal ideation in urban children with elevated aggressive–disruptive behavior

**PA Wyman, PA Gaudieri, K Schmeelk-Cone, W Cross, CH Brown, L Sworts, J West, KC Burke, J Nathan (USA)**  
*Journal of Abnormal Child Psychology* 37, 917–928, 2009

8.6% suicidal ideation (SI) was found among 349 urban 6-9 year olds in the top tercile of aggressive–disruptive behavior. SI was associated with more self-reported depression, ODD, conduct problems, and ADHD symptoms (ES 0.70–0.97) and 3.5-5 times more clinically significant symptoms. Parents rated
more symptoms in older children associated with SI compared to parents of similar age children without SI, including greater somatic and behavior problems in 8-9 year olds with SI. Parent ratings did not differentiate SI and non-SI in 6-7 year olds. SI frequently co-occurred with thoughts about death. Children described anger, dysphoria and interpersonal conflict as motivators/triggers for SI and worries about safety/health as motivator/triggers for thoughts about death, suggesting that problems managing emotionally challenging situations are a specific factor in initiating SI. Universal and indicated interventions for children to strengthen emotional self-regulation and behavioral control are recommended to complement the current emphasis on suicide prevention among adolescents.

A psychological autopsy study of pathological gamblers who died by suicide
PW Wong, WS Chan, Y Conwell, KR Conner, PS Yip (Hong Kong)

Background: Pathological gambling is associated with suicidal ideation and attempt. There is no known report on pathological gambling preceding suicide. By examining a series of 17 suicide cases with evidence of pathological gambling prior to death, we sought to generate hypotheses for further study of this under-researched but rapidly-increasing worldwide public health problem.

Method: Psychological autopsy interviews using a semi-structured format were conducted with proxy respondents for suicide and control subjects aged 15-59 years in Hong Kong SAR, China.

Results: Of the 150 suicides and 150 controls examined, 17 suicides (11.3%) and one control case (0.6%) met criteria for the diagnosis of pathological gambling at the time of death or interview. All 17 suicide cases with pathological gambling had unmanageable debt at the time of death. Fourteen cases (82.4%) had other associated psychiatric disorders, most often major depressive disorders (n = 10, 58.9%) and substance-use disorders (n = 3, 17.6%). None had ever received psychiatric treatment.

Limitations: Descriptive, retrospective case series with a small sample size.

Conclusions: Along with unmanageable debt, a high proportion of the suicide cases with pathological gambling also experienced other psychiatric illnesses, most often depression, at the time of death. None sought treatment for their addictive behavior or psychiatric illness prior to death. Pathological gambling is a modifiable risk factor for suicide for which means to enhance case identification and engagement in treatment are urgently needed. Clinicians treating depression should explore the presence of pathological gambling behavior or unmanageable debts among their patients. Addressing pathological gambling should be one important component of a comprehensive suicide prevention strategy especially in countries where gambling activities are legalized and expanding.
Psychological strains found from in-depth interviews with 105 Chinese rural youth suicides

J Zhang, N Dong, R Delprino, L Zhou (China)

Archives of Suicide Research 13, 185–194, 2009

The objective of this study was to investigate the role of different aspects of psychological strain in Chinese rural young suicides, so as to test the strain theory of suicide with the Chinese samples. A Psychological Autopsy (PA) was conducted on 105 suicides in rural China. The background and deep reasons for suicide were obtained from in-depth interviews with survivors and close friends. For each suicide, a story is composed out of the provided information, and the stories were content-analyzed with the SPSS Text Analysis for Surveys. Depression or other mental disorders were observed for less than half of the sampled suicides (42.9%). All suicides (100%) had experienced at least one type of the four strains: conflicting values; aspiration and reality; relative deprivation; and coping deficiency. While 24.9% of all suicides experienced only one type of strain, 36.2% experienced two types of strains, 32.4% experienced three types of strains, and only 6.7% of the suicides experienced all four types of strains. Males are more likely than females to experience aspiration and deprivation strains, and the younger suicides (15-22 years of age) were more likely than the older suicides (23-29 years of age) to experience coping strain. Psychological strains are more prevalent than mental disorders among Chinese rural young suicides. Mental illness might be a function of strain resulting from some negative life events, and future studies need to disentangle the relationship between strain and mental disorders.
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